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1B1BABSTRACT 
A primary goal of Antarctic research is to determine the sensitivity of ice sheets in 
a warming world.  Cosmogenic nuclide exposure-age dating of ancient glacial deposits 
formed under past climate regimes represents one of the primary approaches used to 
address this question.  Cosmogenic-nuclide dating is typically precise for deposits in non-
polar regions, but for previously unknown reasons cosmogenic datasets from Antarctic 
deposits display significant age scatter and are often at odds with results from other 
radiometric dating methods, such as 
40
Ar/
39
Ar analysis of volcanic ash.  In Chapter 1 of 
this thesis, I examine trends in cosmogenic exposure-age datasets from 93 sites across 
Antarctica. The results show that although nuclide inheritance impacts all datasets, and 
may yield scatter in excess of 1 Ma, loss of cosmogenic inventories associated with 
stochastic rock fractures and “puzzle-rock” development produces most of the wide 
scatter in Antarctic datasets.  This finding shows that the overarching assumption of 
steady state erosion cannot be applied to analysis of cosmogenic datasets from 
Antarctica.  In Chapter 2, I use Digital Terrain Analysis (DTA) to aid in the detection of 
new sites for cosmogenic sampling in Antarctica and show how these methods are 
 vi 
applicable to detection of glacial landscapes on Mars. In Chapter 3, I extend the 
application of remote-sensing techniques and introduce a new method for creating DEMs 
in remote glacial valleys in Antarctica.  Finally, in Chapter 4, I summarize how these 
overall results can be used to engage the wider community in science education, 
particularly in middle school classrooms. 
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1. 6B6BCHAPTER ONE: Improving cosmogenic-nuclide dating in Antarctica: insights 
from the systematic analysis of trends in age scatter in dated deposits 
1.1. 16B16BIntroduction 
Cosmogenic nuclides are produced when terrestrial matter is bombarded with 
high-energy cosmic rays.  Assuming the production rate of these cosmogenic nuclides is 
known, and that it remains constant over time, the measured abundance of cosmogenic 
nuclides in surface rocks is thus a function of the time of exposure to cosmogenic rays; 
this is the basis for cosmogenic-nuclide exposure age dating (see Darvill 2013 for an 
excellent summary of cosmogenic-nuclide dating).  However, interpretation of 
cosmogenic-nuclide inventories in surface rocks is complicated because of potential 
confounding factors such as intermittent or long-duration rock burial (which reduces 
production and lowers the cosmogenic inventory in samples), inheritance (which occurs 
when rocks contain an inventory of cosmogenic nuclides produced during prior 
exposure), and stochastic rock fracture (which exposes fresh faces with minimal nuclide 
inventories). 
One setting where cosmogenic-nuclide dating has consistently experienced 
difficulty in interpretation is on the Antarctic continent, home to the coldest and driest 
places on Earth and the unique landforms formed as a result.  Over the last 20 to 30 years, 
cosmogenic 
3
He, 
10
Be, 
21
Ne, and 
26
Al have all been used here to constrain the ages of 
various geomorphic processes and features, including glacial moraines (Staiger et al., 
2006; Swanger et al., 2011; Todd et al., 2010), surface uplift (e.g., Ackert and Kurz 2004; 
Brook et al., 1995), ice sheet fluctuations (e.g., Ackert Jr. et al., 1999; Mackintosh et al., 
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2007), and rates of surface denudation (e.g., Brook et al., 1995; Summerfield and Stuart 
1999).  These studies have a much larger scatter in the returned ages than similar 
cosmogenic studies in other climactic settings (e.g., Putnam et al., 2013).  A long term 
goal is to produce theoretical and numerical models that will aid in both the 
understanding and interpretation of excess scatter in cosmogenic datasets from 
Antarctica. Specific outcomes would be to create a standard set of sample-collection 
protocols for Antarctica and define the likely geomorphic processes that have affected 
dated samples through detailed analyses of cosmogenic datasets.  
As a first step toward reaching these goals, I amassed and analyzed an Antarctic-
wide cosmogenic-nuclide dataset from published literature and our own unpublished 
results.  From this new dataset, I performed a series of analyses to address the following 
specific objectives: 
 Develop theoretical models to explain anticipated scatter as a function of 
geomorphic surface processes. 
 Assess the overall range and trends of age scatter in cosmogenic-nuclide 
datasets across Antarctica as reported in published datasets as well as 
collaborators’ unpublished results from the McMurdo Dry Valleys. 
 Compare observed trends in age scatter with theoretical model predictions. 
 Apply our results to improve chronological control, define erosional histories 
at each site, and develop new sampling strategies for cosmogenic dating in 
Antarctica. 
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1.2. 17B17BEnvironmental and geological setting 
1.2.1. 36B36BTransantarctic Mountains 
The Transantarctic Mountains (TAM) tend across the continent, ranging from 
Northern Victoria Land (NVL) to Coats Land.  They form part of the drainage divide that 
separates the predominantly marine-based West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) and the 
largely terrestrial East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS).  Initial mountain development and 
surface uplift commenced with the onset of continental rifting  around 55 Ma (Stern and 
Brink 1989).  Thereafter, additional surface uplift of the highest peaks may have been 
accommodated by isostatic rebound, whereby concentrated erosion and removal of 
bedrock from deep river valleys, and later glacial valleys, led to surface uplift of isolated 
mountain ranges that experienced little erosion due to coverage beneath thin, cold-based 
glacier ice  (Stern, Baxter, and Barrett 2005).  The dominant bedrock lithologies across 
the TAM include a basement complex of Cambrian-to-pre-Cambrian granites, gneisses, 
and marbles. These deformed rocks are unconformably overlain by relatively flat-lying 
Devonian-to-Triassic-age sedimentary formations of the Beacon Supergroup, which in 
turn are intruded by Jurassic-age sills of Ferrar Dolerite, emplaced ~ 180 million years 
ago.  Enhanced erosion near the coast has resulted in a predictable variation in bedrock 
outcrop pattern across the region, with marbles, granites and gneisses exposed near the 
coast and Beacon Supergroup sedimentary rocks and dolerite sills exposed at high-
elevations in inland regions.  
A series of valleys that tend perpendicular to the long axis of TAM separate the 
mountains into several geographic regions.  Based on geomorphic evidence, these valleys 
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are thought to have been formed by a stream network during warmer climates and then 
further developed by wet-based glaciation (Baroni et al., 2005).  Today, outlet glaciers 
draining ice from East Antarctica toward the Ross Embayment and/or into the Ross Ice 
Shelf occupy several of these valleys.   In the McMurdo Dry Valleys region (see below), 
these outlet glaciers are non-erosive (due to cold basal-ice temperatures and low 
horizontal ice velocities).  Elsewhere, some of the major outlet glaciers that pass through 
valleys dissecting the TAM are likely wet-based and erosive.   
1.2.2. 37B37BMcMurdo Dry Valleys (MDV) 
The McMurdo Dry Valleys (MDV) include a set of largely east-west trending 
valleys in the TAM that lie between the EAIS and McMurdo Sound sector of the Ross 
Sea.  The MDV represent the largest contiguous area of the ~2% of ice-free terrain on the 
continent.  The valleys have been divided into different regions on the basis of their 
microclimate conditions; two of these regions include (1) the Stable Upland Zone, where 
mean annual temperatures are ~ -25
o
C to -35
o
C and have a mean annual precipitation of 
1.0 cm, and (2) the Coastal Thaw Zone, where mean annual temperatures are 
considerably warmer and with mean summer temperatures of ~-10
o
C (Marchant and 
Head 2007). 
1.3. 18B18BCosmogenic nuclides and their production 
The following is summarized from Darvill 2013, Dunai 2010, and Margerison 
2005, and references therein. 
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1.3.1. 38B38BCosmic rays 
Earth is constantly bathed in a low flux of high-energy cosmic rays, particles that 
have traveled across interstellar space since their formation in extremely high energy 
astronomical events like supernovae (generally 100 MeV-10 GeV, corresponding to 
velocities 43%-99.9% the speed of light for a proton). Typical cosmic rays reaching 
Earth’s atmosphere are protons (87% of the flux) and alpha particles (12%), with the 
remaining 1% of the flux made up of the nuclei of heavy atoms, dominated by 
12
C
6+
.   
These particles interact with atoms in the atmosphere to form secondary cosmic 
rays.  Because the energy of the incoming rays greatly exceeds by several orders of 
magnitude the binding energy of the atomic nuclei (generally on the order of 10 MeV), 
the dominant process in the atmosphere is spallation.  In this process, the target nucleus 
absorbs the incident ray and then immediately emits more particles that generally 
continue in the direction of the incident ray.  These particles then induce further reactions 
as they move toward the Earth’s surface.  This is called the “secondary cosmic ray 
cascade” and it produces a wide variety of nuclei (alpha particles and heavier nuclei), 
nucleons (protons and neutrons), leptons (electrons, positrons, and muons), and photons 
(which generally have the energy to be gamma rays). 
All particles with a charge will interact with Earth’s magnetic field, experiencing 
the Lorentz force deflecting them perpendicular to the plane defined by the magnetic 
field line and the particle’s motion.  This force is proportional to the magnitude of both 
vectors and the sine of the angle between them, meaning that the deflecting force is 
strongest when the particles are incident at the equator, where the magnetic field lines are 
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parallel to the ground and perpendicular to the incident rays.  This results in a flux of 
cosmic rays above geomagnetic latitude 80
o
 at both poles that is 1.5 times greater than 
below 10
o
 near the equator.  It is important to note that it is the geomagnetic latitude that 
affects this rather than the geographic latitude.  This introduces an extra uncertainty 
because the magnetic  poles wander quickly; since 1590, the poles have moved on the 
order of a quarter of a degree per year (Jackson, Jonkers, and Walker 2000).  The 
shielding from Earth’s magnetic field only deflects charged particles such as protons and 
alpha particles. This deflection, combined with the cascade chain, converts the proton-
dominated flux incident at the top of the atmosphere to neutron-dominated at the ground 
surface, with neutrons representing 98% of the nucleons at sea level.  Below altitudes of 
about 12 km, these dominant neutrons occur mostly at three specific energies; around 100 
MeV (called “High energy” neutrons), 5 MeV (“Fast”), or 10-7 MeV (“Thermal”). 
1.3.2. 39B39BCosmogenic nuclide production 
When secondary cosmic rays interact with material on Earth’s surface, they 
induce further nuclear reactions that produce cosmogenic nuclides used in exposure 
dating.  Approximately 98% of the cosmogenic nuclides are created by these secondary 
rays.  All reactions have specific impactor energies that favor them; too low and the 
reaction is not possible, too high and another more favorable reaction becomes possible. 
Spallation is one of the most common formation pathways for cosmogenic 
nuclides used in exposure dating.  It is the same process as occurs in the atmosphere, 
except at the surface neutrons are the dominant nucleon rather than the protons that 
dominate at the top of the atmosphere.  Collisions can be thought of in a Newtonian 
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manner; if the collision is head-on the impactor is absorbed by the nucleus and the 
resulting conglomeration emits low-energy nucleons if the total energy exceeds the 7-9 
MeV binding energy, while if it is a glancing blow several nucleons can be knocked off 
the nucleus to dissipate the impact energy.  Alpha particles have a high binding energy, 
making them energetically favorable compared to a set of individual protons and 
neutrons.  Other low-mass isotopes favored include 
3
He, 
3
H, and 
2
H. 
Thermal neutrons have the lowest energy and are therefore most likely to be 
captured on impact.  The low energy means they are not able to supply energy to create 
the reaction, but the product is more energetically favorable and therefore its formation 
releases energy.  Though many thermal neutrons are produced in the spallation reactions 
that occur in the rocks, this process only becomes important for consideration on 
extremely long timescales when 
3
He can accumulate. 
Negative muons can also be captured by the positively-charged nucleus, where 
they become absorbed by a proton.  The resulting energy can be dissipated by emission of 
one of the light isotopes 
2
H, 
3
H, 
3
He, or 
4
He (alpha particle).  These muon reactions 
become more significant at lower elevations and deeper in rocks because the neutrons are 
absorbed closer to the surface. 
Finally, fast muons can become important at depth after the other reactions have 
all ceased.  These muons dissipate energy through Bremstrahlung radiation and can 
create neutrons that will interact via the variety of pathways described above. 
The cosmogenic nuclides formed are determined by the incident cosmic rays and 
the elements that are present in minerals of various rocks at the Earth’s surface.  For 
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instance, because 
3
He is formed by so many processes and is formed in basically all 
elements heavier than itself, it can form in all rocks abundant at Earth’s surface.  On the 
other hand 
10
Be, which mostly forms by spallation with a minor muonic component, can 
only form from O and Si.  To date mafic minerals, 
21
Ne can be a better choice than 
10
Be 
because it forms from Mg and Al as well as Si. The basic assumption is that once 
cosmogenic nuclides are produced, they remained trapped in crystal lattices.  In most 
cases this assumption has been borne out in laboratory tests, although it is likely that 
diffusion of 
3
He may occur in quartz, especially for relatively small mineral grains. 
1.3.3. 40B40BCommonly used cosmogenic nuclides 
The most common nuclides for dating in Antarctica are 
3
He, 
10
Be, 
21
Ne, 
26
Al. 
74B74BStable vs radioactive nuclides 
Cosmogenic nuclides can be either stable or radioactive.  Radioactive nuclides 
decay with a particular half-life during and after exposure to cosmic rays.  Stable 
nuclides, on the other hand, accumulate constantly and do not decay.  Radioactive 
nuclides are excellent choices in cosmogenic dating because they are likely to have 
minimal pre-exposure inheritance – the assumption is that large cosmogenic inventories 
obtained during prior exposures have decayed over time.   Radioactive nuclides are also 
excellent for assessing complex exposure histories, including burial and re-exposure. In 
this regard, measuring two different radioactive nuclides is especially helpful.  This is 
because when rocks are deeply buried and no longer accumulate cosmogenic nuclides the 
existing nuclide inventory in buried samples undergoes radioactive decay – but each 
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nuclide does so at its own rate.  Comparing the measured ratio of two different 
radioactive nuclides in a sample with the ratio that would develop solely on the basis of 
cosmogenic nuclide production yields information on burial history.  On the other hand, 
one issue with relying solely on radionuclides for cosmogenic dating is that once the 
exposure time reaches the 2-3 times the nuclide half-life, the nuclide ceases to 
accumulate because the production rate is comparable to the rate of decay; the nuclide is 
produced as quickly as it decays away.  This means that exposure ages above 2-3 half-
lives will all have the same measured age, limiting that nuclide’s usefulness in exposure-
age dating. 
Stable nuclides do not decay, and as such they have the potential to date very old 
features. However, use of stable nuclides alone is incapable of detecting complex 
exposure and burial because there is no radioactivity to reduce the concentration over 
time.   
 
Figure 1.1 – Properties of the various nuclides. Adapted from Darvill, 2013. 
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Figure 1.2 – Relative sizes of cosmogenic nuclides. 
Smaller nuclides are less likely to be retained in a crystal lattice. 
75B75B
3
He 
Cosmogenic He can be distinguished from other types of He because it forms at a 
3
He/
4
He ratio of ~0.25, about 10
4
 - 10
7
 times greater than for any terrestrial source of He.  
In the lab, cosmogenic helium is measured by taking the difference between helium 
released during mineral melt (representing all the helium in the rock) and that released 
during crushing (representing only helium in inclusions and between crystals).  Provided 
crushing is not too extensive and remains cool enough to discourage diffusion, the 
difference will be the cosmogenic helium trapped in the lattice. 
     
  [(
   
   
)
    
 (
   
   
)
     
]       
  
Eq. 1.1 
Because 
3
He comes from spallation in all heavier elements, it can be measured in 
almost any mineral.  The variation in production rates between different elements is not 
known well, but it appears to be less than 10%.  One problem that does exist, however, is 
that it is inert and has the smallest radius of all elements (1.07 pm); therefore it may it 
escape mineral lattices, particularly in quartz.  Olivine and pyroxene are generally able to 
retain helium and therefore do not face this problem.  
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76B76B
21
Ne 
Neon has three stable isotopes -- 
20
Ne, 
21
Ne, and 
22
Ne -- all of which are produced 
at similar rates by spallation of high-energy and fast neutrons, with less than 5% muonic 
contribution.  In the atmosphere, 
20
Ne is about 10 times more abundant than 
22
Ne, and 
about 300 times more abundant than 
21
Ne.  Therefore, 
21
Ne is most often used in 
cosmogenic dating.  
21
Ne is a stable nuclide.  The biggest confounding factor in 
cosmogenic neon dating is production from non-cosmogenic sources such as inheritance 
from the mantle.  These external sources can usually be easily resolved using a three-
endmember plot (e.g., 
22
Ne/
20
Ne vs. 
21
Ne/
20
Ne) because each source has specific ratios 
and thus mixing of sources can be resolved.  However, other nuclear processes, such as 
the decay of U and Th can produce similar signatures.  Because these elements do not 
usually occur in the quartz and olivine that are usually used in cosmogenic neon studies, 
contamination is usually limited to the outer layers of the mineral grains by the short 
range of alpha particles (produced during decay of U and Th), so any contamination can 
usually be removed by acid etching or physical abrasion.  Quartz, olivine, and pyroxene 
are generally capable of consistently trapping neon due to its larger radius than helium; 
feldspars, on the other hand, can experience more loss. For these reasons, quartz, olivine, 
and pyroxene are typically the most common target minerals used in cosmogenic dating.   
77B77B
10
Be 
Beryllium is perhaps the most commonly used cosmogenic nuclide in exposure 
dating in Antarctica.  It has one stable non-cosmogenic isotope, 
9
Be, and two radioactive 
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cosmogenic isotopes, 
7
Be and 
10
Be.  The half-lives for these two are extremely different - 
just over 50 days for 
7
Be and 1.51±0.06 Ma for 
10
Be, making 
10
Be the only useful 
cosmogenic isotope for geological studies.  However, this half-life for 
10
Be has been 
debated, and recently has been adjusted to 1.36±0.07 Ma.  For young deposits (~10 ka), 
the ages inferred from using the new half-life does not vary much, but at ages closer to 
the half-life, and when burial is inferred, the difference becomes much more significant.  
Neutron spallation on O is the main production pathway for 
10
Be, but there is also 
neutron spallation on Mg, Al, Si, Ca, and C, as well as minor stopped negative and fast 
muon interactions in quartz, especially at depth. 
Another complicating factor is the production of 
10
Be in the atmosphere from 
spallation of abundant N and O.  This production is around 1000 times faster than 
average rates in typical rocks and therefore adsorption of this source onto surface 
material is potentially confounding.  An effective way to remove this signal from quartz 
is sequential dissolution so that the contaminated outer layers are removed.  Similar 
procedures have also been described for olivine, pyroxene, and carbonates, allowing 
these minerals to also be measured. 
10
Be is a radionuclide and its half-life ~ 1.4 Ma means that it reaches saturation ~3 
Ma and is therefore not useful in dating exposures above that age.  However, it is useful 
in determining burial history, when paired with a second radionuclide.  The most frequent 
pairs with 
10
Be are either 
26
Al or 
36
Cl, depending on the minerals present in the rock. 
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78B78B
26
Al 
The cosmogenic radioactive isotope of aluminum is 
26
Al, which is measured 
against the background of stable non-cosmogenic 
27
Al.  This background 
27
Al is typically 
too high in most minerals (e.g., several hundred ppm) and therefore 
26
Al is typically only 
measured in quartz mineral grains.  Even here there may be some slight contamination 
from deposition of atmospheric 
26
Al, but the sequential etching done for 
10
Be is enough 
to remove that signal and also often has the side benefit of lowering the 
27
Al 
concentration. 
In typical silicate rocks 
26
Al is produced by neutron spallation from 
27
Al and Si.  
Protons can also react with 
26
Mg to make 
26
Al, and stopped negative muons and fast 
muons can be responsible for just under 5% of 
26
Al production in quartz. One possible 
contaminant that does not occur in typical cosmogenic nuclide settings is from alpha 
particles emitted by radioactive decay reacting with 
23
Na.  
26
Al is a radionuclide and is 
most often used in a pair with 
10
Be in order to determine burial history. 
79B79B
36
Cl 
Natural terrestrial chlorine has two stable nuclides 
35
Cl and 
37
Cl and one 
cosmogenic radioactive nuclide, 
36
Cl.  
36
Cl is formed in typical rocks mainly by 
spallation from K and Ca, and to a lesser extent from Ti and Fe.  Thermal neutron capture 
by 
25
Cl can also be significant, especially in arid environments where there is little water 
to moderate thermal neutrons.  Stopped negative muons are around 10% for K and Ca, 
increasing in importance with depth.  The cosmogenic nuclide is also produced in the 
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atmosphere by spallation off Ar, but secondary Cl minerals that would form from 
precipitation off the rainwater are too soluble to remain adhered to rock surfaces for long.  
A simple wash in water would be enough to remove whatever was there.  Common 
minerals to date with 
36
Cl currently include carbonates, basalts that lack minerals to retain 
He, and feldspars.  The feldspar dating often makes it a great pair with 
10
Be in quartz to 
determine burial history for a sample.  
80B80BOther cosmogenic nuclides 
Other cosmogenic nuclides also exist but are not typically employed in Antarctic 
research.  These include 
36
Ar, 
38
Ar, and several varieties of Kr and Xe.  Radioactive 
nuclides include 
14
C, 
41
Ca, and 
53
Mn.  Though 
14
C is used in many scientific fields, it is 
not useful in most Antarctic cosmogenic nuclide dating because its short half-life reaches 
secular equilibrium relatively quickly. 
81B81BMulti-nuclide Analysis 
As noted earlier, the advantage of measuring multi-nuclides in a single sample is 
that complex exposure histories may be resolved. Two examples of complex-exposure 
history include inheritance of cosmogenic nuclides produced during prior episodes of 
exposure to cosmic rays, and nuclide loss incurred by radioactive decay during burial and 
subsequent gain during re-exposure.  Two nuclides with different decay rates must be 
used because they will decay at different rates, creating a ratio that does not occur from 
just cosmogenic sources.  This is can be easily determined from a “banana plot” (Figure 
1.3), where the ratio of the two radionuclides is plotted against the concentration of one.  
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Different ratios, which are created by different combinations of exposure and decay, plot 
in different regions making it straightforward to visually identify complex burial 
histories.  There is also a region where the ratios are impossible to attain through cosmic 
rays and radioactive decay (the “forbidden zone”); samples that plot in the forbidden 
zone have some sort of analytical error. 
 
Figure 1.3 - Two-nuclide “banana plot” for determining burial history 
1.3.4. 41B41BFactors influencing cosmogenic nuclide production 
As discussed above, the flux of cosmic rays at a given location depends strongly on 
the geomagnetic latitude, due to the deflection of charged particles by the Lorentz force 
and the depth in the atmosphere.  Flux varies from its maximum at the poles, where 
particle velocity vectors closely parallel magnetic field lines and the deflecting Lorentz 
force is at a minimum, to around 60% at the geomagnetic equator.  The decrease is 
roughly linear, but at higher geomagnetic latitudes (roughly above 50
o
) the flux stays 
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constant with latitude because particles must exceed the solar modulation potential in 
order to form a cascade that reaches the surface. 
The atmospheric depth is another factor that can attenuate the cosmic ray flux 
incident at the surface because energy can be dissipated by nuclear reactions with 
atmospheric atoms.  The attenuation with depth is approximately exponential and 
depends on the geomagnetic latitude because that determines the energies of the 
secondary cosmic rays that will be produced, which in turn determines the reactions they 
initiate.  However, a rough estimate is that the cosmic ray flux doubles for every 1.5 km 
decrease in atmospheric depth.  In practical terms, the cosmogenic flux would thus be 
twice as great on an elevated mountain top at 1.5 km elevation as it would be at sea level 
at the same geomagnetic latitude. 
Localized factors can also influence the cosmic ray flux at a particular sample.  A 
thick sample will have some self-shielding where the deeper parts sampled will generally 
have a lower concentration of cosmogenic nuclides than the outer layers.  Also important 
is the site geometry and its exposure to the sky, typically described as shielding.  At the 
bottom of a valley, for example, the surrounding hills would block much of the incident 
cosmic rays compared to a sample from a mountaintop. 
1.3.5. 42B42BCalculating exposure age 
At its simplest, the calculation of an exposure age reduces to a simple linear rate 
problem (Eq. 1.2). 
[                    ]                                                
Eq. 1.2 
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However, this situation only occurs: 1) when dating stable nuclides (or radioactive 
nuclides on timescales much shorter than their half-lives); 2) when measuring 
cosmogenic nuclides that are large enough to remain trapped in the host rock (e.g., 
3
He 
may escape from the crystal lattice of certain minerals); 3) when dating  extremely thin 
surface samples (because attenuation of cosmogenic rays can thus be ignored); 4)  when 
dating samples without inheritance from prior exposure to cosmic rays; and, 5) when 
dating a sample that has not suffered nuclide loss from erosion.  Given that these 
assumptions are typically not valid, a more appropriate formula that applies to 
radionuclides (though still ignoring erosion and inheritance) is: 
      
 
 
  (  
    (      ) 
∑   ( )          
) 
Eq. 1.3 
Texp is exposure time,   is half-life, Ccos is the concentration of cosmogenic 
nuclides, z is the depth, P(z) is the production rate at depth,   is density of the 
overburden,   is the attenuation coefficient, iterating over i is for each reaction pathway. 
Inheritance is generally difficult to constrain and so samples showing inheritance 
are generally discarded. Typically inheritance is most often detected as a statistical outlier 
in a dataset or as a sample that shows complex exposure history on a two-isotope plot. 
Erosion is often also very difficult to constrain and therefore the ages determined by 
equation Eq. 1.3 are usually regarded as minimum ages, assuming zero erosion.  
However, if erosion    is assumed to occur at a constant rate and can be constrained 
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independently (and contributions from muons and thermal neutrons are insignificant), 
then the equation becomes: 
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)
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) 
Eq. 1.4 
When using a known erosion rate and contributions from muons and thermal 
neutrons are significant, then the time of exposure at all depths in the sample must be 
solved numerically from (Lal 1991): 
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Eq. 1.5 
1.3.6. 43B43BA note on terminology 
Throughout the literature on this topic, there are many different terms that are 
used to differentiate modelled ages from the actual (real) length of time the sample has 
been exposed.  In an attempt to be specific and consistent, here I distinguish between the 
real ages, which reflect the duration of the actual geologic events of interest, and 
calculated ages, which reflect human measurement and calculation of these events.  
Within real ages, I use deposit age to mean the length of time since the glacial or 
geomorphic event that deposited a sample and exposure age for the total length of time 
the sample has been exposed, which equals the deposit age plus any pre-exposure.  The 
calculated age is determined from the cosmogenic-nuclide inventory, which is the 
concentration of cosmogenic nuclides in the sample, and other factors used in the 
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calculations noted above.  The goal of any analysis of cosmogenic nuclides is to 
accurately measure all the correction factors that will correctly adjust the calculated age 
to equal the deposit age.  Reasons they might be unequal include inheritance of 
cosmogenic nuclides, burial and other forms of shielding, and erosion rates differing from 
the interpreted erosion rate.   
1.4. 19B19BObjectives and Methodology 
  There are many different ideas about how best to both collect samples for 
cosmogenic nuclide analysis and interpret the measured nuclide inventories.  The main 
objectives of this project address this uncertainty and include: (1) the development of 
theoretical models to explain anticipated age scatter in cosmogenic-nuclide datasets; (2) 
comparison of these theoretical models of age scatter with published cosmogenic-nuclide 
datasets from ~100 sites spread across Antarctica; and (3) application of model results 
toward improving existing chronological control in Antarctica,  defining complex 
erosional histories, and developing new sampling strategies for cosmogenic-dating in 
Antarctica. 
1.4.1. 44B44BAntarctic Master Dataset 
In order to achieve the goals of this project, it was first important to assemble a 
large dataset representing as many of the cosmogenic nuclide samples from across the 
Antarctic continent as possible.  In order to identify papers to include in the dataset, 
several search strategies were employed.  Keywords were searched in both Google 
Scholar and Web of Science.  All papers were examined for significant data such as 
location, setting, age deposit type, and number and size of samples.  Papers with over ~15 
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samples were included and those that reported more metadata, either in the paper or in 
supplementary data, were most useful. 
In all, there was sufficient data in 26 papers, covering 825 cosmogenic-nuclide 
analyses at 93 sites across the Antarctic continent.  See Appendix Table A.1 and Table 
A.2 for the full data. 
Region Papers Sites Samples 
Dry Valleys 11 27 171 
South/central TAM 6 20 208 
West Antarctica 4 11 154 
East Antarctica 5 17 184 
Peninsula 1 8 27 
FULL SET: 26 93 825 
Table 1.1 – Antarctic Master Dataset created and used in this study 
See Appendix Table A.1 and Table A.2 for the full citation data. 
82B82BCombining replicate measurements and excluding low-quality data 
There were several steps of processing to ensure that the dataset was used 
properly.  This involved removing duplicate points (several studies split the geomorphic 
mapping and analysis into multiple papers and duplicated the measurements) and repeat 
measurements of the same sample.  When measurements were repeated, the higher 
quality (i.e., lower reported error) value was used.  Additionally, when multiple nuclides 
were measure for a single sample, only the nuclide with the largest number of samples in 
the published study was included for simplicity. 
Cosmogenic-nuclide data that plotted in the forbidden zone on two-isotope plots 
were excluded from this study.  In addition, samples for which nuclide diffusion was 
suggested on the basis of anomalous results, in concert with well-known concerns 
regarding 
3
He diffusion from quartz grains, were also excluded from analyses. On the 
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other hand, some data points were included that were originally reported as outliers and 
not included in published reports. These “outliers” typically plotted in the acceptable 
region on a two-isotope plot and were only listed as outliers and excluded from initial 
reports because the ages conflicted with assumed glacial histories. On the basis of all 
these guidelines, the Antarctic Master Dataset was reduced from 1200 reported analyses 
to 825. 
83B83BTreatment of saturated radionuclides 
As exposure ages increase and cosmogenic nuclides accumulate, the production 
rate of the radionuclides approaches their decay rate and they reach a steady-state 
concentration.  It is therefore impossible to distinguish ages above this age (roughly 2-3 
times the half-life of the nuclide), and the measured exposure age becomes truly a 
minimum age.  This presents a difficulty in analysis because the measured cosmogenic 
age in such situations is quite different from a measured cosmogenic age for a relatively 
young sample.  However, these “saturated samples” were kept in the Antarctic Master 
Dataset but flagged for future study. 
84B84BMATLAB data interface 
In order to generate a variety of graphs to analyze all recorded aspects of the data, 
everything was imported into MATLAB.  All aggregation of distinct classes was done in 
a new MATLAB code written for this project.  The script allowed data to be aggregated 
(to increase the sample size for a given analysis) or separated (to focus on specific data 
groups) as necessary and to visualize multiple variables at once using spatial and color 
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information.  Data could also be easily excluded from one analysis without modifying the 
full dataset so that it could still be used in a later analysis. 
85B85BCalculated age vs. ln(volume) 
Trends in age and scatter were examined by plotting sample age against its size.  
Because size was measured in volume, it covered a wide range and therefore the natural 
log of the size was used. 
86B86BNormalized ages 
Because this study examined the processes governing scatter rather than the actual 
ages of the samples themselves, new plots were developed to emphasize age scatter, 
rather than cosmogenic age.  To do this, all ages from a single deposit were grouped 
together and normalized to the youngest measured age; in this way, the greatest 
normalized age was mathematically equal to the maximum age scatter in that deposit.  
These ages could then be plotted against either the youngest or the oldest age in the 
deposit.  Because the oldest and youngest ages of a deposit are often interpreted as the 
real age of the deposit, this plot yields information on how scatter varies with deposit age.  
87B87BCamelplot (probability distribution function) 
The camelplot is a probability distribution function written by G. Balco and 
available for public use (http://cosmognosis.wordpress.com/2011/07/25/what-is-a-camel-
diagram-anyway/.). It creates a probability distribution for each sample based on the 
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reported age and error, and then sums the distributions for all input samples, giving an 
overall idea of the age of the deposit.   
1.4.2. 45B45BTheoretical models of age scatter 
88B88BInheritance 
Inheritance represents the accumulation and inventory of cosmogenic nuclides in 
a sample that occurred before the event being dated.  This can either be during rock 
formation (e.g., production of 
3
He from radioactive decay) or pre-exposure (e.g., glacial 
transport and re-deposition of pre-exposed drift).  In some cases, analytical techniques 
can be used to account for these extra nuclides.  Accumulation from pre-exposure is 
much more difficult to identify, though using the two-nuclide banana plot can identify 
instances of long-duration burial that could be indicative of transport. 
However, if an ice body contains a specific mix of rocks with specific degrees of 
inheritance (for example, a valley glacier that picks up fresh, unexposed clasts 
subglacially through entrainment as well as incorporates old, exposed clasts 
supraglacially through rockfall), then all deposits left by that ice body will contain the 
same ages of inheritance.  This distribution would then be visible in all deposits and in 
the absence of any other processes would mean that the samples all accumulate nuclides 
at the same rate and therefore maintain the same separation, no matter how old they are. 
Because inheritance only acts to make deposits older, any deposits where 
inheritance is interpreted to be dominant will have measured ages that are all larger than 
the real age.  Therefore, in these cases, the smallest value of the dataset will be the best 
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approximation of the real age.  It is worth noting that inheritance is also possible in a 
dataset that contains no scatter, for example if the rocks all come from a source with the 
same inheritance, and therefore that lack of scatter is not indicative of lack of inheritance.  
On a plot of measured sample age vs. deposit age (Figure 1.4), the scatter would be 
defined by a rhombus, the height of which describes the range of inheritance in the initial 
deposits. 
  
Figure 1.4 – Inheritance schematic and theoretical model 
When inheritance is dominant, such as at deposit age = 0 before any other processes can act, the ages 
will be scattered higher than the true age because the samples have inherited varying numbers of 
nuclides.  As the deposit ages, all samples age at the same rate so the scatter stays constant through 
time. 
89B89BAbrasion 
Abrasion gradually removes the outer layers of a rock, carrying the highest 
concentration of nuclides away with it to reveal a surface that, due to the exponential 
decrease in accumulation with depth, is exponentially lower in nuclide concentration.  It 
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is difficult to measure in Antarctica settings, where it is usually referred to as “erosion”, 
even though this term describes other processes as well.  This process therefore acts to 
remove nuclides and has a great effect on samples with high nuclide accumulations (i.e. 
older samples).  As age approaches infinity, erosion causes all clasts to reach an 
equilibrium where the cosmogenic production rate equals the nuclide-removal rate by 
erosion.  Therefore, given enough time, erosion causes ages to converge to this 
equilibrium value.  For radioactive nuclides, the equilibrium value depends on the erosion 
rate as well as the radioactive decay rate.  Typical equilibrium ages, above which nuclide 
concentration is constant and the ages are indistinguishable, can range from 1-4 Ma at 
low Antarctic erosion rates for radionuclides 
10
Be and 
26
Al to 15-20 Ma for stable 
nuclides like 
21
Ne (Balco et al., in prep).  In summary, a deposit that initially contains 
some scatter in ages will eventually converge through time to this secular equilibrium if 
erosion is the only significant process.   On a plot of measured sample age vs. the age of 
the deposit (Figure 1.5), the ages would all increase at the same rate, but once then 
converge towards the equilibrium value. 
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Figure 1.5 – Abrasion schematic and model 
Abrasion will cause all deposits to tend towards a secular equilibrium age, no matter whether they have 
inheritance or not.  Therefore, scatter in ages in the deposit will decrease as it ages. 
90B90BFracture 
Fracture can be thought of as punctuated erosion, where large chunks of rock are 
removed periodically, exposing an interior that has a much lower accumulation of 
cosmogenic nuclides.  If the surface of spalled fragments remain exposed to cosmic rays, 
then each fracture event increases the amount of scatter in the deposit because in addition 
to the continuous exposure of spalled fragments, the fresh surface that used to be the rock 
interior will add a very young surface age for the deposit. The measured age of this new 
surface will be controlled by the depth of the fracture, the attenuation length, as well as 
the age of the deposit.  As a deposit ages, these fracture events actually increase age 
scatter in the deposit because it replenishes the population of samples with low 
accumulations of nuclides.  When a deposit is young and there are many large rocks with 
well-shielded interiors, the lower bound on the scatter in nuclide inventories and 
therefore measured exposure ages will be close to zero.  However, as the deposit ages and 
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the number of small rocks increases, the lower bound in the scatter will also increase.  
The lower bound can also be relatively high if the fractures do not occur very deep in the 
rock with respect to the attenuation length.  On a plot of the sample age versus deposit 
age (Figure 1.6a), the oldest ages in the deposit (from inheritance) will age normally until 
they hit the equilibrium line while the minimum ages are maintained at low values close 
to zero by fracture.  Therefore, on a plot of the scatter versus the minimum measured age 
in each deposit (Figure 1.6b), the scatter increases and then decreases.   
 
a) 
 
b) 
Figure 1.6 – Fracture as the dominant process 
When fracture is dominant, it maintains the youngest age in the deposit at a very low value, even while 
the oldest ages in the deposit increase normally until they hit equilibrium.  This means that scatter first 
increases and then decreases as the deposit ages. 
The small rocks that fracture off a larger boulder will have two exposure ages – 
the top, which has received the full dose of cosmic radiation, and the bottom, which has 
been shielded by the rest.  The large boulder will only be left with a surface that is 
equivalent to the bottom surface of the smaller clast that broke off of it.  As this process 
repeats, the smaller clasts will 1) retain the full exposure dose, but also 2) exhibit the 
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minimum ages in an set of measurements, while the larger clasts will only have the 
minimum ages equivalent to the rock bottoms.  This results in increased scatter in age 
with decreasing clast size and decreasing maximum age observed at a given clast size.  
As time progresses, the maximum age of the sample set will increase as the nuclides 
accumulate, while the maximum rock size will decrease.  Therefore, the smaller rocks 
will have samples that are closest to the true age, but a large number of samples will be 
necessary to ensure that the youngest clasts were not accidentally sampled instead.  On a 
plot of age vs. clast size (Figure 1.7), the slope of a line defining the oldest rocks of a 
given size will be related to the age of the deposit and the erosion rate.  This slope will 
increase with increasing age, fracture rate, or fracture depth. 
  
Figure 1.7 – Fracture schematic and model 
91B91B urial 
Covering a sample with any material decreases the amount of irradiation a sample 
receives and therefore its cosmogenic nuclide inventory.  In Antarctica, potential sources 
of cover include snow (windblown and fresh snowfall), wind-transported regolith, and 
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burial beneath cold-based ice.  For windblown snow and sand, burial will be greatest for 
thin, low-relief samples.  Larger rocks will tend to either protrude through the thin cover, 
or be exposed first as snow sublimates (or aeolian sediment is removed).  Therefore, 
when periodic cover is predicted to be an important factor, the taller/larger clasts will 
exhibit higher concentrations of cosmogenic nuclides than the shorter/smaller clasts.  The 
tallest and oldest clasts will therefore be the most representative of the true age of the 
deposit.  The slope of a line defining this trend on a plot of age vs. clast size (Figure 1.8) 
will be related to the frequency, duration, and shielding ability of snow/sand cover of 
various depths. 
  
Figure 1.8 – Burial model of scatter 
92B92BExhumation/deflation 
In mud-rich diamictites, the finer matrix is often eroded leaving the larger, more 
resistant clasts as gravel-and-cobble sized lag deposits.   Accordingly, when fine-grained 
material is gradually eroded from a deposit, the remaining clasts will exhibit a range in 
exposure ages depending on when they were exhumed.  Generally, large clasts will be 
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among the earliest exposed because their height means they occupy a greater proportion 
of the deposit height.  Small clasts that are situated near the surface will also be exposed 
early, but those that are deeper will be exposed later.  Together, this means that small 
clasts will exhibit ages ranging from the oldest to the youngest in a deposit while large 
clasts will tend to have older ages.  Therefore, when this condition is predicted, clasts of 
any size can approach the true age of the deposit, but measuring the largest clasts will 
increase the chances that a single clast is close to the true age.  The slope of the line 
defining the largest clasts at various ages on a plot of age vs. clast size (Figure 1.9) will 
be related to the rate of matrix erosion. 
 
 
Figure 1.9 – Deflation model of scatter 
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1.5. 20B20BResults 
1.5.1. 46B46BComparison of model predictions to the Antarctic master dataset 
Plots on each axis (sample age vs. minimum deposit age, sample age vs. 
maximum deposit age, and sample age vs. ln[clast size])  were created for a variety of 
deposit types, sample sizes, locations, and sample lithologies.  Those involving size were 
limited to five studies (Margerison, 2005; Bruno et al., 1997; Brook et al., 1993b; Staiger 
et al., 2006; Joy et al., 2014) because the remaining 19 studies had fewer than five 
samples with reported size data.  Trends in each plot were examined and compared to 
theoretical models for age scatter.    
1.5.2. 47B47BInheritance model 
The theoretical model predicts that inheritance-dominated scatter will maintain a 
constant range in ages, determined by the range in ages of freshly deposited clasts, even 
as the deposit ages.  Therefore, multiple deposits from the same ice body should 
demonstrate the same ranges in age, no matter the age of the deposit and exhibit a 
rhombus form with parallel sides (Figure 1.10). 
The only sites observed to fit this model occurred at Mt. Skidmore in the 
Shackleton range, as well as a few deposits from the neighboring Mt. Provender.   
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Figure 1.10 – Inheritance-driven age distribution, Shackleton Range 
Each vertical stack represents a deposit from one of three sites in the Shackleton Range (Hein et al., 
2014).  Circles represent the reported error, so the youngest ages are quite difficult to see.  Patterns in 
the age distribution for each deposit are quite visible. 
The Antarctic Master Dataset contained 30 samples from 6 modern moraines and 
supraglacial deposits.  These samples exhibited a wide range in exposure ages from very 
close to zero to as much as 1 Ma, with many samples concentrated at 10, 20, and 30 ka.  
Interestingly, several of the older ages (e.g. 680 ka and 800 ka) appeared in multiple 
deposits.  This shows that large inheritance can be expected; up to 40 ka is abundant, up 
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to 400 ka is common, and up to 1000 ka is present.  Therefore, deposits with samples up 
to around 400 ka are indistinguishable from currently-forming deposits. 
 
Figure 1.11 – Camelplot (probability distribution function sum) showing the probability distribution of 
all samples from the Antarctic Master Dataset for samples on modern moraines, showing the range of 
inheritance that can be expected. 
1.5.3. 48B48BAbrasion model 
The abrasion model predicts that a sample set initially showing some scatter in 
cosmogenic nuclide inventory and measured age will converge towards a single value of 
secular equilibrium, which is dependent on the nuclide half-life and sample erosion 
(abrasion) rate.  When all deposits are considered together, this would mean that the 
scatter in measured ages should decrease for older ages.   No plots showed this age 
distribution; scatter was always found to stay constant or increase with increasing deposit 
age. 
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1.5.4. 49B49BFracture model 
The fracture model predicts that as a deposit ages, the youngest sample ages in 
that deposit will be defined by fracture rate, depth, and cosmogenic-nuclide accumulation 
at depth.  In an aggregated dataset, this will be clear on a plot of sample age versus 
maximum age in the deposit – the scatter in all deposit ages will be bounded by the 1:1 
line and a very low and relatively constant value that depends on the details of fracture.    
This pattern is visible to some extent in all datasets with large values, but is most visible 
in the dolerite-rich moraines from Cirque C of the Olympus Range in the MDV 
(Margerison 2005).  This site fulfills the prediction of the scatter model in that the slope 
of the bounding line increases with age of the deposit because the maximum clast size 
decreases while the maximum age increases (Figure 1.12).  Three out of the four papers 
with sufficient size data to analyze showed this fracture signature.  The fourth (Joy et al., 
2014) did not reveal a fracture signature; the samples measured in Joy et al. (2014) were 
from the Beacon Supergroup – weak sandstones that typically erode via grain-by-grain 
deflation rather than episodic fracture (Marchant et al., 2013).   
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Figure 1.12 – Site showing evidence of the Fracture model.  Data from (Margerison 2005). 
1.5.5. 50B50BExhumation/deflation model 
There is only one site in the Antarctic Master Dataset that, on the basis of field 
data, is interpreted as a lag deposit: the Sirius Tillite from Table Mountain (Bruno et al., 
1997).  The relationship of clast size, age scatter, and deposit age support this 
interpretation (Figure 1.13). Unfortunately, the few number of reported sites to undergo 
deflation as a primary means of erosion limits our analyses and interpretations in this 
regard.   
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Figure 1.13 – Sirius Tillite, showing size evidence of being a lag deposit. Data from Bruno et al. 1997. 
1.5.6. 51B51B urial model 
No sites showed the age scatter indicative of burial.  However, few sites had 
sufficient size data to yield robust results on this point and further analysis would be 
needed to fully exclude this process. 
1.6. 21B21BDiscussion 
1.6.1. 52B52BOverview 
Results show that cosmogenic-nuclide inventories in surface rocks are modified to 
a great extent by inheritance and episodic fracture (and to a lesser extent by exhumation 
and deflation). Complications from inheritance dominate scatter in young deposits, but its 
importance in modifying cosmogenic ages decreases with increasing deposit age.  
Steady-state erosion cannot produce the full range of age scatter characteristic of 
Antarctic cosmogenic-nuclide datasets.  Instead, episodic fracture is the dominant process 
capable of generating both the wide age scatter in cosmogenic datasets and the robust 
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trends in cosmogenic age with clast size as observed in the Antarctic Master Dataset. My 
observations of fracture within dolerite clasts at the surface of drifts in Mudrey Cirque 
and Beacon Valley in 2011 and 2012 are consistent with this finding. If correct, the 
finding has very significant implications for understanding age scatter in Antarctic 
cosmogenic nuclide studies.   This is because the dominant erosive process that can be 
modelled in the calculation of cosmogenic ages involves only steady state erosion, not 
episodic fracture.  As shown above, the expected scatter for the two processes are 
diametrically opposed, with steady state erosion producing reduced scatter over time but 
episodic erosion yielding greater scatter over time.  The dominant fracture signature in 
the Antarctic Master Dataset indicates the need to consider episodic fracture in 
calculating cosmogenic-nuclide ages. 
1.6.2. 53B53BImplications for sampling strategy  
Despite its importance, sampling strategy is under reported in the literature.  One 
of the most contrary selection strategies centers on the size of the rocks to collect for 
dating; some groups select for larger clasts while others select for smaller ones.  This is 
done in ad hoc fashion, and the implications for one strategy over the other has not been 
evaluated prior to this study.  Some would argue that larger clasts are better because large 
boulders 1) are likely to protrude through any  periodic snow and/or regolith cover, 
reducing the effects of burial (e.g., Bentley et al., 2006), and 2) are more stable and less 
likely to be overturned (e.g., Suganuma et al., 2014).  Others argue that smaller clasts are 
better because large boulders break down gradually into smaller boulders, each of which 
carries away the full inventory of cosmogenic nuclides (i.e., large boulders at a site 
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represent the unexposed interiors of rocks while the smaller rocks around it are the 
correctly-exposed outer layers that have spalled off).  Our results here suggest that for 
very young deposits (<100 ka), inheritance is the dominant source of scatter, and as such 
clast size is less critical in sampling.  Clast size becomes critically important for 
relatively old deposits; our results suggest that due to episodic fracture, the samples most 
representative of the true age of old deposits are the smallest clasts.   
1.6.3 Implications for interpreting minimum and maximum age data 
One of the largest differences in interpretation strategies appears to be whether to 
interpret modelled cosmogenic ages as minimum or maximum deposit ages.  This choice 
is important when evaluating datasets that have a high degree of scatter because it affects 
whether the upper or lower bound of the scatter is interpreted as the most representative.  
The decision appears to rest on the interpretation of the relative strengths of all the factors 
that affect the measured age with respect to the “true age”.  Interestingly, the significance 
of the factor with respect to the internal uncertainty is strongly age-dependent.  For 
example, inheritance is most likely a constant value, meaning that at old ages inheritance 
can be less than the internal measurement error and therefore become relatively 
insignificant.  However, erosion rates have a significant effect on very old exposure ages 
(Staiger et al., 2006).  Old samples also have a higher chance of fracture, toppling, and 
other types of physical disturbance that would reduce the exposure age.  Therefore, old 
ages have typically been interpreted as maximum ages while young ages have been 
interpreted as minimum ages.  The dominance of fracture in dolerite samples examined in 
this study suggest that the oldest ages could, in fact, still be considered minimum ages. 
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1.6.4 Trends arising from deposit types 
As noted above, moraines appear to be the most straightforward deposit to date in 
Antarctica: they match the fracture model very well and generally contain samples that 
do not appear to have reached secular equilibrium, even for radionuclides with relatively 
short half-lives.  Furthermore, moraines are distinct features that are unlikely to represent 
deposition from multiple glaciations.  Most moraines in Antarctica are deposited by cold-
based glaciers and are clast-supported and therefore have a lower amount of slope 
diffusion compared to the diamictites deposited by wet-based glaciers outside Antarctica.   
In Figure 1.14 all moraine data from the Antarctic Master Dataset are visible and 
comparable to the predictions of the fracture model.  As reported for individual sites in 
the Olympus Range (Section 1.5.4), the results show a very strong relationship with 
scatter expected from rock fracture.  On this basis, rock fracture appears to be the 
dominant agent affecting cosmogenic-nuclide ages of glacial moraines in Antarctica. 
  
Figure 1.14 – Moraine data showing evidence of the fracture-dominated model 
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1.7. 22B22BConclusions 
In this project, I developed theoretical models to explain anticipated scatter in 
cosmogenic-nuclide ages in Antarctica as a function of geomorphic surface processes.  I 
then assessed the overall range of scatter in cosmogenic nuclide datasets across 
Antarctica (as reported in the Antarctic literature and from unpublished datasets available 
at Boston University, Antarctic Master Dataset). Following this, I compared observed 
trends with theoretical model predictions and applied our results to improve 
chronological control, erosional history, and sampling strategies. 
Results show that cosmogenic-nuclide inventories in surface rocks are modified to 
a great extent by inheritance and episodic fracture (and to a lesser extent by exhumation 
and deflation). Complications from inheritance dominate scatter in young deposits, but its 
importance in modifying cosmogenic ages decreases with increasing deposit age.  
Steady-state abrasion cannot produce the full range of age scatter characteristic of 
Antarctic cosmogenic-nuclide datasets.  Instead, episodic fracture appears to be the 
dominant process capable of generating both the wide age scatter in cosmogenic datasets 
and the robust trends in cosmogenic age with clast size as observed in the Antarctic 
Master Dataset.  If correct, the finding has very significant implications for understanding 
age scatter in Antarctic cosmogenic nuclide studies.   This is because the dominant 
erosive process that can be modelled in the calculation of cosmogenic ages involves only 
steady state erosion, not episodic erosion.  I show here that the expected scatter for the 
two processes are diametrically opposed, with steady state erosion producing reduced 
scatter over time but episodic erosion yielding greater scatter over time.   
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2. 7B7BCHAPTER TWO: Digital Terrain Analysis (DTA) of Antarctic valleys and Mars 
2.1. 23B23BIntroduction 
Fieldwork in Antarctica is difficult, time consuming, and expensive. Therefore, 
reconnaissance to select optimal field locations and sampling sites is critically important. 
Currently, much of this initial site survey process is performed via visible inspection of 
aerial photographs, and more recently, satellite imagery.  However, this procedure can be 
improved by using automated techniques of remote sensing and digital image processing 
to (1) extend knowledge of a known field sites, (2) extract additional information beyond 
what is available from visual inspection, and (3) create simple maps and layers to aid in 
downstream geospatial analyses. 
This chapter focuses on a specific aspect of remote sensing: digital terrain 
analysis (DTA).  In DTA, Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are processed to derive 
spatial, textural, and, potentially, geomorphic information about a location that is not 
available in light-based images.  In DTA, a DEM is created and then post-processed a 
variety of ways, the results of which are then combined to create a “geospectral” image.  
The primary objective of this chapter is to determine the best methods of processing 
DEMs to create information-rich geospectral images of glacial and periglacial settings in 
Antarctica and on Mars.  In pursuing this goal, I develop techniques to identify specific 
terrain features of the Antarctic landscape including (1) contraction crack polygons (also 
termed “patterned ground”), (2) glaciers,  (3) hillslopes, (4) talus slopes, (5) bedrock flats, 
and (6) smooth terrain (ground displaying no polygons).    
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This pilot study is primarily limited to the Beacon Valley region of MDV.  
Beacon Valley was chosen because it was well represented by available datasets and can 
be ground-truthed via accumulated field data.  I then tested terrain extraction techniques 
developed for Beacon Valley across the wider area of the MDV and selected regions of 
MARS.    
2.2. 24B24B ackground 
2.2.1. 54B54BDatasets 
The highest quality images and DEMs of selected Antarctic locations were 
obtained through either (a) collaboration with the Polar Geospatial Center at the 
University of Minnesota (PGC), or (b) publically available sources.  The PGC data are 
sourced through a variety of collaborations, including the US National Geospatial 
Intelligence Agency (NGA).  For Mars, only data that was publicly available was used.  
Images and DEMs were obtained from the HiRISE on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 
and geologic maps from USGS (Tanaka et al., 2014).   Table 2.1 shows details for the 
DEM datasets used in this project. 
Type Resolution 
(m/px) 
Area Method Availability 
(07/2014) 
Source 
DEM 2.0 Dry Valleys LiDAR Public US Antarctic 
Research 
Center [1] 
DEM 10 Mudrey 
cirque 
Photogrammetry This thesis Chapter 3 
DEM 4.0 some 
Antarctica 
Stereopair PGC request PGC [2] 
DEM 30 Dry Valleys  Public LTER [3] 
DEM 30 Dry Valleys  BUARG BUARG [4] 
DEM 200 Antarctica Radarsat Public RAMPv2 [5] 
DEM 200 Antarctica Radar Public BEDMAP2 
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sub-ice [6] 
DEM 1.0-4.0 some Mars Stereopair Public HiRISE [7] 
Images various some 
Antarctica 
Air photos Public  PGC TMA 
viewer [8] 
Pan 0.5 Dry Valleys, 
NVL 
Satellite PGC request PGC [2] 
RGB 1.0 Dry Valleys, 
NVL 
Satellite PGC request PGC [2] 
Table 2.1 - Data available for this study 
Full citations in bibliography, URL here for simplicity 
[1] - http://usarc.usgs.gov/lidar_dload.shtml 
[2] - http://www.pgc.umn.edu/ 
[3] - http://www.mcmlter.org/mapping.htm 
[4] – DEM of unknown data source on BUARG computers 
[5] - http://nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0082 
[6] - http://www.antarctica.ac.uk//bas_research/our_research/az/bedmap2/ 
[7] - http://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/dtm/ 
[8] - http://applications.pgc.umn.edu/flash/tma/ 
 
Figure 2.1 – TMA viewer interface from PGC showing flight paths of air photos available online 
93B93BHigh resolution DEMs (<10 m/px) 
The highest-resolution terrestrial DEMs (Csatho et al., 2004) were sourced from 
airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) employed on NASA’s Airborne 
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Topographic Mapper using a 5 kHz signal pulse frequency oscillating at a 20 Hz spatial 
sweep frequency correlated to high-resolution differential GPS and inertial navigation 
systems.  In many settings, LiDAR quality is degraded by the presence of multiple 
reflectors (such as tree canopy above the true ground surface).  However, the Dry Valleys 
are vegetation-free and offer an ideal setting to achieve high accuracy data.  Further 
information and DEMs available at http://usarc.usgs.gov/lidar_dload.shtml. 
High-resolution DEMs were also created using stereopair pixel matching.  The 
algorithms that use this technique match pixels between stereo image pairs (images of the 
same location taken from different vantage points) and then use the parallax between the 
pixels to calculate distance.  Creation of DEMs by this process has only recently become 
feasible due to the computationally intensive nature of this procedure.  In this study, the 
4.0 m/px DEMs were created by PGC using the Surface Extraction with TIN-based 
Search-space Minimization (SETSM) software package, developed at Ohio State 
University and Byrd Polar Research Center.  The source images are from the WorldView 
satellites taken in-track, 45 seconds apart.  Future WorldView imagery will include 
higher resolution capabilities (0.31 m/px for panchromatic images).   
The Mars DEMs were also created using stereopair pixel matching, in this case on 
stereopairs from the Mar Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) High-Resolution Imaging 
Experiment (HiRISE) camera.  The camera was designed to have a high signal to noise 
ratio, wide imaging field, and high resolution (0.3 m/px).  The stereo pair is generated by 
rolling the spacecraft slightly on subsequent orbits that pass by the same point and a 
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variety of spacecraft effects (e.g., jitter, internal geometry, etc.) must be compensated in 
post processing (Kirk et al., 2008). 
94B94BMedium-resolution (10-100m/px) DEMs 
Medium resolution DEMs (30 m/px) are sourced from the McMurdo Long Term 
Ecological Research (LTER) group.  These DEMs were digitized from USGS 
topographic maps created from New Zealand Department of Survey and Land 
Information photogrammetry on US Navy air photos (1980s) (LTER, 2013).   
95B95BLow-resolution (>100m/px) DEMs 
The lowest resolution 200 m/px DEM data are from the Radarsat Antarctic 
Mapping Project (RAMP) initially derived from the Radarsat satellite platform using C-
band radio (Liu et al., 2001).  The RAMP data spatial extent includes the entire Antarctic 
continent. 
96B96BHigh resolution images 
Although only DEMs are processed in the automated algorithm developed in this 
chapter, high resolution visible images were utilized for geolocation and data 
interpretation.  The imagery was sourced from commercial satellites including (1)  
WorldView 1&2 (currently restricted to 0.5 m/px panchromatic), (2) QuickBird (1 m/px 
panchromatic), (3) IKONOS (currently 1 m/px panchromatic), and (4) GeoEye 1&2 
(currently restricted to 0.5 m/px panchromatic).  Each includes a panchromatic image and 
an RGB+IR image.  Images were orthorectified to the RAMPv2 DEM. 
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2.2.2. 55B55BDigital Terrain Analysis 
Digital Terrain Analysis (DTA) seeks patterns in DEMs and uses similar methods  
as Digital Image Analysis (DIA).  The key difference is that DTA analyzes the surface 
based on a single DEM rather than on a series of stacked images as used in DIA.  DIA 
typically focuses on the value of a single pixel across the spectrum with no regard for its 
neighbors.  However, DTA analyzes the neighborhood around a pixel.  Because of this, 
both the analysis type and the range (pixel spatial neighborhood) over which it is 
performed are important in DTA and each contains different information.  Following the 
terminology of Etzelmüller 2000, I evaluated point parameters (short-range surface 
characteristics), surface roughness parameters (medium-range surface variation), and 
hypsographic parameters (long-range parameters) to determine which were the most 
effective for identifying periglacial geomorphic features of interest in Antarctica.  The 
importance of the range of analysis was investigated in a scale analysis.  In this project, 
all parameter processing and scale analysis was performed in ArcGIS 10.0 and 
classification and performed in ENVI. 
In the sections below, I specify the processing procedures and parameters used in 
these analyses (summarized in table 2.2) and give an overview of their significance. 
Parameter Formula Desc. Source 
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plan face shape 2000 
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Hypsography Etzelmüller 
2001 
Flow 
length 
Recursive algorithm Hydrology Etzelmüller 
2001 
Flow 
accum. 
Recursive algorithm Hydrology  
Table 2.2 – Terrain parameters used in this analysis 
97B97BPoint parameters/moving window operators 
Point parameters at each target pixel are obtained using a moving window 
operator (also known as “object-based image analysis”) to analyze the target pixel in the 
context of its surrounding pixel neighborhood.  Therefore, the value of a given pixel in 
the output raster depends on the values of all surrounding pixels in the input raster as well 
as the processing function used. While a 3x3 square (Figure 2.2) is perhaps the most 
common moving window shape and, a variety of shapes and sizes is theoretically 
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possible depending on the type of analysis being performed.  The smallest size window is 
a 2x2 matrix; the largest is only limited by computing power.  
Each of the point parameters can be either derived directly from the initial DEM 
(here termed “primary point parameters”) or from the subsequent processing of the 
results of those (here termed “secondary point parameters”).  The secondary point 
parameters were mostly used to evaluate changes in the primary point parameters. 
In this study, all primary point parameters were evaluated with square window 
operator of 3x3 (the minimum size) to 15x15 (at 2 m/px, this is a 30x30 m square, which 
is both the resolution of the LTER DEM and the size of the largest polygonal features in 
Beacon Valley).  All analyses were performed and evaluated in Arc Map 10.1, using the 
built-in toolboxes and custom scripts. 
98B98BPrimary point parameters 
The most intuitive parameters to extract for a given point are the slope (a), aspect 
(y), and curvature (c).  Mathematically, the first two are the first derivatives in the 
vertical and horizontal directions, respectively and indicate the strength of downslope 
A B C 
D E F 
G H I 
“Moving window” 
(Input raster) 
px 
 
𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑤  𝑓(𝐴 𝐵 𝐶 𝐷 𝐸 𝐹 𝐺 𝐻 𝐼) 
(Output raster) 
Figure 2.2 – Moving window operator 
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flow and its direction.  Curvature, represented by the second derivative is broken into the 
vertical component (profile curvature – f) and the horizontal component (plan curvature 
– v), which represent acceleration and convergence of the downslope flow, respectively. 
Other intuitive measurements include statistical measures on the pixels of the 
moving window.  This includes the minimum, maximum, range, mean, standard 
deviation, and variance. 
99B99BTerrain roughness parameters 
Terrain surface roughness is an intuitive characteristic.  However, is difficult to 
quantify.  If the terrain elevation is represented as a series of superimposed waveforms, 
the shortest wavelength that can be identified in a data source is generally called texture, 
the longest significant wavelength is the grain, and the variation between the amplitudes 
(called relief) at each of these wavelengths is the roughness. 
  The simplest approximation of roughness is the measure of variation in elevation 
around a point (e.g., the standard deviation or variance using the moving window 
operator, from above), but this lacks information on the wavelength and shape of the 
roughness.  Standard deviation of curvature helps recognize the frequency of slope 
changes in the moving window, though it still lacks information about wavelength of the 
roughness.  A more complex measure of roughness, called the Index of Roughness (IR), 
is a measure of the radius of a sphere defined by the surface, scaled by the extent of the 
area used to determine the surface.  A final approach to determining the roughness of an 
area is the semivariogram function.  This measure plots the correlation between the 
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values at different areas versus the difference between those areas, then determines how 
far until increasing distance no longer affects correlation (theoretically at zero distance 
the correlation is perfect and therefore decreases from there), called the semivariogram 
range. 
100B100BHydrological parameters 
Although high volumes of flowing liquid water do not exist in the TAM 
(Marchant and Head 2007), localized liquid flow and the mass transport via gravity 
acting on glacial and periglacial landforms becomes important at local special scales and 
very long time scales (Dan Capitan and Van De Wiel 2012).  In this study, I include flow 
accumulation, flow length, and upstream area. 
101B101BHypsographic parameters 
Terrain can also be described by the distribution of mass quantified by 
hypsographic parameters. Performed locally, such analyses can help identify peaks and 
troughs through parameters like the elevation percentile.  Elevation-relief ratio gives a 
measure of the variations in values over the surface and is mathematically equivalent to 
the integral of the hypsometric curve (Etzelmüller 2000, after Pike and Wilson 1971).  
Skewness also gives information about how the values are distributed within the surface 
analyzed.  Typically these analyses are used at the global scale, but herein they are 
employed at the local scale to test the hypothesis that they will be a useful means of 
distinguishing different landforms. 
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2.2.3. 56B56BExecuting the parameters 
An automated model was created in ArcMap to generate output rasters of each of 
the target parameters for a set of input DEMs (Figure 2.3, Appendix B). 
 
Figure 2.3 – The model used to generate all the parameters listed in Table 2.2 that are scalable to 
include different size areas of raster pixels. 
Some outputs were only used to generate other data.  The outputs used in the final analysis are 
indicated by red boxes.  In addition to these scalable parameters, there was also aspect, aspect 
standard deviation, curvature, curvature standard deviation, index of roughness, and the hydrological 
parameters.  Python script and Raster Calculator formulas in Appendix B. 
2.2.4. 57B57BAutomated classification 
Automated classification groups image data based on a series of common 
attributes.  In this study, methods of automated classification previously developed for 
DIA were adapted to identify and group common geomorphic features in the Antarctic 
landscape.   
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102B102BUnsupervised classification 
Unsupervised classification utilizes automatically parses a raster dataset into a 
specified number of classes based on consistencies between pixel values. Efforts using 
the K-Means and IsoData algorithms within ENVI did not produce in acceptable terrain 
classifications results for the Antarctic study areas. 
103B103BSupervised classification 
In supervised classification, the user inputs a set of pre-classified regions in order 
to train a classification algorithm as to the correct feature classes. Supervised 
classification algorithms utilized in this study include Maximum Likelihood Classifier 
(MLC), Minimum Distance Classifier (MDC), and Neural Networks (NN).  MLC assigns 
each pixel a probability of being in each input class.  MDC finds the distance from each 
pixel to the values given by the input classes (essentially a distance in n-dimensional 
space, where n is the number of bands).  NN utilized a recursive algorithm to “learn” 
characteristics that describe the input classes and then assigns each pixel to the 
appropriate class. 
2.3. 25B25BAnalysis and discussion 
2.3.1. 58B58BComparison of DEMs and selection for processing 
All DEMs for a Beacon Valley were compared by computing a difference raster 
between raster pairs. The LiDAR DEM, having the highest resolution, was used as the 
reference DEM in all cases.  The stereopair DEM was found to be largely similar to the 
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LiDAR DEM, and was ultimately selected for processing because it had the largest total 
spatial area of coverage. 
2.3.2. 59B59BHigh-resolution periglacial terrain analysis 
104B104B eacon Valley 
The various terrain parameters calculated for the Beacon Valley stereopair DEM 
were manually examined to determine if the terrain types of interest could be discerned.  
Each image was first examined independently in black and white (Figure 2.4), then three 
images at a time were mapped into the RGB bands of a raster and each possible 
permutation of three images was examined.  The most informative combination was 
found to be viewing the slope, standard deviation of aspect, and index of roughness in 
using the standard deviation stretch.  However, all standard deviation-based analyses 
were effective for visualizing the features of interest.  
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Figure 2.4 – Outputs of all terrain parameters applied to the stereopair DEM. 
105B105BMDV and Mars 
Once the most useful RGB set was determined (standard deviation of aspect, 
index of roughness, and slope), it was applied to stereopair DEMs of all of Taylor Valley 
in the MDV (Figure 2.5) and HiRISE DEMs of Mars (Figure 2.6).  The Mars products 
did not resemble the Dry Valleys products in that they had additional noise in some of the 
bands.  This points to the need for further site-specific analysis as is typical  for DTA and 
not the direct applicability like had been initially hoped.  However, the general 
applicability of the technique for visual analysis remains robust. 
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Figure 2.5 – Terrain analysis of Taylor Valley floor from LiDAR DEM 
Red is an edge detector performed on aspect., green is an edge detector performed on slope, and blue 
is slope.  Different features are visible as different colors – steep and smooth valley walls are blue, flat 
and rough patterned ground is green/yellow, smooth glaciers are red and black, while flat and rough 
pond ice is bright red.   
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RGB DTA 
Figure 2.6 – Terrain analysis of Gale Crater (location of Mars Curiosity Rover) from HiRISE DEM 
Red is an edge detector performed on aspect., green is an edge detector performed on slope, and blue 
is slope.  However, the appearance of this, and other, Mars DEMs is drastically different from those 
seen in the Dry Valleys because there is a high degree of noise (visible as green specks all over the RGB 
image) not there  
2.3.3. 60B60BAutomated terrain classes 
Results of the automated terrain classification for Beacon Valley are displayed in 
Figure 2.7a. Visually, the automated classification performed satisfactorily in 
differentiating the glacial and periglacial landforms.   
However, several errors exist in the classification of patterned ground and bare ice 
(Figure 2.7a).  These classification mistakes could be attributed to a variety of different 
causes.  First, based on the similarities between the linear appearance of the classification 
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mistakes and the linear features within the hydrological parameters, some of the 
misclassification is likely due to the inclusion of these parameters.  It is also possible that 
the misclassification errors are due to inconsistencies and systematic errors in the 
underlying input dataset.  When inspecting the rasters visually, the smooth ice appears to 
have linear ridges running at about 45
o
 to the valley direction or roughly north-south.  
This is consistent with the orbital fly-over tracks of the imaging satellite that created the 
initial stereopairs used to create the DEM.  These ridges are common artifacts of DEM 
creation from stereopairs and are especially visible in smooth areas.  The addition of this 
artificial roughness to otherwise-smooth glacier ice is likely causing the classification 
algorithm to identify it as the same category as the rough, boulder-covered terrain of the 
patterned ground.   Ultimately, the inclusion of a visible light image layer into the 
classification procedure would greatly improve the accuracy of the categorization.   The 
contrasting spectral signatures of bare ice and rock-covered buried ice would provide 
sufficiently divergent values to the classification algorithm. 
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a) Classified terrain  
b) results of DTA 
Figure 2.7 – Results of Maximum Likelihood classifier on patterned ground (green), ice (red), and slopes 
(blue) using all 15 parameters.  For comparison, the results of the DTA are on the right 
2.4. 26B26BConclusions 
Digital Terrain Analysis is an excellent complement to individual multispectral 
images for visual site interpretation.  Features including moraines and patterned ground 
can be discerned from selected output products.  Specifically, I found that the RGB image 
mapped from standard deviation of aspect, roughness index, and slope (Figure 2.7b) was 
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particularly useful in delineating terrain features.  Future work is needed to develop 
procedures for differentiating additional terrain classes, such as distinguishing bedrock 
from other surfaces or patterned ground from non-patterned boulder-covered ground.  
Using DTA to automatically classify landforms shows strong promise, but also will need 
additional work to use as a truly automatic analysis tool.  The application to Mars appears 
strong, but more investigation will be needed to determine the limits of its usefulness. 
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3. 8B8BCHAPTER THREE: High-resolution digital elevation model construction using 
low-cost photogrammetry techniques 
3.1. 27B27BIntroduction 
Photogrammetry is the construction of three-dimensional models from a series of 
two-dimensional images.  Significant advances in computing power have enabled this 
computationally-intensive task to be performed in the cloud, thereby making it accessible 
to personal computers.  There are a variety of computer algorithms capable of creating 
3D models from various inputs, but they all work in a similar fashion.  First the computer 
determines the location of the camera at each shot by matching patches between images 
and solving for camera location.  Then, it searches each image for textures (pixel groups) 
that it can identify in multiple images and triangulates their location relative to the 
“known” camera locations.  These locations form a point cloud, onto which the computer 
then maps the textures to create a realistic appearance.  Some programs are then able to 
remove sporadic points from the dataset, define a surface, and generate a mesh, while 
others require human intervention for this step. In this chapter, I introduce and compare 
several workflows for field-based DEM creation in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, 
Antarctica, using a variety of freely available photogrammetry software packages and 
relatively inexpensive off-the-shelf cameras. The DEMs so generated can then be used in 
the selection of cosmogenic samples for dating. 
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3.2. 28B28BMethods 
3.2.1. 61B61BImage Capture 
Three field platforms for image collection were tested: a manual digital single 
lens reflex camera (DSLR) from inside a helicopter; an automatically-timed point-and-
shoot camera suspended from a kite; and, an automatically-timed point-and-shoot camera 
on a backpack-mounted pole. 
Helicopter images were obtained with the DSLR camera -- a Nikon d5100 with a 
20 mm lens and a Nikon D70 with a 24 mm lens -- during several reconnaissance flights 
over Mudrey Cirque.  Images were shot at regular intervals with views of the valley floor 
and sidewalls from all aspects. 
Kites have also long been used as an inexpensive means to acquire aerial images 
of landscapes.   The basic premise is that a camera is suspended from a kite, with many 
different options for kite type, camera suspension and stabilization, and remote camera 
operation.  A good resource online is Notes on Kite Aerial Photography 
(http://arch.ced.berkeley.edu/kap/discuss/), which provides a forum and other information 
for the interested. The kite used in this study was flown in two configurations, both of 
which suspended a point-and-shoot camera from a Servo-Brooxes-Electric-AutoKAP-Kit 
stabilized by a Picavet Cross that hung from a Flowform 2.0, all of which are available at 
http://www.brooxes.com/.  The first setup, developed and implemented by S. Mackay, 
employed a single Canon SD1200 camera at a 20-degree angle on a 1000-foot line.  The 
shutter was operated by a motorized lever using the Brooxes clickPan-Servo-BEAK.  The 
second setup, developed and implemented by myself, employed two Canon SD1300 
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cameras mounted on a kite with a 500-foot line.  One camera faced directly down and a 
second was aligned with a 30° angle for a slight overlap in the fields of view.  Shutters in 
this configuration were operated by a version of the Canon Hacker Development Kit 
(CHDK; http://chdk.wikia.com/) and used its intervalometer software to take pictures.  In 
both configurations, the cameras were timed to take images once every 10 seconds and a 
linear path was walked with the kite/camera rig in tow. 
  
Figure 3.1 – KAP equipment used. Flowform 2.0 kite and Brooxes AutoKAP with ServoBEAK. 
The final configuration set two SD1300 cameras at a 50-degree angle on a 
backpack-mounted pole ~4m above the ground.  The shutters were operated by the 
CHDK intervalometer to take an image once every 5 seconds as the setup was carried on 
prescribed ground traverses.   
 Platform Altitude Path Acquisition 
time 
Off-
nadir 
angle 
Camera Raw 
res. 
Light imgs 
P22 Kite, 
physical 
trigger 
~150m Linear ~2 hours 20 Canon 
SD1200 
3648 x 
2736 = 
10 
Mpx 
shadow to 
indirect 
sunlight 
226 
P23 Helicopter ~1,000m Circular ~10 minutes 45 Nikon 
D70 
3008 x 
2000 = 
6 Mpx 
indirect 
sunlight 
163 
P24 Helicopter ~1,000m Circular ~10 minutes 60 Nikon 
D5100 
4928 x 
3264 = 
16 
Mpx 
overcast 94 
P25 Helicopter ~1,000m Circular ~10 minutes 60 Nikon 4928 x overcast 63 
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D5100 3264 = 
16 
Mpx 
P26 Kite, 
CHDK 
trigger 
~80m Linear ~2 hours 5 Canon 
SD1300 
4000 x 
3000 = 
12 
Mpx 
indirect 
sunlight 
253 
P27 Kite, 
CHDK 
trigger 
~80m Linear ~2 hours 70 Canon 
SD1300 
4000 x 
3000 = 
12 
Mpx 
indirect 
sunlight 
230 
Table 3.1 – Details of the six image sets used as inputs for photogrammetry tests. Mpx = megapixel.  
3.2.2. 62B62BSoftware 
Photogrammetry is a fast-growing field, so programs become obsolete relatively 
quickly. Some relatively expensive options used to create DEMs include DroneMapper 
(http://dronemapper.com/), Agisoft Photoscan Pro 
(http://agisoft.ru/products/photoscan/professional), and LPS 
(http://geospatial.intergraph.com/products/LPS/LPS/Details.aspx).  However, I chose not 
to use these packages as a goal of the project was to create georeferenced DEMs using 
only freely available software.    Software evaluated included Autodesk 123d Catch, 
Cubify Capture, Microsoft Photosynth, and ARC 3D.  
The six image sets (P23-P27, Table 3.1) were uploaded into the various programs 
and the resulting models were downloaded, with time to completion recorded and 
compared among software platforms.   Point density and fraction of images successfully 
stitched were also recorded, as was a qualitative observation of quality.  Only high-
quality outputs were converted to DEMs.  These were then compared to each other and to 
existing DEM products for accuracy and resolution. 
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PhotoSynth (http://photosynth.net/) is a product of Microsoft and requires a (free) 
Microsoft Silverlight account to function.  It runs part of its procedure on the host 
computer and part on the cloud.  It down-samples all the images to 3 Megapixels and has 
a maximum of 20 GB of storage on a single user account, meaning the largest project 
theoretically possible would include 6,666 images.  It outputs a point cloud (not a mesh) 
that can be exported in obj, ply, ASCII ply, VRML, and X3D formats. 
The mesh-generating software 123d Catch (http://www.123dapp.com/catch) 
requires a (free) Autodesk account.  The program runs on a local interface that must be 
downloaded, but model creation runs on the cloud.  Once the image set is selected and a 
name for the model is chosen, the entire process is automatic, including image 
downsampling to 3 Gpx.  After the model is created, it is downloaded into the local 
interface, which includes the ability to manually stitch any images that failed.  123d 
Catch functions as a stand-alone mesh editor that also allows changing the resolution of 
the mesh, addition or subtraction of images to the model, and several different options for 
viewing the models.  The software can export the mesh at any stage in a number of 
formats, including dwb, fbx, rzi, obj, ipm, and las. 
Cubify Capture (http://www.cubify.com/products/capture/) requires a (free) 
Cubify account.  Images are processed and models are run through an online interface.  
Model results can be downloaded by the user.  Meshes are generated on the cloud from 
up to 300 images downsampled to 3 Mpx. The online interface requires user input during 
image selection and again to initiate model creation once they are uploaded.  Once 
created, the models can be viewed online and selected for download in stl or obj formats. 
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ARC3D (http://www.arc3d.be/) requires a (free) account to be set up on their 
website before downloading the image upload interface.  It recommends the inclusion of 
images between 5-10 Megapixels.  The local interface functions as a gateway to the cloud 
processor; images must be loaded into it, then a project can be defined and uploaded to 
the cloud.  The resulting files can be downloaded from in obj and v3d formats. 
 Software 
Interface 
Process  Max # 
images 
Model 
format 
Image resolution Notes 
Agisoft 
123d Catch 
Download cloud >236 Mesh: dwb, 
fbx, rzi, obj, 
ipm, las 
Downsamples to 
3 Mpx [3] 
Includes manual 
stitch option for 
failed images; 
Can’t export color 
Cubify 
Capture 
Online cloud ~300 
[1] 
Mesh: obj, 
stl 
Downsamples to 
3 Mpx [1] 
 
Microsoft 
Photosynth  
Download cloud & 
local 
<20 GB 
[2] 
Point cloud: 
obj, ASCII 
ply, VRML, 
X3D 
Downsamples to 
1.5-2 Mpx [2] 
Requires Microsoft 
Silverlight account 
ARC 3D Download cloud >236 Mesh: obj, 
v3d 
5-10 Mpx 
optimal [4] 
 
 
Table 3.2 – Photogrammetry software examined. 
3.2.3. 63B63BDEM Processing 
Each photogrammetry program generates either a point cloud or a mesh, usually 
available in several formats. These are not georeferenced and do not contain gridded 
points, so they must be processed to make a DEM.  The conversion process was initially 
based on that for creating DEM from PhotoSynth by Mark Willis (Willis 2010), but was 
significantly modified to reduce the amount of software necessary and to work for all the 
other photogrammetry software.  Processing software used includes MeshLab 
(http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/) to convert the files, ScanView 
(http://graphics.stanford.edu/software/scanview/) to help georeference them based on 
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recognizable landmarks, and ArcMap for final conversion and analysis.  The workflow 
(for 123d Catch) is as follows: 
1. Create the 123d Catch model. 
2. Export (File -> Export) as a .las file.  These are the type of file generated by 
LIDAR and contain a network of points with uneven spacing. 
3. Import the .las file into ArcGIS using the “LAS to Multipoint” tool (3D Analyst -
> Conversion -> From File -> LAS to Multipoint) which needs a 3D Analyst 
license to run.  The inputs and outputs should be pretty obvious, but the best point 
spacing value was not determined.  
4. Convert this multipoint to a raster with the “Point to Raster” tool (Conversion 
Tools -> To Raster -> Point to Raster).  The critical part here is to use the 
“Shape.Z” field as the Value Field, not the default FID.   I could only get it to 
work if the cell size was the one it suggested (0.33 in this case). 
3.2.4. 64B64BComparison to existing data 
Once these DEM files were created, they were compared to each other and to 
existing DEM datasets.  Difference rasters were generated to compare created 
DEMs.  The best DEMs were significantly higher resolution than existing DEMs for the 
area, so the only comparison that could be made was to topographic profiles generated 
using a high-resolution Trimble differential GPS receiver with accompanying base 
station. 
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3.3. 29B29BResults 
Only one image set (P23) was successfully processed into functional DEMs.  The 
other full-valley image sets, P24 and P25, generated models that had spurious points and 
holes and were therefore not of sufficient quality to make DEM’s.  Of the partial-valley 
image sets, P22 made the best mesh, though it generally had two accurate halves of the 
model joined by an inaccurate bridge in most outputs.  The remaining image sets, P26 
and P27, generated models that generally appeared accurate, but had very low 
resolution.  Models generated from kite-based image sets lowered in point density with 
increasing distance from the flight path. 
  123D Catch Cubify Capture Arc3D PhotoSynth 
P22  Image upload time 0:32:00  0:42:00 - 
Upload+process time 1:08:00  1:43:00 <00:22 
Images stitched 60/226   198/226 
Raw vertices 104051  57268 446808 
Raw faces 201509  113588 0 
DEM resolution     
DEM accuracy     
P23 Image upload time 0:26:00 2:14:00 0:25:00 - 
Upload+process time 0:59:00 Weeks 2:06:00 <00:08 
Images stitched 118/163   162/163 
Raw vertices 43998 64921 115639 199909 
Raw faces 86096 129279 229415 0 
DEM resolution 10m   30m 
DEM accuracy     
P24 Image upload time 0:14:00 4:44:00 <<01:06 <00:09 
Upload+process time 0:45:00 Weeks 3:47 to FAIL 93/94 
Images stitched 88/94  0/94 148033 
Raw vertices 67943 15031 - 0 
Raw faces 128537 29814 -  
DEM resolution     
DEM accuracy     
P25 Image upload time 0:08:00  0:15:00 - 
Upload+process time 0:33:00  00:46 to FAIL 0:03:00 
Images stitched 62/63  0/63 63/63 
Raw vertices 86235  - 86328 
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Raw faces 165811  - 0 
DEM resolution     
DEM accuracy     
P26 Image upload time 0:54:00  1:00:00 - 
Upload+process time   2:51:00 0:20:00 
Images stitched    160/253 
Raw vertices    396326 
Raw faces    0 
DEM resolution     
DEM accuracy     
P27 Image upload time 0:21:00  1:45:00 - 
Upload+process time   3:22:00 0:23:00 
Images stitched    201/230 
Raw vertices    342187 
Raw faces    0 
DEM resolution     
DEM accuracy     
Table 3.3 – Data for image sets and software runs 
 
a b 
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Figure 3.2 – MeshLab renderings of the 3d models of P23 (Mudrey Cirque) from: a) 123d Catch, b) Cubify 
Capture, and c) Photosynth.   
3.4. 30B30BDiscussion 
3.4.1. 65B65BTerrain Capture 
Complex terrain, including patterned ground, appeared in DEM’s generated in all 
helicopter models and in high-resolution kite-based models.  Features with a spatial 
extent of 2-3 m were captured reliably.  Rough terrain and snowbanks on valley sidewalls 
were also well reproduced in models from the helicopter image sets.  Glaciers were 
reproduced very poorly in all models. 
3.4.2. 66B66BImaging Platform 
The best image sets – P22 and P23 –created successful DEM’s in large part 
because they had very slight off-nadir angles compared to the other image sets from 
similar platforms.   The helicopter was the best platform because its altitude generated a 
much larger field of view, allowing for a larger DEM to be created with a lower 
investment of field time.  It also provided an easy method for quickly imaging the scene 
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from all azimuthal angles, a beneficial step in photogrammetry.  The resolution of the 
camera did not seem to affect DEM quality, most probably because images are 
downsampled to lower resolution in most of the software packages. 
3.4.3. 67B67BSoftware 
PhotoSynth was by far the fastest at generating models, taking less time to fully 
create and download a model than any other software.  It also generated the most points, 
though this was in the format of a point cloud whereas the other software packages all 
generate meshes.  The point cloud contained significant noise and variability that, even 
when painstakingly cleaned by hand, degraded the final DEM resolution. 
123d Catch created meshes that were consistently the highest-quality of any 
software examined.  It had the fastest upload and processing times of the three mesh-
generating software packages and was also the only software that had a built-in 
component for handling the output model that was capable of making edits and exporting 
more than two file formats.  These included formats specifically for a variety of different 
free programs used in different fields, from MeshLab to SketchUp.   
Cubify Capture took the longest of all the programs to stitch; several weeks 
elapsed between image upload and model completion in many cases, and in some cases 
the models never stitched.  The upload process itself also was the longest by far and was 
sensitive to interruption by other internet browser functions and internet connectivity, 
both of which required the upload process to be restarted. 
ARC3D created meshes that had several times more points than those generated 
by the other software.  However, it often failed during stitching or generated meshes that 
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in places were high-resolution and accurate, but very poor in other areas.  In terms of 
speed, it was almost as fast as 123d Catch. 
PhotoSynth is able to generate models quickly, and to do so from image sets that 
were suboptimal.  The main drawback is that the models themselves are lower resolution 
(by roughly a factor of three) than models from the other software packages.  This 
combination of speed and low accuracy, however, makes PhotoSynth ideally suited for 
proof-of-concept experiments.  
3.5. 31B31BConclusions 
DEMs are best achieved using camera images acquired at high elevations and 
over wide areas; these criteria are most easily obtained from helicopter mounted 
platforms. Kites are also useful platforms to acquire image sets with slight off-nadir 
cameras, but the field of view is relatively small; this could be offset by using wide-angle 
lenses.   Backpack-pole-mounted cameras do not have the field of view necessary to 
make a successful model.  In the future, drones could be tested to fly paths similar to 
helicopters for optimal DEM generation.  Among free software, there is a tradeoff 
between reliability and resolution: PhotoSynth is low resolution but almost always 
successful, at least partially; Arc3D is high resolution but rarely successful; and, 123d 
Catch reliably generates DEM’s of moderate-to-high resolution.  The results show that 
DEM’s capable of capturing patterned ground and glacial moraines (2-3 m spatial 
resolution) can be obtained using multiple image platforms and freely available software. 
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4. 9B9BCHAPTER FOUR: Antarctic climate science as a method for engaging and 
educating middle school students about climate change 
 
Presented as “Models of middle school partnership with Antarctic field 
geomorphologists” at International Conference on Teacher-Scientist Partnerships; 
Boston, MA; February 2013. 
 
4.1. 32B32BIntroduction 
With the introduction of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS: 
http://www.nextgenscience.org/) in April 2013, the US has taken an important step 
towards improving science education by emphasizing inquiry-based learning methods 
which make use of real-world scientific data.  These new standards were designed 
collaboratively between scientists and educators, and stress process-based learning rather 
than the current paradigm of rote knowledge memorization.  The new standards also 
highlight certain scientific topics which are especially critical to introduce at the middle 
school level, one of which is climate change.  As science education in the US shifts to a 
process-based system, the demand for new curriculum materials at all levels will increase 
significantly.  In this chapter, I demonstrate how scientists can successfully participate in 
and design climate change outreach programs for middle school science classes.  
Effective strategies for communicating climate science include class presentations, 
blogging, letter-writing, data sharing, and the creation of lesson plans.  Furthermore, 
through my interactions with twelve middle schools (spanning grade 5 – 8), I show that 
students are equipped and excited to understand advanced concepts in climate science, 
and benefit greatly from interactions with scientists working in the field. 
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Figure 4.1 – Next Generation Science Standards for climate change, emphasizing critical thinking. 
SCHOOL LOCATION SETTING GRADE (TYPE) – 
# CLASSES 
VISITED 
COLLABORATION 
TYPES 
St Columbkille 
Partnership 
School 
Brighton, 
MA 
Urban Catholic 
School 
5 (General Sci) – 2 
6 (Earth Sci) – 1 
7 (Life Sci) – 1 
8 (Physical Sci) – 1 
Prelecture 
Question mail 
Research question 
Pierce School Brookline, 
MA 
Semi-Urban 
Public 
School 
6 (Earth Sci) – 4 Prelecture 
Question mail 
Mary E Curley 
School 
Jamaica 
Plain, MA 
Urban Public 
School 
7 (Life Sci) – 3 Prelecture 
Question mail 
John D 
O’Bryant 
School  
Roxbury, 
MA 
Urban Public 
School 
7 (Life Sci) – 2 
8 (Geography) – 1 
Prelecture 
Arthur W 
Coolidge 
Middle 
School 
Reading, 
MA 
Semi-Urban 
Public 
School 
7 (Earth Sci) – 2 Video Prelecture 
Clague Middle 
School 
Ann Arbor, 
MI 
Semi-Urban 
Public 
School 
6 (Earth Sci) – 5 Prelecture 
Table 4.1 – Schools visited as part of this investigation 
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SCHOOL LOCATION SETTING GRADE (TYPE) – 
# CLASSES VISITED 
COLLABORATION 
TYPES 
Lawrence 
Middle School 
Brookline, 
MA 
Semi-urban 
public school 
7-8 (Science) - 8 Presentation 
William H 
Lincoln 
School 
Brookline, 
MA 
Semi-Urban 
Public School 
5 (Science) - 1 Presentation 
Middle School Phoenix, AZ  7 (Earth Sci) - 1 Skype presentation 
Katariinan 
Koulu 
Turku, 
Finland 
Semi-urban 
public special 
needs school 
7 (Earth Sci) - 3 Presentation (in 
Finnish) 
Rieskalähteen 
Koulu 
Turku, 
Finland 
Semi-urban 
public school 
8 (Science) - 3 Presentations (some in 
Finnish) 
Turun 
Normaalikoulu 
Turku, 
Finland 
Semi-urban 
public school 
8-10 (Science) - 10 Presentations (some in 
Finnish) 
Table 4.2 – Schools visited using the best practices from the initial investigation 
4.2. 33B33BOutreach activities 
I formed year-long partnerships with 32 classes at 8 middle schools in 2 states, 
which included a field season at a remote tent camp in the McMurdo Dry Valleys of 
Antarctica.  Students were initially engaged with either a classroom visit or a 
personalized video introduction.  Depending on the classroom instructor’s lesson plans 
and the students’ interest, a subset of the classes designed and provided research 
questions to investigate during the field season.  Students in all classes followed along 
with the season through a blog that was maintained from the field, and a small number 
contacted us by mail in Antarctica.  Several of the classrooms were visited a second time 
after the end of the field season in order to discuss how research goals were met. 
4.2.1. 68B68BLive and Video Prelecture 
For local classrooms,  a PowerPoint presentation was designed with the goals of 
1) introducing the science of climate change, 2) discussing current climate research in 
Antarctica, 3) describing the daily work of Antarctic scientists, and (4) explaining 
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potential career paths in the fields of science and exploration.   Four 20-minute segments 
were prepared to meet these goals, and three were selected and adapted for a given live 
presentation based on classroom-specific interests, and guidance from the teacher. 
When requested, additional material was provided to the instructor and students in 
advance of the live lecture.  For example, the teacher of one high-achieving class 
suggested the students be given background materials prior to the lecture.  The teacher 
was supplied with age-appropriate background material which was aggregated with her 
own Antarctic research into five reading assignments; the students were then asked to 
read at least three of the five sections one week before the scheduled visit.  This enabled 
the students to enhance their understanding of the lecture topics, and to better participate 
in the ensuing discussion. 
For distant classrooms, the original live presentation was recorded with a 
location-specific introduction and posted online (Video Prelecture). The standard 
Prelecture talk (discussed above) was modified for class-specific interests, filmed using 
modules as separate clips, and posted to the website, Vimeo.  The modular structure of 
the lecture allowed the onsite instructor the flexibility to arrange the segments in any 
order, and the ability to pause the lecture for classroom discussion.  The video version of 
the presentation is available at http://vimeo.com/55578576. 
4.2.2. 69B69BStudent Research Questions 
In an addition to the lectures, students at a subset of the schools were asked to 
design an experimental research question for us to test during our Antarctic field season.  
At the conclusion of the live presentation, ~10-20 minutes were spent discussing the 
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process of formulating a scientific research question, and the capabilities and limitations 
of field research in Antarctica.  Five of the classes provided student-derived research 
questions, and ten of the classes provided teacher-derived questions.  The results of 
successfully completed experiments were reported through a field blog (section 4.2.3) 
and postlectures (4.2.5). 
4.2.3. 70B70BQuestion Mail 
During the field season, several of the previously visited classes wrote letters to 
the field team to ask questions about climate change, working in Antarctica, and general 
Antarctic science.  As often as possible, their questions were answered on the blog (4.2.4) 
and postcards were mailed back to each school.  Due to limitations on the timing and 
frequency of mail delivery to the Antarctic continent, normally only a single round of 
received question letters and mailed responses was possible. 
4.2.4. 71B71B log 
One of the key parts of the collaboration between our Antarctic field team and the 
middle school classrooms was the creation of a regularly updated field blog.  This 
enabled us to communicate with classrooms and respond to question mail, update 
students on the status of their research questions, and post general information about our 
science goals and daily camp life.  Several images and photos were included in each post, 
with descriptions aimed at middle school audiences.  Additionally, a weather map and 
FAQ page were included to address the most frequently asked questions.  While blog 
entries were drafted regularly at the camp, updating the online site posed a logistical 
difficulty due to the absence of internet connectivity at the campsite.  Therefore, actual 
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online updates were limited to days when helicopters in the area were able to pick up a 
USB stick containing blog entries and take it back to McMurdo Station, where the entries 
were posted online by support staff.  The blog is located at 
http://buantarcticblog.blogspot.com/. 
4.2.5. 72B72BPostlecture 
At a select number of schools, a second live lecture was presented following the 
field season.  This “postlecture” was used to inform the students of the season’s scientific 
accomplishments, and provide answers to questions submitted by mail, and blog 
comments.  
4.2.6. 73B73BLesson Plans 
Several lesson plans were created based on this work as part of the NSF-funded 
GLACIER (Global Change Initiative – Research and Education) GK-12 program at 
Boston University.  The goal of this program is to use real-world science to interest 
students in, and further educate them about climate change.  These lessons covered a 
variety of topics, from my own particular research interests in Antarctica, to general 
topics of climate and global change.  All of the lesson plans were used in science 
classrooms during my GLACIER fellowship at the Saint Columbkille Partnership School 
in Brookline, where they were facilitated by instructor Scott Hess.  The lessons can be 
found at: http://gk12glacier.bu.edu/wordpress/hayden2012/ 
4.3. 34B34BDiscussion 
Students were most engaged during Prelectures in which they received materials 
or instruction in advance on the subject matter.  In general, these students had a larger 
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number of and more varied questions to ask at the conclusion of the presentation, and 
were better able to form connections between the presented material, and their existing 
knowledge.  Based on their comments, this helped them to feel more confident in their 
understanding of climate science, and better able to communicate their knowledge to 
others. 
 Though it detracted from standard curriculum time, all of the involved classroom 
instructors were grateful for the opportunity and experience of interacting directly with 
researchers involved in climate change studies.  In some cases, student feedback was very 
specific in detailing which topics covered in the lectures were the most interesting; the 
most popular topic, as determined both by in-class responses and follow-up mail, was 
overwhelmingly climate change.   
The portion of the lectures which received the most audible reaction from the 
student audience was an image comparison of the modern Boston shoreline, to that of the 
Boston shoreline after sea level rise due to melting of the entire Antarctic ice sheet.  
Images like these help to make global change a reality for students, as opposed to a 
theoretical classroom exercise.   
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Figure 4.2 – Student interest in each topic, as gauged from percent of letters received in Question Mail 
in the field mentioning each topic 
4.4. 35B35BRecommendations for future outreach programs 
Based on my experience interacting with and disseminating climate science topics to 
middle school student, I propose the following recommendations for future classroom 
outreach projects: 
 Create lectures with input from the class room instructor: When the lecture 
references topics that the students have recently learned, they will be better able to 
form connections between different scientific areas.   
 Provide background material to the students before the classroom visit: When 
able, provide the students with readings about the lecture topic a week in advance 
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so that they can think through the material and prepare questions; this helps to 
make the students more engaged during the classroom visit. 
 Format lectures and talks in a modular format:  A modular format allows the 
instructor and presenter the flexibility of altering the order and/or content of 
recorded and live talks for each specific classroom.  The modules can easily be 
reused in multiple classrooms. 
 Discuss the scientific process and life as a scientist: While communicating 
scientific topics is often the main objective of outreach activities, it is equally 
important to discuss the daily life of a researcher, and the career opportunities that 
exist in science.  It is also important to discuss the scientific process, and the steps 
in forming a research question or hypotheses. 
 Highlight issues that are relevant to the local environment: When students are 
able to recognize how global issues affect their daily lives, they become much 
more engaged and better understand complex topics.  Provide student with 
interesting facts which they can share with friends and family outside of the 
classroom. 
 Engage students in ongoing research activities: Students who have the 
opportunity to be involved in multiple stages of a research project, from planning 
to execution, achieve a better understanding of the scientific process, and become 
more invested in the topic and the outcomes. 
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In conclusion, an increase in the number of outreach projects like that described 
here will help US science classrooms meet the objectives of the 2013 Next Generation 
Science Standards.  This type of immersive outreach teaches students about core 
scientific concepts, engages students in the scientific process, and allows them to 
understand how global processes affect the places around them.  These programs also 
have lasting impacts for classroom teachers; they have the ability to develop future lesson 
plans using real-world data, and reuse reading and lecture materials provided by guest 
speakers.  Participating scientists and researchers also benefit from the experience by 
achieving a better understanding of how their research is best communicated to, and 
understood by, young students and the general population. 
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A. 10B10BAPPENDIX A 
Source 
Paper Sample ID Unit Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(m.a.s.l.) Age (ka) Error (ka) 
Nuclide 
analyzed 
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OTN-05-120 Tuning Nunatak -84.731 -115.968 1515 44.7 1.3 3He 
OTN-05-201-1 Tuning Nunatak -84.731 -115.966 1539 46.2 0.8 3He 
OTN-05-019 Tuning Nunatak -84.731 -115.965 1540 46.7 0.4 3He 
OTN-05-115 Tuning Nunatak -84.731 -115.964 1539 87.1 0.8 3He 
OTN-05-001 Tuning Nunatak -84.731 -115.966 1539 112.1 0.8 3He 
OTN-05-021-1 Tuning Nunatak -84.731 -115.965 1539 116.9 1.8 3He 
OTN-05-022-1 Tuning Nunatak -84.730 -115.970 1480 122.4 1.4 3He 
OTN-05-118 Tuning Nunatak -84.731 -115.969 1492 173.95 4.35 3He 
OTN-05-024 Tuning Nunatak -84.731 -115.958 1514 194.4 1.8 3He 
OTN-05-202 Tuning Nunatak -84.730 -115.971 1470 317.825 4.04 3He 
OTN-05-023-1 Tuning Nunatak -84.730 -115.970 1480 388.6 4.1 3He 
OBN-05-122 Bennett Nunatak -84.788 -116.390 1410 19.3 0.45 3He 
OBN-05-028A Bennett Nunatak -84.787 -116.399 1488 19.4 0.5 3He 
OBN-05-204-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.786 -116.460 1409 19.5 0.4 3He 
OBN-05-211 Bennett Nunatak -84.786 -116.461 1402 27.8 0.61 3He 
OBN-05-028B-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.787 -116.399 1488 29.6 0.6 3He 
OBN-05-205-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.786 -116.460 1408 35.6 0.8 3He 
OBN-05-136 Bennett Nunatak -84.786 -116.461 1402 50.5 0.5 3He 
OBN-05-067-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.780 -116.468 1417 56.4 0.9 3He 
OBN-05-123 Bennett Nunatak -84.786 -116.460 1412 67.75 1.11 3He 
OBN-05-037-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.780 -116.472 1451 86.2 1 3He 
OBN-05-121-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.788 -116.390 1426 90.8 1.3 3He 
OBN-05-203 Bennett Nunatak -84.788 -116.394 1421 91 2.2 3He 
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OBN-05-025-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.788 -116.395 1465 110.7 1.7 3He 
OBN-05-135-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.786 -116.461 1402 115.7 1.4 3He 
OBN-05_038-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.780 -116.471 1448 121.1 1.5 3He 
OBN-05-210-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.787 -116.459 1415 157.1 1.9 3He 
OBN-05-026-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.787 -116.399 1491 202.8 2.3 3He 
OBN-05-039-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.780 -116.471 1448 205.8 2.4 3He 
OBN-05-036-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.780 -116.472 1451 238.3 2.6 3He 
OBN-05-029-1 Bennett Nunatak -84.787 -116.398 1483 492.6 6.4 3He 
ODR-05-030B Darling Ridge -84.752 -115.794 1665 10 0.2 3He 
ODR-05-030A-1 Darling Ridge -84.752 -115.794 1665 14.2 0.3 3He 
ODY-05-016 Discovery Ridge -84.727 -114.228 1682 10.3 0.2 3He 
ODY-05-015 Discovery Ridge -84.727 -114.228 1682 28.7 0.4 3He 
ODY-05-058 Discovery Ridge -84.727 -114.229 1681 37.5 0.5 3He 
ODY-05-014-1 Discovery Ridge -84.727 -114.228 1681 51.5 0.8 3He 
ODY-05-114 Discovery Ridge -84.727 -114.228 1683 172.9 2.8 3He 
ODY-05-056-1 Discovery Ridge -84.727 -114.229 1681 290.9 3.1 3He 
ODY-05-059 Discovery Ridge -84.727 -114.229 1681 327.2 1.9 3He 
ODY-05-060-1 Discovery Ridge -84.728 -114.218 1676 351.8 4.6 3He 
ODY-05-057-1 Discovery Ridge -84.727 -114.229 1681 469.4 4.8 3He 
OTB-05-112 Discovery Ridge 
moraine 
-84.728 -114.363 1561 47 0.9 3He 
OTB-05-002 Discovery Ridge 
moraine 
-84.733 -114.298 1573 47.8 1.5 3He 
OTB-05-004-1 Discovery Ridge 
moraine 
-84.733 -114.295 1562 52 0.9 3He 
OTB-05-113 Discovery Ridge 
moraine 
-84.727 -114.362 1557 74 1.2 3He 
OTB-05-103-1 Discovery Ridge -84.733 -114.294 1563 83.4 1.3 3He 
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moraine 
OTB-05-102 Discovery Ridge 
moraine 
-84.733 -114.299 1571 122.2 2.4 3He 
OTB-05-003-1 Discovery Ridge 
moraine 
-84.733 -114.295 1563 136.9 3.2 3He 
OTB-05-052-1 Discovery Ridge 
moraine 
-84.733 -114.293 1572 140.3 1.7 3He 
ODR-05-107-1 Darling Ridge W -84.761 -116.105 1385 5.6 0.3 3He 
ODR-05-007-1 Darling Ridge W -84.762 -116.108 1378 7.5 0.3 3He 
ODR-05-008-1 Darling Ridge W -84.762 -116.108 1378 9.5 0.3 3He 
ODR-05-108-1 Darling Ridge W -84.762 -116.104 1385 10.8 0.2 3He 
ODR-05-009-1 Darling Ridge W -84.762 -116.108 1378 30.2 0.7 3He 
ODR-05-129-1 Darling Ridge E -84.747 -115.836 1468 37.9 0.8 3He 
ODR-05-128-1 Darling Ridge E -84.747 -115.836 1468 60.2 1.1 3He 
ODR-05-130-1 Darling Ridge E -84.747 -115.836 1468 66.2 1.1 3He 
ODR-05-111-1 Darling Ridge E -84.761 -116.106 1377 73.7 1.2 3He 
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WA-5-1 Lava flows   2055 360 4.1 3He 
WA-5-1 rep Lava flows   2055 362 7 3He 
WA-5-1 cpx Lava flows   2055 348 4 3He 
WA-11-1 Lava flows   2055 360 5 3He 
WA-4D-1 Lower moraine band   2010 10.6 0.2 3He 
WA-4D-3 cpx Lower moraine band   2010 6.2 0.2 3He 
WA-4C-2 Lower moraine band   2015 10.1 0.2 3He 
WA-4C-2 rep Lower moraine band   2015 9.6 0.1 3He 
WA-4C-1 Lower moraine band   2015 10.2 0.2 3He 
WA-3E-1 Lower moraine band   1945 49.5 1.3 3He 
WA-3D-1 Lower moraine band   1985 9.2 0.2 3He 
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WA-3D-2 Lower moraine band   1985 7.4 0.1 3He 
WA-2-1 Moraine patch   1975 140 2 3He 
WA-2-1 Moraine patch   1975 139.3 1 3He 
DB-94-1 Supraglacial debris   1935 0.4 0.2 3He 
BIT-252 Supraglacial debris   1935 0.9 0 3He 
WA-4B-1 cpx Upper moraine band   2035 83.2 1.1 3He 
WA-4B-1 Upper moraine band   2035 83.2 1 3He 
WA-4B-1 cpx Upper moraine band   2035 87.8 1 3He 
WA-4B-3 Upper moraine band   2035 87.8 1.5 3He 
WA-4A-1 Upper moraine band   2040 62.1 0.9 3He 
WA-4A-1 rep Upper moraine band   2040 62.1 1.3 3He 
WA-3B-1 Upper moraine band   2025 16.1 0.3 3He 
WA-3B-2 Upper moraine band   2025 47 0.5 3He 
WA-3B-2 cpx Upper moraine band   2025 46.5 0.7 3He 
WA-3A-1 Upper moraine band   2035 233 2 3He 
WA-3A-2 cpx Upper moraine band   2035 10.9 0.1 3He 
WA-3A-2 Upper moraine band   2035 9.8 0.2 3He 
WA-4A-2 Upper moraine band   2040 130  36Cl 
WA-4B-2 Upper moraine band   2035 88.1  36Cl 
WA-4C-1 Lower moraine band   2015 10.9  36Cl 
WA-4D-1 Lower moraine band   2010 9.4.  36Cl 
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SO-2 Schirmacher Oase -70.765 11.857 100 21 3 10Be 
SO-5 Schirmacher Oase -70.762 11.847 120 22 3 10Be 
SO-4 Schirmacher Oase -70.763 11.848 130 35 4 10Be 
Da-10 Dallmann Berge -71.756 10.185 1805 70 8 10Be 
Da-6 Dallmann Berge -71.740 10.153 1730 81 5 10Be 
Da-17 Dallmann Berge -71.755 10.147 1840   10Be 
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Da-13 Dallmann Berge -71.759 10.185 1940 112 7 10Be 
Da-18 Dallmann Berge -71.755 10.143 1860 135 8 10Be 
Da-7 Dallmann Berge -71.755 10.152 1720 166 17 10Be 
Da-12 Dallmann Berge -71.758 10.185 1910 192 11 10Be 
Da-14 Dallmann Berge -71.755 10.152 1740    
Da-21 Dallmann Berge -71.764 10.163 1820 239 13 10Be 
Da-20 Dallmann Berge -71.756 10.182 1730 283 15 10Be 
Da-19 Dallmann Berge -71.757 10.182 1810 462 18 10Be 
Sch/E-27 Eckhorner -71.538 11.455 1640 70 6 10Be 
Sch/E-23 Eckhorner -71.530 11.409 1995 196 9 10Be 
Sch/E-25 Eckhorner -71.533 11.433 1850 962 22 10Be 
Sch/E-24 Eckhorner -71.529 11.421 1930 1760 40 10Be 
Sch/Mo-43 Mo -71.563 11.447 1650 0 0 10Be 
Sch/Mo-40 Mo -71.566 11.514 1650 6 3 10Be 
Sch/Mo-42 Mo -71.573 11.466 1650 8 2 10Be 
Sch/Mo-29 Mo -71.567 11.598 1650 11 1 10Be 
Sch/Mo-36 Mo -71.550 11.529 1650 17 7 10Be 
Sch/Mo-31 Mo -71.570 11.591 1650 35 5 10Be 
Sch/Mo-23 Mo -71.581 11.578 1650 36 10 10Be 
Sch/Mo-33 Mo -71.571 11.570 1650 36 17 10Be 
Sch/Mo-34 Mo -71.576 11.565 1650 40 4 10Be 
Sch/Mo-30 Mo -71.576 11.589 1650 43 9 10Be 
Sch/Mo-38 Mo -71.575 11.539 1650 70 7 10Be 
Sch/Mo-28 Mo -71.567 11.601 1650 104 7 10Be 
Sch/Mo-35 Mo -71.577 11.550 1650 797 22 10Be 
Sch/S1-48 Seitental1 -71.603 11.500 1610 167 10 10Be 
Sch/S1-45 Seitental1 -71.616 11.480 1810 227 11 10Be 
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Sch/S1-47 Seitental1 -71.603 11.500 1630 252 14 10Be 
Sch/S1-46 Seitental1 -71.616 11.480 1650 453 21 10Be 
Sch/S1-44 Seitental1 -71.616 11.480 1850 912 37 10Be 
Sch/S2-49 Seitental2 -71.632 11.280 1880 326 11 10Be 
Sch/S2-51 Seitental2 -71.632 11.280 2000 427 17 10Be 
Sch/S2-50 Seitental2 -71.632 11.280 2110 1410 40 10Be 
Us/W-52 Westgrat -71.333 13.410 1430 235 11 10Be 
Us/W-53 Westgrat -71.333 13.410 1430 532 21 10Be 
Us/W-54 Westgrat -71.333 13.410 1430 725 35 10Be 
Us/O-57 Ostgrat -71.350 13.517 1040 339 11 10Be 
Us/O-58 Ostgrat -71.350 13.517 1040 388 14 10Be 
Us/O-59 Ostgrat -71.350 13.517 1040 631 19 10Be 
PK-65 Petermann Ketten 1 -71.856 12.150 2545 357 14 10Be 
PK-62 Petermann Ketten 1 -71.880 11.956 2380 1050 30 10Be 
PK-68 Petermann Ketten 2 -71.513 12.575 1540 1150 40 10Be 
PK-60 Petermann Ketten 1 -71.896 11.961 2600 1180 30 10Be 
PK-66 Petermann Ketten 2 -71.411 12.803 1820 1530 40 10Be 
PK-61 Petermann Ketten 1 -71.888 11.958 2430 1920 40 10Be 
PK-67 Petermann Ketten 2 -71.432 12.731 2030 3000 60 10Be 
PK-63 Petermann Ketten 1 -71.836 12.296 2875 3770 70 10Be 
PK-64 Petermann Ketten 1 -72.139 11.516 2950 4110 50 10Be 
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BEH-1 Behrendt Mts -75.316 -72.266 1220 6.5 0.8645 10Be 
BEH-3 Behrendt Mts -75.314 -72.260 1200 9.8 2.1364 10Be 
BEH-2 Behrendt Mts -75.314 -72.263 1180 11.4 1.1514 10Be 
DEW-3 Mt Dewe -75.959 -68.807 990 30.2 4.1978 10Be 
DEW-2 Mt Dewe -75.949 -68.753 1000 41.9 6.8716 10Be 
DEW-5 Mt Dewe -75.951 -68.769 910 43 3.311 10Be 
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DEW-4 Mt Dewe -75.950 -68.769 920 61.8 4.7586 10Be 
DEW-1 Mt Dewe -75.948 -68.752 960 84.5 7.1825 10Be 
BAT-5 Batterbee Mts -71.551 -67.448 350 8.2 1.3448 10Be 
BAT-6 Batterbee Mts -71.553 -67.451 330 14 1.848 10Be 
BAT-8 Batterbee Mts -71.554 -67.469 230 16.5 2.409 10Be 
BAT-4 Batterbee Mts -71.562 -67.448 430 17.3 1.5916 10Be 
BAT-2 Batterbee Mts -71.562 -62.446 350 23.5 3.1255 10Be 
BAT-1 Batterbee Mts -71.537 -67.373 860 31.1 3.2033 10Be 
BAT-7 Batterbee Mts -71.557 -67.464 270 54.3 4.1811 10Be 
BAT-3 Batterbee Mts -71.534 -67.375 860 73.9 19.5096 10Be 
FER-1 Ferguson nunataks -73.490 -63.678 1590 44.2 3.4918 10Be 
FER-2 Ferguson nunataks -73.504 -62.987 1360 331.9 19.2502 10Be 
FER-3 Ferguson nunataks -73.505 -62.988 1330   10Be 
SKY-1 Sky-Hi nunatak -74.883 -71.279 1700 111.3 8.2362 10Be 
SKY-2 Sky-Hi nunatak -74.883 -71.280 1700 104.8 8.908 10Be 
SWE-1 Sweeney Mts -75.210 -70.063 1280   10Be 
ABL-1 Alexander Island -70.838 -68.542 690 32.3 11.2727 10Be 
ABL-2 Alexander Island -70.836 -68.564 690 36.7 9.4319 10Be 
TSC-1 Two Step Cliffs -71.832 -68.247 380 6.6 1.4784 10Be 
TSC-2 Two Step Cliffs -71.833 -68.247 370 6.9 1.3662 10Be 
MV5 Moutonnee Valley -70.879 -68.391 500 6.8 4.3724 10Be 
MV1 Moutonnee Valley -70.862 -68.440 600 11.2 2.3856 10Be 
MV2 Moutonnee Valley -70.862 -68.439 650 27.1 2.8184 10Be 
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CF-222-08  Marble Hills -80.259 -82.165 1126 35.1 3.1 10Be 
CF-223-08  Marble Hills -80.259 -82.165 1126 39.6 3.6 10Be 
CF-224-08  Marble Hills -80.258 -82.158 1126 57.4 5.3 10Be 
CF-225-08  Marble Hills -80.258 -82.158 1032 51 4.7 10Be 
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CF-227-08  Marble Hills -80.257 -82.149 1032 34.5 3.2 10Be 
CF-228-08  Marble Hills -80.257 -82.133 986 5.4 0.5 10Be 
CF-229-08  Marble Hills -80.257 -82.133 986 4.6 0.4 10Be 
CF-230-08  Marble Hills -80.257 -82.126 950 8.8 0.8 10Be 
CF-231-08  Marble Hills -80.257 -82.126 950 0.3 0 10Be 
MAR-02-CJF  Marble Hills -80.263 -82.187 1385 379.5 37.3 10Be 
MAR-04-MJB  Marble Hills -80.261 -82.170 1246 202.7 19.2 10Be 
MAR-05-MJB  Marble Hills -80.262 -82.169 1192 6.8 0.6 10Be 
MAR-06-MJB  Marble Hills -80.262 -82.170 1166 7.4 0.7 10Be 
MAR-07-CJF  Marble Hills -80.262 -82.161 1302 27.7 2.5 10Be 
MAR-08-CJF  Marble Hills -80.262 -82.161 1302 33.3 4.1 10Be 
MAR-08-MJB  Marble Hills -80.261 -82.086 1002 6.2 0.5 10Be 
MAR-09-CJF  Marble Hills -80.263 -82.099 1305 15.1 1.3 10Be 
MAR-10-CJF  Marble Hills -80.236 -82.215 1280 256.8 24.4 10Be 
MAR-10-MJB  Marble Hills -80.236 -82.202 974 11.4 1 10Be 
MAR-11-CJF  Marble Hills -80.235 -82.183 1280 15.4 1.4 10Be 
MAR-11-MJB  Marble Hills -80.237 -82.170 810 2.1 0.2 10Be 
MAR-12-MJB  Marble Hills -80.263 -82.138 807 2.8 0.3 10Be 
MAR-13-CJF  Marble Hills -80.263 -82.124 1112 212.5 20 10Be 
MAR-16-CJF  Marble Hills -80.263 -82.099 1117 46.2 4.2 10Be 
MAR-17-MJB  Marble Hills -80.264 -82.078 959 80.8 7.4 10Be 
MAR-18-MJB  Marble Hills -80.266 -82.076 943 28 2.5 10Be 
MAR-19-CJF  Marble Hills -80.263 -82.034 1109 32.9 2.9 10Be 
MAR-19-MJB  Marble Hills -80.263 -82.035 936 28.6 2.6 10Be 
MAR-20-MJB  Marble Hills -80.235 -82.187 900 28.4 2.5 10Be 
MAR-21-CJF  Marble Hills -80.235 -82.181 1040 230.7 21.9 10Be 
MAR-24-CJF  Marble Hills -80.236 -82.178 953 34.3 3.1 10Be 
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MAR-24-MJB  Marble Hills -80.237 -82.172 1133 48.3 4.3 10Be 
MAR-26-CJF  Marble Hills -80.257 -82.170 879 6 0.6 10Be 
IND-08-CJF  Independence Hills -80.347 -81.667 857 1.3 0.1 10Be 
IND-09-CJF  Independence Hills -80.347 -81.667 863 1.1 0.1 10Be 
IND-12-CJF  Independence Hills -80.350 -81.668 859 27.7 2.4 10Be 
IND-13-CJF  Independence Hills -80.350 -81.667 858 22.3 2 10Be 
CF-01-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.326 -81.335 760 13.4 1.4 10Be 
CF-02-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.327 -81.331 760 0.7 0.1 10Be 
CF-03-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.327 -81.327 762 0.5 0.1 10Be 
CF-08-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.331 -81.387 1014 400.8 38.9 10Be 
CF-09-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.331 -81.386 1004 414.7 40.5 10Be 
CF-13-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.331 -81.383 989 71.6 6.4 10Be 
CF-14-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.331 -81.365 935 33.3 3.1 10Be 
CF-17-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.331 -81.330 826 46 4.2 10Be 
CF-19-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.330 -81.330 816 21.3 1.9 10Be 
CF-21-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.330 -81.327 774 3.9 0.4 10Be 
CF-24-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.329 -81.325 761 3 0.3 10Be 
CF-25-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.324 -81.435 940 45.1 4.1 10Be 
CF-28-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.323 -81.435 879 52.6 4.8 10Be 
CF-29-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.322 -81.434 879 30 2.7 10Be 
CF-31-08  Patriot Hills (E) -80.322 -81.434 863 13.7 1.2 10Be 
PAT-04-CJF  Patriot Hills (E) -80.331 -81.385 933 29.8 2.7 10Be 
PAT-08-CJF  Patriot Hills (E) -80.330 -81.382 1004 400.2 39.2 10Be 
PAT-10-CJF  Patriot Hills (E) -80.330 -81.379 1002 446 44.4 10Be 
PAT-13-CJF  Patriot Hills (E) -80.328 -81.339 978 387.1 38 10Be 
PAT-14-CJF  Patriot Hills (E) -80.328 -81.337 968 77.2 7 10Be 
PAT-15-CJF  Patriot Hills (E) -80.328 -81.344 965 74.4 6.7 10Be 
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PAT-16-CJF  Patriot Hills (E) -80.329 -81.354 960 50.9 4.7 10Be 
PAT-18-CJF  Patriot Hills (E) -80.328 -81.354 774 33 3 10Be 
PAT-20-CJF  Patriot Hills (E) -80.328 -81.354 772 80.4 7.2 10Be 
PAT-21-CJF  Patriot Hills (E) -80.328 -81.503 769 33.2 3 10Be 
PAT-24-CJF  Patriot Hills (E) -80.325 -81.533 777 31.3 2.8 10Be 
PAT-25-CJF  Patriot Hills (E) -80.325 -81.536 775 36.8 3.3 10Be 
PAT-26-CJF  Patriot Hills (E) -80.324 -81.542 775 44.4 4 10Be 
PAT-01-MJB  Patriot Hills (W) -80.330 -81.365 1092 8.2 0.8 10Be 
PAT-03-MJB  Patriot Hills (W) -80.331 -81.387 1009 5.7 1.8 10Be 
PAT-04-MJB  Patriot Hills (W) -80.330 -81.381 998 9 1 10Be 
PAT-05-MJB  Patriot Hills (W) -80.330 -81.382 954 6.6 1 10Be 
03-RDY-083-QZH  Reedy B drift -85.908 -132.536 1434 166 11 10Be 
03-RDY-084-QZH  Reedy B drift -85.908 -132.536 1434 161 12 10Be 
03-RDY-085-QZH  Reedy B drift -85.905 -132.543 1390 135 9 10Be 
03-RDY-086-QZH  Reedy B drift -85.906 -132.529 1399 141 9 10Be 
03-RDY-087-QZH  Reedy B drift -85.906 -132.523 1403 166 11 10Be 
03-RDY-089-QZH  Reedy B drift -85.906 -132.511 1397 441 30 10Be 
03-RDY-078-QZH  Reedy C drift -85.913 -132.436 1493 695 55 10Be 
03-RDY-081-QZH  Reedy C drift -85.909 -132.534 1442 778 60 10Be 
03-RDY-063-QZH  Reedy D drift -85.925 -132.758 487 2459 272 10Be 
03-RDY-011-QZH  Reedy E drift -85.929 -132.511 1739 4932 1128 10Be 
03-RDY-012-QZH  Reedy E drift -85.929 -132.506 1743 2428 270 10Be 
03-RDY-013-QZH  Reedy E drift -85.929 -132.506 1743 1869 180 10Be 
03-RDY-016-QZH  Reedy E drift -85.929 -132.506 1742 2254 243 10Be 
03-RDY-069-QZH  Reedy E drift -85.940 -132.404 1798 2313 251 10Be 
03-RDY-070-QZH  Reedy E drift -85.938 -132.410 1784 2703 324 10Be 
03-RDY-072-QZH  Reedy E drift -85.938 -132.418 1778 2468 278 10Be 
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03-RDY-073-QZH  Reedy E drift -85.938 -132.423 1778 4857 1084 10Be 
03-RDY-074-QZH  Reedy E drift -85.927 -132.347 1715 3204 438 10Be 
04-RDY-113-PGN  Reedy E drift -85.989 -126.060 2166 4249 789 10Be 
04-RDY-114-PGN  Reedy E drift -85.991 -126.051 2154 1173 93 10Be 
04-RDY-118-PGN  Reedy E drift -85.990 -126.056 2156 2610 301 10Be 
04-RDY-164-TLL  Reedy E drift -85.979 -126.645 2139 4439 871 10Be 
04-RDY-165-TLL  Reedy E drift -85.979 -126.650 2145 1608 142 10Be 
04-RDY-166-TLL  Reedy E drift -85.979 -126.648 2146 2532 286 10Be 
04-RDY-167-TLL  Reedy E drift -85.978 -126.637 2163 4831 1070 10Be 
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SCW87-4-1 Taylor II -77.083 161.983 1100 130 41 3He 
KBA89-102 Taylor II -77.083 161.983 1140 85 26 3He 
KBA89-70-1 Taylor II -77.083 161.983 1120 192 61 3He 
KBA89-96 Taylor II -77.083 161.983 1150 115 36 3He 
BW84-87 Taylor II -77.083 161.983 1100 82 29 3He 
KBA89-99 Taylor II -77.083 161.983 1090 74 23 3He 
KBA89-97 Taylor II -77.083 161.983 1090 132 57 3He 
BW84-71 Base of Taylor -77.083 161.983 1050 173 54 3He 
KBA89-50 Taylor III -77.083 161.983 1130 102 31 3He 
KBA89-105 Taylor III -77.083 161.983 1110 275 85 3He 
KBA89-103 Taylor III -77.083 161.983 1160 207 64 3He 
SCW87-5 Taylor III -77.083 161.983 1150 654 202 3He 
KBA89-52 Taylor III -77.083 161.983 1130 211 67 3He 
BW84-134 Taylor III -77.083 161.983 1150 166 51 3He 
BW84-33 Taylor III -77.083 161.983 1150 190 59 3He 
KBA89-104 Taylor III -77.083 161.983 1150 304 94 3He 
AA86-6 Rhone Platform -77.700 162.250 940 147 45 3He 
AA86-5 Rhone Platform -77.700 162.250 940 259 80 3He 
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KBA89-45-1 Taylor IVa -77.083 161.983 1160 400 124 3He 
KBA89-47-1 Taylor IVa -77.083 161.983 1160 452 140 3He 
KBA89-47-2 Taylor IVa -77.083 161.983 1160 -999 -999 3He 
KBA89-41-2 Taylor IVa -77.083 161.983 1170 179 56 3He 
KBA89-40-1 Taylor IVa -77.083 161.983 1170 79 25 3He 
KBA89-95 Taylor IVa -77.083 161.983 1150 330 103 3He 
KBA89-94 Taylor IVa -77.083 161.983 1140 582 257 3He 
SCW87-3-1 Taylor IVb -77.083 161.983 1600 1359 420 3He 
KBA89-25 Taylor IVb -77.083 161.983 1320 1092 338 3He 
KBA89-19 Taylor IVb -77.083 161.983 1260 933 289 3He 
AA86-14 Taylor IVb -77.083 161.983 1550 900 278 3He 
AA86-15 Taylor IVb -77.083 161.983 1600 1389 429 3He 
BW84-105 Taylor IVb -77.083 161.983 1300 1122 347 3He 
AA86-16 Tor above Taylor Ivb -77.083 161.983 1650 1223 379 3He 
KBA89-108 Quartermain Drift -77.083 161.983 1250 1470 50 3He 
KBA89-107 Quartermain Drift -77.083 161.983 1321 382 131 3He 
SCW87-1-2 Quartermain Drift -77.083 161.983 1400 2501 773 3He 
SCW87-1-1 Quartermain Drift -77.083 161.983 1350 1260 389 3He 
KBA89-91-2 Surface of Taylor 
Glacier 
-77.083 161.983 1040 9 3 3He 
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KBA89-244 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-78.133 164.150 253    
BAK90-135 Yougest Ross Sea Drift -77.867 164.417 265 14 2 3He 
BAK90-136 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-77.867 164.417 265 16 1 3He 
BAK90-137 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-77.867 164.417 265 14 2 3He 
BAK90-138 Youngest Ross Sea -77.867 164.417 265 10 3 3He 
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Drift 
BAK90-139-2 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-77.867 164.417 265 27 3 3He 
KBA89-139-1 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-77.867 164.417 265 10 1 3He 
KBA89-140 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-77.483 163.667 309 72 2 3He 
KBA89-142 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-77.483 163.667 309 106 3 3He 
KBA89-143 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-77.483 163.667 309 40 1 3He 
KBA89-148 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-77.483 163.667 309 67 1 3He 
KBA89-240 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
  253 8 2 3He 
KBA89-241 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-78.133 164.150 253 14 2 3He 
KBA89-243 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-78.133 164.150 253 263 2 3He 
KBA89-245 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-78.133 164.150 253 40 19 3He 
KBA89-246 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-78.133 164.150 253 33 5 3He 
KBA89-247 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-78.133 164.150 253 34 1 3He 
KBA89-248 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-78.133 164.150 253 13 4 3He 
KBA89-292 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-78.167 166.400 393 141 2 3He 
KBA89-293 Youngest Ross Sea -78.167 166.400 393 49 5 3He 
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Drift 
KBA89-295 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-78.167 166.400 393 12 1 3He 
KBA89-296 Youngest Ross Sea 
Drift 
-78.167 166.400 393 50 2 3He 
BAK90-141 Older Ross Sea Drift -77.867 164.383 495 212 8 3He 
BAK90-214 Older Ross Sea Drift -78.300 163.550 480 572 35 3He 
BAK90-247 Older Ross Sea Drift -78.200 163.467 545 330 21 3He 
BAK90-249 Older Ross Sea Drift -78.200 163.467 545 110 7 3He 
BAK90-262-1 Older Ross Sea Drift -77.983 164.317 510 104 3 3He 
BAK90-263 Older Ross Sea Drift -77.983 164.317 510 272 7 3He 
KBA89-239 Older Ross Sea Drift -78.133 164.117 374 167 2 3He 
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BW84-87 HF5 Taylor II -77.833  160.983333 1300 38 not equal ± 10Be 
SCW87-4-1 HF6 Taylor II -77.833  160.983333 1300 324 not equal ± 10Be 
BW84-134 HF5 Taylor III -77.833  160.983333 1300 121 not equal ± 10Be 
BW84-33 HF2 Taylor III -77.833  160.983333 1300 -999  10Be 
BW84-33 HF3 Taylor III -77.833  160.983333 1300 -999  10Be 
BW84-33 HF4 Taylor III -77.833  160.983333 1300 830 not equal ± 10Be 
BW84-71 HF5 Taylor III/II? -77.833  160.983333 1050 207 not equal ± 10Be 
SCW87-5 HF6 Taylor III -77.833  160.983333 1300 1128 not equal ± 10Be 
AA86-5 HFX(Be), 
HF4(Al) 
 Rhone Platform -77.700 162.250 800 314 not equal ± 10Be 
KBA89-41-2 HF4 Taylor IVa -77.833  160.983333 1170 312 not equal ± 10Be 
K&,89-45. I HF4 Taylor IVa -77.833  160.983333 1160 1169 not equal ± 10Be 
AA86-14 HF5 Taylor IVa -77.833  160.983333 1550 2515 not equal ± 10Be 
AA86- 15 HF5 Taylor IVb -77.833  160.983333 1600 2104 not equal ± 10Be 
BW84-105 HCI Taylor IVb -77.833  160.983333 1300   10Be 
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BW84-I05 HFI Taylor IVb -77.833  160.983333 1300   10Be 
BW84-105 HF2 Taylor IVb -77.833  160.983333 1300   10Be 
BW84105 HF3 Taylor IVb -77.833  160.983333 1300   10Be 
BW84-I05 HF4 Taylor IVb -77.833  160.983333 1300   10Be 
BW84~105 HF5 Taylor IVb -77.833  160.983333 1300   10Be 
BW84-105 HF6 Taylor IVb -77.833  160.983333 1300 2218 not equal ± 10Be 
BW84-I05 tines 
HF5 
Taylor IVb -77.833  160.983333 1300   10Be 
SCW87-3-l HF5 Taylor IVb -77.833  160.983333 1600 2276 not equal ± 10Be 
AA86- 16 HFS(Be). 
Hf4(Al) 
Tor above Taylor IVb -77.833  160.983333 1650 2440 not equal ± 10Be 
SCW87-1-l HF5 Quartermain Drift -77.833  160.983333 1350 4420 not equal ± 10Be 
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Kings92-3 CPX FerrarDolerite -77.950 161.950 1776 1200 20 21Ne 
Kings93-11 CPX FerrarDolerite -77.950 161.950 1760 2780 40 21Ne 
TMDol93-1 CPX FerrarDolerite -77.950 161.950 1780 1740 50 21Ne 
TMDol93-2 CPX FerrarDolerite -77.950 161.950 1800 1040 20 21Ne 
TMDol93-3 CPX FerrarDolerite -77.950 161.950 1820 1110 30 21Ne 
TMDol93-4 CPX FerrarDolerite -77.950 161.950 1820 880 20 21Ne 
TMDol93-15 CPX Table Mt. bedrock -77.950 161.950 1960 2370 40 21Ne 
TMK93-17B-1 QZ SiriusFormation -77.950 161.950 1820 2400 40 21Ne 
TMK93-17B-2 QZ SiriusFormation -77.950 161.950 1820 2390 100 21Ne 
TMK93-7 QZ SiriusFormation -77.950 161.950 1840 1590 40 21Ne 
TMK93-8 QZ SiriusFormation -77.950 161.950 1840 1150 50 21Ne 
TMK93-9 QZ total 
of 6 steps 
SiriusFormation -77.950 161.950 1840 1030 30 21Ne 
TMSir92-4 CPX 
total of 3 steps 
SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 2033 2360 20 21Ne 
TMSir92-4I CPX SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 2033 2380 30 21Ne 
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total of 3 steps 
TMSir92-5A CPX SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 2030 1830 40 21Ne 
TMSir92-5Ak CPX 
total of 3 steps 
SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 2030 1800 1 21Ne 
TMSir92-5Al CPX SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 2030 1710 20 21Ne 
TMSir92-5Alk CPX SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 2030 1870 60 21Ne 
TMSir92-5B CPX SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 2030 1370 30 21Ne 
TMSir93-21 CPX SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 1990 940 30 21Ne 
TMSir93-6 CPX SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 1980 1760 50 21Ne 
TMSir94-27 CPX SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 2050 1820 30 21Ne 
TMSir94-27 WR SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 2050 1220 30 21Ne 
TMSir94-28 CPX SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 2050 2070 50 21Ne 
TMSir94-30 CPX SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 1995 2300 50 21Ne 
TMSir94-30 WR SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 1995 1540 30 21Ne 
TMSir94-31 CPX SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 2040 1440 50 21Ne 
TMSir94-31 WR SiriusFormation -77.967 161.950 2040 820 30 21Ne 
TMK93-5 QZ SiriusFormation -77.950 161.950 1820 2200 50 21Ne 
TMss93-13A QZ BeaconSandstone -77.967 161.580 2080 3460 30 21Ne 
TMss93-18 QZ BeaconSandstone -77.967 161.950 2170 1360 20 21Ne 
TMss93-19A QZ BeaconSandstone -77.967 161.950 2100 1670 90 21Ne 
TMss93-19B QZ BeaconSandstone -77.967 161.950 2100 2260 50 21Ne 
TMss93-20 QZ BeaconSandstone -77.967 161.950 2090 5980 60 21Ne 
TMss93-20-1 QZ BeaconSandstone -77.967 161.950 2090 6110 100 21Ne 
Flem94-12B WR Mount Fleming -77.533 160.150 2145 2270 60 21Ne 
Flem92-1-2 WR Mount Fleming -77.533 160.150 2151 3260 100 21Ne 
Flem94-17 WR Mount Fleming -77.533 160.150 2140 3320 110 21Ne 
Flem92-1-1 WR Mount Fleming -77.533 160.150 2151 3320 90 21Ne 
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Flem94-16 WR Mount Fleming -77.533 160.150 2140 3570 70 21Ne 
Flem92-2 WR Mount Fleming -77.533 160.150 2140 4980 90 21Ne 
Flem94-14 WR Mount Fleming -77.533 160.150 2140 5370 80 21Ne 
Flem94-18 WR Mount Fleming -77.533 160.150 2140 6890 90 21Ne 
BullL92-7 WR Bull Pass -77.050 161.633 520 1530 80 21Ne 
BullU93-37 QZ Bull Pass -77.433 161.650 710 330 170 21Ne 
BullL92-6Bk Bull Pass -77.050 161.683 415 1460 220 21Ne 
BullL92-6B Bull Pass -77.050 161.683 415 2050 120 21Ne 
BullL92-6A Bull Pass -77.050 161.683 415 1740 60 21Ne 
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CF_115_08 Skidmore A -80.317 -28.922 711 416.4 9.59 10Be 
CF_117_08 Skidmore A -80.321 -28.899 748 559.9 13.5 10Be 
CF_120_08 Skidmore A -80.324 -28.855 808 598.9 14.5 10Be 
CF_118_08 Skidmore A -80.325 -28.839 825 876.4 23 10Be 
CF_119_08 Skidmore A -80.325 -28.839 825 1526 45.2 10Be 
CF_66_08 Skidmore B -80.297 -28.916 604 150.5 3.58 10Be 
CF_77_08 Skidmore B -80.297 -28.908 564 151.7 3.78 10Be 
CF_70_08 Skidmore B -80.296 -28.916 605 162.6 4.65 10Be 
CF_72_08 Skidmore B -80.296 -28.916 605 208.6 4.9 10Be 
CF_64_08 Skidmore B -80.297 -28.916 598 221.2 4.91 10Be 
CF_78_08 Skidmore B -80.296 -28.908 568 625.4 15.1 10Be 
CF_91_08 Skidmore C -80.290 -28.845 495 337.1 10.7 10Be 
CF_95_08 Skidmore C -80.289 -28.825 448 337.5 7.75 10Be 
CF_90_08 Skidmore C -80.290 -28.845 495 352.8 7.67 10Be 
CF_40_08 Skidmore D -80.286 -28.686 508 681.6 22.5 10Be 
CF_36_08 Skidmore D -80.290 -28.670 576 718.3 17.1 10Be 
CF_53_08 Skidmore D -80.280 -28.706 399 720.4 18 10Be 
CF_100_08 Skidmore D -80.280 -28.713 400 845.3 21.5 10Be 
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CF_45_08 Skidmore D -80.285 -28.688 474 963.2 25.5 10Be 
CF_99_08 Skidmore D -80.280 -28.713 400 983 26.1 10Be 
CF_37_08 Skidmore D -80.290 -28.670 576 1023 35.5 10Be 
CF_104_08 Skidmore D -80.278 -28.718 380 1024 27.1 10Be 
CF_105_08 Skidmore D -80.278 -28.716 382 1310 36.9 10Be 
CF_44_08 Skidmore D -80.285 -28.688 474 1414 41.1 10Be 
CF_52_08 Skidmore D -80.280 -28.706 399 1474 43.8 10Be 
CF_39_08 Skidmore D -80.286 -28.686 508 1637 49.8 10Be 
CF_200_08 Skidmore E -80.270 -28.718 335 531 17.7 10Be 
CF_202_08 Skidmore E -80.270 -28.718 335 550 13 10Be 
CF_108_08 Skidmore E -80.274 -28.734 339 605.2 15.1 10Be 
CF_196_08 Skidmore E -80.272 -28.710 363 690.5 17 10Be 
CF_110_08 Skidmore E -80.274 -28.734 339 1024 27.5 10Be 
CF_155_08 Skidmore F -80.272 -28.781 279 341.2 7.86 10Be 
CF_139_08 Skidmore F -80.275 -28.774 323 347.6 8 10Be 
CF_150_08 Skidmore F -80.272 -28.780 284 370.5 8.59 10Be 
CF_147_08 Skidmore F -80.272 -28.780 284 490 11.7 10Be 
CF_154_08 Skidmore F -80.271 -28.781 276 545.9 18.2 10Be 
CF_142_08 Skidmore F -80.274 -28.775 309 627.8 15.3 10Be 
CF_143_08 Skidmore F -80.274 -28.777 308 772.3 25.4 10Be 
CF_138B_08 Skidmore F -80.275 -28.775 324 778.4 19.8 10Be 
CF_58A_08 Skidmore G -80.260 -28.852 278 27.29 0.877 10Be 
CF_58B_08 Skidmore G -80.260 -28.852 278 26.7 1 10Be 
CF_56_08 Skidmore G -80.248 -28.752 326 119.7 2.8 10Be 
CF_59_08 kidmore G -80.262 -28.843 268 189.2 4.6 10Be 
CF_57_08 Skidmore G -80.260 -28.852 278 357.1 8.77 10Be 
CF_60_08 Skidmore G -80.262 -28.843 268 1016 30 10Be 
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CF_206_08 Sheffield A -80.117 -25.781 474 267 8.96 10Be 
CF_207_08 Sheffield A -80.117 -25.781 474 276.8 6.27 10Be 
CF_208_08 Sheffield A -80.117 -25.781 474 681.3 16.8 10Be 
CF_204_08 Sheffield A -80.117 -25.780 474 734.6 18.2 10Be 
CF_205_08 Sheffield A -80.117 -25.781 474 821.6 19.9 10Be 
CF_210_08 Sheffield B -80.116 -25.781 427 112.9 3.53 10Be 
CF_209_08 Sheffield B -80.116 -25.780 429 199.2 4.36 10Be 
CF_211_08 Sheffield B -80.116 -25.781 427 573.6 13.9 10Be 
CF_212_08 Sheffield B -80.116 -25.781 427 849.9 29.4 10Be 
CF_214_08 Sheffield C -80.114 -25.787 406 109.3 2.54 10Be 
CF_213A_08 Sheffield C -80.114 -25.787 406 135.1 3.02 10Be 
CF_213B_08 Sheffield C -80.114 -25.787 406 172.3 4.1 10Be 
CF_216_08 Sheffield D -80.114 -25.783 309 3.115 0.278 10Be 
CF_215A_08 Sheffield D -80.114 -25.783 309 22.95 0.747 10Be 
CF_215B_08 Sheffield D -80.114 -25.783 309 24 0.9 10Be 
CF_220_08 Sheffield D -80.113 -25.788 310 25.41 0.839 10Be 
CF_217_08 Sheffield D -80.114 -25.783 309 400.8 12.9 10Be 
CF_161_08     Provender A -80.381 -29.956 893 342.8 7.93 10Be 
CF_158_08      Provender A -80.379 -29.978 744 623.1 15.3 10Be 
CF_159_08      Provender A -80.381 -29.956 893 680.3 17 10Be 
CF_162_08      Provender A -80.382 -29.953 913 734.9 18.6 10Be 
CF_157_08 Provender A -80.379 -29.995 600 778.4 19.6 10Be 
CF_160_08      Provender A -80.381 -29.956 893 791.5 25.5 10Be 
CF_182_08 Provender B -80.385 -30.068 239 3 0.5 10Be 
CF_185_08 Provender B -80.385 -30.068 239 11.55 0.443 10Be 
CF_184_08 Provender B -80.385 -30.068 239 40.52 1.31 10Be 
CF_181_08 Provender B -80.385 -30.068 239 40.9 1.3 10Be 
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CF_183_08 Provender B -80.385 -30.068 239 141.8 4.2 10Be 
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BV3.1 Britannia I Drift -79.973 155.528 1259 4.9 0.5 10Be 
DV7.1 Britannia I Drift -79.992 155.539 1255 5.2 0.5 10Be 
BV9.2 Britannia I Drift -79.977 155.409 1297 5.7  0. 5  10Be 
DP1.4 Britannia I Drift -79.983 155.518 1390 6.8 0.7 10Be 
DP3.2 Britannia I Drift -79.982 155.496 1397 6.8 0.7 10Be 
DP1.2 Britannia I Drift -79.982 155.496 1406 6.8 0.6 10Be 
BV4.2 Britannia I Drift -79.978 155.449 1342 7.7 0.7 10Be 
DV6.1 Britannia I Drift -79.998 155.520 1377 8 0.8 10Be 
DV5.2 Britannia II Drift -79.999 155.509 1403 124 12 10Be 
DV3.1 Britannia II Drift -80.000 155.491 1383 125 13 10Be 
DP4.3 Britannia II Drift -79.988 155.489 1469 123 12 10Be 
DP4.1 Britannia II Drift -79.985 155.509 1459 128 12 10Be 
DP4.2 Britannia II Drift -79.988 155.499 1471 131 13 10Be 
DV2.1 Danum Drift -80.000 155.460 1420 454 50 10Be 
DP5.1 Danum Drift -79.989 155.493 1478 637 69 10Be 
BV8.1 Isca Drift -79.987 155.403 1533 927 105 10Be 
DV1.1 Isca Drift -80.007 155.458 1464 985 113 10Be 
DP6.1 Isca Drift -79.995 155.465 1620 1997 306 10Be 
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DXP_11_003_1 Triangle embedded -77.641 160.712 1405 314.842 2.588 10Be 
DXP_11_003_2 Triangle embedded -77.641 160.712 1405 351.542 2.685 10Be 
DXP_11_006 Triangle perched -77.625 160.720 1387 70.162 1.049 10Be 
DXP_11_008 Triangle embedded -77.642 160.716 1397 106.728 1.133 10Be 
DXP_11_011 Triangle embedded -77.642 160.715 1398 254.465 2.292 10Be 
DXP_11_010 Triangle 
embedded/buried 
-77.642 160.716 1400 165.039 1.66 10Be 
DXP-11-015 Triangle perched -77.642 160.715 1385 223.613 4.746 10Be 
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DXP-11-040 Triangle embedded -77.643 160.717 1389 180.559 3.788 10Be 
DXP-11-040A Triangle embedded -77.643 160.717 1389 195.589 4.12 10Be 
DXP-11-040B Triangle embedded -77.643 160.717 1389 226.143 4.802 10Be 
DXP-11-050 Triangle perched -77.642 160.717 1400 242.903 5.182 10Be 
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DS/98/4C Mackay glacier -77.117 160.383 1653 3070 40 3He 
DS/98/5C Mackay glacier -77.150 160.317 1761 4900 60 3He 
DS/98/6C Mackay glacier -77.117 161.067 1396 1730 20 3He 
DS/98/7C Mackay glacier -77.000 160.350 1682 4290 70 3He 
DS/98/8C Mackay glacier -77.067 161.250 1384 2080 20 3He 
DS/98/9C Mackay glacier -76.917 160.900 1200 4920 120 3He 
DS/98/10C Coombs hills -76.883 161.183 1880 8860 30 3He 
DS/98/11Ct Coombs hills -76.800 160.017 1866 10400 50 3He 
DS/98/11Cb Coombs hills -76.800 160.017 1866 8630 90 3He 
DS/98/12C Coombs hills -76.800 160.017 1866 10060 70 3He 
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WMP/01/03 D moraine 1 -77.850 161.383 1367 2050 22 3He 
WMP/01/10 D moraine 1 -77.850 161.383 1374 9620 101 3He 
HRM/02/148 D moraine 1 -77.850 161.250 1367 800 8 3He 
WMP/01/40 C moraine 1 -77.850 161.250 1320 580 1 3He 
WMP/01/41 C moraine 1 -77.850 161.250 1284 1280 15 3He 
WMP/01/42 C moraine 1 -77.850 161.250 1313 470 11 3He 
WMP/01/43 C moraine 1 -77.850 161.233 1385 1030 11 3He 
WMP/01/44 C moraine 1 -77.850 161.233 1368 440 6 3He 
WMP/01/45 C moraine 1 -77.850 161.233 1371 570 8 3He 
HRM/02/135 C moraine 1 -77.850 161.233 1341 4130 17 3He 
HRM/02/138 C moraine 1 -77.850 161.233 1340 4390 27 3He 
HRM/02/139 C moraine 1 -77.850 161.233 1340 980 7 3He 
HRM/02/140 C moraine 1 -77.850 161.233 1340 3080 16 3He 
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WMP/01/46 C moraine 2 -77.850 161.233 1360 320 7 3He 
WMP/01/48 C moraine 2 -77.850 161.233 1363 150 4 3He 
WMP/01/49 C moraine 2 -77.850 161.233 1353 660 18 3He 
WMP/01/50 C moraine 2 -77.850 161.233 1341 200 8 3He 
WMP/01/51 C moraine 2 -77.850 161.250 1350 610 9 3He 
HRM/02/142 C moraine 2 -77.850 161.250 1353 2020 36 3He 
HRM/02/145 C colluvium -77.850 161.217 1330 7850 25 3He 
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RKP Reckling Peak -76.300 159.300 2010 200 10 10Be 
ALH85-8 Allan Hills -76.700 159.600 1615 530 30 10Be 
ALH85-7 Allan Hills -76.700 159.600 1610 560 100 10Be 
ALH85-5 Allan Hills -76.700 159.600 1652 700 160 10Be 
ALH85-6 Allan Hills -76.700 159.600 1625 620 160 10Be 
ALH85-9 Allan Hills -76.700 159.600 1645 850 190 10Be 
ALH85-2 Allan Hills -76.700 159.400 1955 370 40 10Be 
ALHP Allan Hills Peak -76.700 159.600 2300 600 500 10Be 
MHB Manhaul  Bay -76.700 159.600 1600 660 220 10Be 
ALH85-3 Allan Hills -76.700 159.500 2150 830 190 10Be 
ALH85-4 Allan Hills -76.700 159.600 1807 1150 270 10Be 
ALH85-1 Allan Hills -76.700 159.400 2085 1400 340 10Be 
ALH ALH quartzite  -76.700 159.600 2050 2100 140 10Be 
TAC-9 Sor Rondane -72.100 26.200 1410 36 10 10Be 
TAC-8 Sor Rondane -72.000 25.200 1410 150 20 10Be 
TAC-11 Sor Rondane -71.900 25.400 1470 880 80 10Be 
TAC-7 Sor Rondane -71.900 25.200 2120 1240 240 10Be 
TAC-10 Sor Rondane -71.800 25.700 1180 1770 170 10Be 
TAC-13 Sor Rondane -72.200 25.200 1700 2900 800 10Be 
TAC-12 Sor Rondane -72.100 25.100 2650 3000 400 10Be 
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TAC-14 Sor Rondane -72.100 25.100 1800 4000  10Be 
FM-A Tillite Glacier -83.900 166.300 2400 1500 110 10Be 
FM-B Tillite Glacier -83.900 166.300 2400 3000 410 10Be 
BW85-114 Wright Valley -77.600 161.300 1900 370 20 10Be 
BW85-80 Wright Valley -77.600 161.100 1850 460 20 10Be 
BW85-116 Wright Valley -77.600 161.400 1600 520 30 10Be 
BW85-109 Wright Valley -77.600 161.100 1850 770 40 10Be 
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S318 Mt. Fleming  -77.550 160.250 2140 10080 240 21Ne 
S320 Mt. Fleming   -77.550 160.250 2140 8140 510 21Ne 
S322 Mt. Fleming   -77.550 160.250 2140 4840 210 21Ne 
S323 Table Mt.   -77.933 161.933 2060 5000 100 21Ne 
S325 Table Mt.   -77.933 161.933 2060 4070 160 21Ne 
S326 Table Mt.   -77.933 161.933 2060 5350 180 21Ne 
NXP 93-52 Mt. Feather   -77.933 160.433 2555 5260 230 21Ne 
s309 Mt. Feather   -77.933 160.433 2750 2330 370 21Ne 
s446 s. Insel Mt.   -77.400 161.533 1530 6530 270 21Ne 
s464 Insel Mt.   -77.400 161.533 1515 5560 240 21Ne 
S453 Labyrinth   -77.567 160.900 842 2260 100 21Ne 
S444 Labyrinth   -77.567 160.900 1145 1550 140 21Ne 
S435 Dais   -77.533 161.033 1595 3910 90 21Ne 
S439 Dais   -77.533 161.033 869 4370 140 21Ne 
S420 Pandora  -77.783 161.300 1545 2300 90 21Ne 
S403 Friise Hills  -77.750 161.500 1750 3040 60 21Ne 
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DXP-99-42 F-1 -77.967 161.200 1420 22 1 3He 
DXP-99-48 F-1 -77.967 161.200 1400 31 2 3He 
DXP-99-41 F-2 -77.967 161.183 1480 570 28 3He 
DXP-99-46 F-2 -77.967 161.183 1510 26 0.3 3He 
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DXP-99-40 F-3 -77.967 161.183 1510 110 10 3He 
DXP-99-37 F-4 -77.967 161.183 1550 1690 40 3He 
DXP-99-38 F-4 -77.967 161.183 1550 1660 60 3He 
DXP-99-39-1 F-4 -77.967 161.183 1480 3590 120 3He 
DXP-99-39-2 F-4 -77.967 161.183 1480 3630 200 3He 
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99-MBL-019-MGM "Migmatite Ridge" -76.558 144.446 817 2.2 0.2 10Be 
99-MBL-021-MGM "Migmatite Ridge" -76.558 144.446 817 2.44 0.18 10Be 
99-MBL-008-MGM "Migmatite Ridge" -76.539 144.500 991 4.14 0.28 10Be 
99-MBL-009-MGM "Migmatite Ridge" -76.539 144.500 991 4.15 0.28 10Be 
99-MBL-011-MGM "Migmatite Ridge" -76.532 144.462 1042 4.72 0.35 10Be 
99-MBL-044-PAS Mt Passel -76.884 144.958 443 1.75 0.33 10Be 
99-MBL-043-PAS Mt Passel -76.868 145.077 569 1.82 0.13 10Be 
99-MBL-038-PAS Mt Passel -76.884 144.942 726 3.55 0.3 10Be 
01-MBL-008-VVB Mt Van Valkenburg -77.313 142.105 1052 3.31 0.22 10Be 
01-MBL-007-VVB Mt Van Valkenburg -77.313 142.114 1071 3.86 0.27 10Be 
01-MBL-005-VVB Mt Van Valkenburg -77.311 142.111 1125 6.16 0.39 10Be 
01-MBL-002-VVB Mt Van Valkenburg -77.310 142.112 1127 6.37 0.41 10Be 
01-MBL-073-DAR Mt Darling/Spencer -77.269 143.323 849 3.84 0.25 10Be 
01-MBL-070-DAR Mt Darling/Spencer -77.268 143.323 884 4.58 0.3 10Be 
01-MBL-064-DAR Mt Darling/Spencer -77.265 143.328 988 6.93 0.44 10Be 
01-MBL-058-DAR Mt Darling/Spencer -77.262 143.340 1075 9.24 0.61 10Be 
01-MBL-055-DAR Mt Darling/Spencer -77.261 143.339 1076 9.32 0.61 10Be 
01-MBL-041-SPC Mt Darling/Spencer -77.291 143.349 694 11.5 0.77 10Be 
01-MBL-039-SPC Mt Darling/Spencer -77.290 143.339 751 16.7 1.07 10Be 
01-MBL-088-FLM Fleming Peaks -77.255 144.444 660 4.27 0.29 10Be 
01-MBL-083-FLM Fleming Peaks -77.254 144.435 691 4.94 0.32 10Be 
99-MBL-076-BLD Mt Blades -77.163 145.308 482 3.01 0.38 10Be 
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99-MBL-073-BLD Mt Blades -77.161 145.318 506 3.66 0.26 10Be 
99-MBL-069-BLD Mt Blades -77.161 145.329 632 6.81 0.45 10Be 
01-MBL-163-REA Rea -77.060 145.569 162 2.38 0.21 10Be 
01-MBL-161A-REA Rea -77.061 145.570 172 2.6 0.22 10Be 
99-MBL-066-REA Rea -77.068 145.548 287 2.74 0.19 10Be 
01-MBL-153-REA Rea -77.068 145.565 404 2.75 0.2 10Be 
99-MBL-061-REA Rea -77.068 145.574 489 3.12 0.27 10Be 
01-MBL-151-REA Rea -77.068 145.565 433 3.36 0.24 10Be 
99-MBL-062-REA Rea -77.068 145.574 489 3.39 0.23 10Be 
99-MBL-056-BBD Billboard -77.072 145.688 715 10.4 0.68 10Be 
01-MBL-143-REA Rea -77.077 145.587 685 18.6 1.2 10Be 
01-MBL-146-REA Rea -77.071 145.595 616 18.8 1.2 10Be 
01-MBL-149-REA Rea -77.071 145.595 610 26.8 1.7 10Be 
99-MBL-059-BBD Billboard -77.073 145.686 712 29.3 1.9 10Be 
01-MBL-140-REA Rea -77.078 145.584 717.2 32.5 2 10Be 
01-MBL-133-BBD Billboard -77.074 145.698 779.6 39.7 2.54 10Be 
01-MBL-138-BBD Billboard -77.073 145.686 702 94.4 6 10Be 
99-MBL-055-BBD Billboard -77.073 145.692 740 103 6.4 10Be 
01-MBL-135-BBD Billboard -77.073 145.692 740 112 7.3 10Be 
01-MBL-157/3-
GAP 
Dolber -77.081 145.544 226 0.3 0.09 10Be 
99-MBL-084-GAP Dolber -77.082 145.545 237 0.59 0.07 10Be 
99-MBL-083/3-
GAP 
Dolber -77.082 145.546 245 1.94 0.16 10Be 
99-MBL-080-GAP Dolber -77.084 145.558 352 2.37 0.23 10Be 
99-MBL-081-GAP Dolber -77.084 145.558 350 2.48 0.2 10Be 
S t o r e y  e t a l . , 2 0 1 0  LW 11.1 Isca Drift -79.945 156.776 1646 929 103 10Be 
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LW 09.1 Isca Drift -79.940 156.819 1501 2275 345 10Be 
LW 09.3 Isca Drift -79.940 156.814 1508 2196 356 10Be 
LW 02.1 Britannia Drift -79.932 156.872 1246 78.1 7 10Be 
LW 02.2 Britannia Drift -79.932 156.871 1237 22.6 2.3 10Be 
LW 15.1 Danum Drift -79.922 156.799 1136 630 66 10Be 
LW 24.1 Hatherton Drift -79.922 156.902 895 65.5 6 10Be 
LW 24.2 Hatherton Drift -79.922 156.899 892 2.6 0.3 10Be 
LW 23.1 Moraine 1 -79.917 156.911 852 0.8 0.1 10Be 
LW 23.2 Moraine 1 -79.917 156.910 850 19.1 1.7 10Be 
LW 25.1 Hatherton Drift -79.920 156.924 852 1 0.2 10Be 
LW 25.2 Hatherton Drift -79.920 156.925 845 14.8 1.3 10Be 
LW 12.1 Isca Drift -79.889 156.732 1150 128 13 10Be 
LW 12.2 Isca Drift -79.889 156.731 1155 395 38 10Be 
LW 13.2 Danum Drift -79.891 156.757 1107 76.7 7.2 10Be 
LW 13.3 Danum Drift -79.891 156.756 1112 227 22 10Be 
LW 14.1 Britannia Drift -79.891 156.759 1119 192 18 10Be 
LW 14.2 Britannia Drift -79.891 156.759 1115 415 41 10Be 
LW 14.3 Britannia Drift -79.891 156.759 1115 16.1 2 10Be 
LW 18.1 Britannia Drift -79.891 156.765 1087 40.4 3.7 10Be 
LW 18.3 Britannia Drift -79.891 156.765 1101 183 17 10Be 
LW 20.1 Britannia Drift -79.894 156.800 1018 43.3 4.1 10Be 
LW 20.3 Britannia Drift -79.897 156.803 1025 38.1 3.5 10Be 
LW 21.1 Britannia Drift -79.898 156.818 981 34.1 3.3 10Be 
LW 21.2 Britannia Drift -79.898 156.818 982 29.3 2.7 10Be 
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S10012401 Brattnipane -71.930 24.478 1271 53.6 4.7 10Be 
S9121301 Brattnipane -71.871 24.615 1132 170 15 10Be 
S9121201 Brattnipane -71.848 24.533 1314 204 18 10Be 
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S9121102 Brattnipane -71.882 24.523 1148 453 42 10Be 
S9120801 Brattnipane -71.869 24.410 1334 477 45 10Be 
S9122201 Brattnipane -71.915 24.551 1559 509 49 10Be 
S9121101 Brattnipane -71.868 24.386 1228 1203 138 10Be 
S9121001 Brattnipane -71.907 24.232 1699 1861 287 10Be 
S9121401 Brattnipane -71.929 24.544 2013 2329 318 10Be 
S9121901 Brattnipane -71.833 24.649 1228 2574 515 10Be 
S9122001 Brattnipane -71.904 24.312 1614 4593 e 10Be 
S10010401 N. Lunckeryggen -71.967 24.488 1326 3.39 0.67 10Be 
S10011102 N. Lunckeryggen -71.969 24.496 1296 7.94 0.98 10Be 
S10011101 N. Lunckeryggen -71.958 24.510 1304 13.9 1.3 10Be 
S10010501 N. Lunckeryggen -71.961 24.534 1286 6.5 0.82 10Be 
S10012701 N. Lunckeryggen -71.962 24.545 1301 76.5 6.6 10Be 
S10012504 N. Lunckeryggen -71.962 24.555 1298 144 12 10Be 
S10011401 S. Lunckeryggen -72.107 24.464 1404 4.87 0.82 10Be 
S10011402 S. Lunckeryggen -72.107 24.455 1435 42.9 3.7 10Be 
S10011301 S. Lunckeryggen -72.125 24.433 1728 535 50 10Be 
S9122901 Walnumfjellet -72.017 24.327 1587 934 102 10Be 
S10010201 Walnumfjellet -72.018 24.316 1548 1244 152 10Be 
S10011202 Walnumfjellet -72.083 24.288 2470 1902 244 10Be 
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01-MBL-133-BBD Mt Rea Massif -77.074 145.698 780 39.7 2.5 10Be 
01-MBL-135-BBD Mt Rea Massif -77.073 145.692 740 112.2 7.3 10Be 
99-MBL-055-BBD Mt Rea Massif -77.073 145.692 740 103.2 6.4 10Be 
01-MBL-139-REA Mt Rea Massif -77.078 145.584 717 23.9 1.5 10Be 
01-MBL-140-REA Mt Rea Massif -77.078 145.584 717 32.5 2 10Be 
99-MBL-059-BBD Mt Rea Massif -77.073 145.686 712 29.3 1.9 10Be 
01-MBL-138-BBD Mt Rea Massif -77.073 145.686 702 94.4 5.9 10Be 
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01-MBL-143-REA Mt Rea Massif -77.077 145.587 685 18.6 1.2 10Be 
01-MBL-146-REA Mt Rea Massif -77.071 145.595 616 18.8 1.2 10Be 
01-MBL-149-REA Mt Rea Massif -77.071 145.595 610 26.8 1.7 10Be 
01-MBL-132-BBD Mt Rea Massif -77.074 145.699 791 112.2 7.1 10Be 
01-MBL-131-BBD Mt Rea Massif -77.074 145.699 789 93.3 6 10Be 
01-MBL-144-REA Mt Rea Massif -77.077 145.587 685 42.9 2.8 10Be 
01-MBL-148-REA Mt Rea Massif -77.071 145.595 616 42.4 2.8 10Be 
01-MBL-150-REA Mt Rea Massif -77.068 145.575 489 4.5 0.5 10Be 
01-MBL-154-REA Mt Rea Massif -77.068 145.548 287 3.4 0.6 10Be 
01-MBL-168-GAP Mt Rea Massif -77.084 145.558 263 3.3 0.6 10Be 
01-MBL-169-GAP Mt Rea Massif -77.082 145.545 226 4.5 0.8 10Be 
01-MBL-167-REA Mt Rea Massif -77.061 145.568 145 2 0.2 10Be 
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DXP-04-03 K1 − 77.751 160.142 1405 17.5 0.5 3He 
DXP-06-20 K1 − 77.751 160.141 1405 17.7 0.5 3He 
KSX-06-39 K1 − 77.742 160.434 1395 19.5 0.5 3He 
DXP-04-01 K2m − 77.752 160.425 1415 126 6 3He 
KSX-06-35 K2m − 77.752 160.416 1415 95 4 3He 
KSX-06-41 K2m − 77.751 160.432 1410 114 5 3He 
KSX-06-42 K2m − 77.751 160.433 1410 167 7 3He 
KSX-04-43 K2m − 77.752 160.438 1410 89 4 3He 
KSX-06-47 K2m − 77.747 160.422 1450 215 6 3He 
KSX-06-49 K2m − 77.746 160.423 1460 117 4 3He 
DXP-04-02 K2d − 77.752 160.419 1395 145 3 3He 
KSX-06-36 K2d − 77.751 160.421 1400 255 10 3He 
KSX-06-37 K2d − 77.750 160.423 1400 284 11 3He 
KSX-06-38 K2d − 77.750 160.428 1400 79 3 3He 
KSX-06-45 K3 − 77.747 160.418 1470 186 6 3He 
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KSX-06-46 K3 − 77.746 160.417 1475 306 9 3He 
DXP-04-06 K4 − 77.751 160.402 1500 477 7 3He 
DXP-04-07 K4 − 77.752 160.403 1490 562 10 3He 
KSX-06-50 K5 − 77.751 160.395 1487 923 28 3He 
KSX-06-63 K5 − 77.751 160.395 1482 414 12 3He 
DXP-04-04 K6 − 77.751 160.387 1500 532 11 3He 
DXP-04-05 K6 − 77.751 160.387 1503 402 11 3He 
DXP-04-08 K7 − 77.750 160.384 1492 1562 24 3He 
KSX-06-62 K7 − 77.749 160.384 1494 1513 45 3He 
KSX 06-55 K8 − 77.751 160.341 1610 2378 94 3He 
DXP-04-09 UD − 77.750 160.383 1490 2630 43 3He 
KSX-06-61 UD − 77.749 160.383 1488 2803 84 3He 
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DVX-11-004 Stocking 6 -77.718 161.845 696.5 329.093  3He 
DVX-11-021 Stocking 3 -77.716 161.852 735 201.113  3He 
DVX-11-031 Stocking 2 -77.716 161.850 737.9 76.924  3He 
DVX-11-093 Dipboye moraine #4 -77.511 160.834 1294.2 1449.515  3He 
DVX-11-095 Dipboye moraine #4 -77.511 160.833 1297.4 557.244  3He 
DVX-11-096 Dipboye moraine #4 -77.511 160.833 1296.4 1139.123  3He 
DVX-11-099 Dipboye moraine #4 -77.511 160.833 1303.6 731.665  3He 
DVX-11-100 Dipboye moraine #4 -77.513 160.839 1233.6 420.51  3He 
DVX-11-101 Dipboye moraine #4 -77.513 160.836 1236.8 1441.358  3He 
DVX-11-105 Dipboye moraine #3 -77.513 160.838 1245.9 946.297  3He 
DVX-11-111 Dipboye moraine #3 -77.511 160.835 1285.4 495.834  3He 
DVX-11-112 Dipboye moraine #3 -77.511 160.835 1300.7 943.17  3He 
DVX-11-115 Dipboye moraine #3 -77.511 160.834 1311.1 386.065  3He 
DVX-11-117 Dipboye moraine #3 -77.510 160.833 1317.5 660.544  3He 
DVX-11-123 Dipboye moraine #2 -77.512 160.843 1269.5 297.217  3He 
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DVX-11-125 Dipboye moraine #2 -77.512 160.845 1266.5 222.414  3He 
DVX-11-126 Dipboye moraine #2 -77.512 160.845 1240.6 560.889  3He 
DVX-11-127 Dipboye moraine #2 -77.512 160.846 1250.2 359.221  3He 
DVX-11-128 Dipboye drift -77.513 160.849 1239.4 2313.762  3He 
DVX-11-129 Dipboye moraine #2 -77.513 160.851 1229.6 1326.6  3He 
DVX-11-130 Dipboye drift -77.514 160.852 1224.5 2384.524  3He 
DVX-11-131 Dipboye moraine #2 -77.514 160.853 1219.7 410.431  3He 
DVX-11-133 Dipboye moraine #2 -77.513 160.851 1229.4 1557.704  3He 
DVX-11-140 Dipboye moraine #1 -77.504 160.857 1437.5 665.543  3He 
DVX-11-141 Dipboye moraine #1 -77.504 160.857 1432.5 248.263  3He 
DVX-11-142 Dipboye moraine #1 -77.504 160.856 1421.6 824.529  3He 
DVX-11-145 Dipboye moraine #1 -77.504 160.856 1425.3 689.73  3He 
DVX-11-146 Dipboye moraine #1 -77.505 160.855 1407.4 371.666  3He 
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03-RDY-005-QZH Quartz Hills -85.900 -132.787 1403 32.7 2.9 10Be 
03-RDY-007-QZH Quartz Hills -85.901 -132.753 1401 14.1 1.3 10Be 
03-RDY-008-QZH Quartz Hills -85.901 -132.753 1400 58 5.2 10Be 
03-RDY-009-QZH Quartz Hills -85.903 -132.697 1363 15.6 1.4 10Be 
03-RDY-021-QZH Quartz Hills -85.903 -132.696 1353 33.3 3.1 10Be 
03-RDY-019-QZH Quartz Hills -85.904 -132.683 1359 16.5 1.5 10Be 
03-RDY-024-QZH Quartz Hills -85.904 -132.546 1391 17 1.5 10Be 
03-RDY-025-QZH Quartz Hills -85.904 -132.546 1391 53.8 4.8 10Be 
03-RDY-026-QZH Quartz Hills -85.905 -132.518 1392 60.5 5.4 10Be 
03-RDY-027-QZH Quartz Hills -85.905 -132.495 1399 15.4 1.4 10Be 
03-RDY-077-QZH Quartz Hills -85.905 -132.494 1390 16.4 1.5 10Be 
03-RDY-028-QZH Quartz Hills -85.905 -132.493 1394 93.1 8.4 10Be 
04-RDY-104-QZHL Quartz Hills till -85.910 -132.344 1304 6.8 0.7 10Be 
03-RDY-038-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.897 -132.620 1272 7 0.7 10Be 
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03-RDY-037-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.898 -132.608 1282 7.6 0.7 10Be 
03-RDY-029-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.898 -132.611 1276 8 0.8 10Be 
03-RDY-048-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.898 -132.597 1302 8.1 0.7 10Be 
03-RDY-057-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.900 -132.578 1310 8.9 1 10Be 
03-RDY-042-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.896 -132.630 1246 9 1 10Be 
03-RDY-033-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.897 -132.605 1290 9.5 0.9 10Be 
03-RDY-058-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.900 -132.578 1310 9.7 0.9 10Be 
03-RDY-045-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.898 -132.599 1296 10 0.9 10Be 
03-RDY-052-
QZH_RPT 
Quartz Hills till -85.899 -132.589 1293 10.2 1 10Be 
03-RDY-043-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.896 -132.630 1246 10.3 1.1 10Be 
03-RDY-052-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.899 -132.589 1293 10.5 1 10Be 
04-RDY-105-QZHL Quartz Hills till -85.910 -132.345 1310 11.3 1.1 10Be 
03-RDY-030-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.898 -132.614 1280 12.1 1.1 10Be 
03-RDY-056-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.900 -132.578 1310 13.2 1.2 10Be 
03-RDY-055-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.899 -132.587 1309 13.4 1.2 10Be 
03-RDY-046-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.898 -132.599 1296 14.4 1.3 10Be 
03-RDY-032-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.898 -132.610 1280 14.9 1.3 10Be 
04-RDY-103-QZHL Quartz Hills till -85.910 -132.342 1284 16.4 1.6 10Be 
03-RDY-050-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.899 -132.589 1293 35.3 3.1 10Be 
04-RDY-102-QZHL Quartz Hills till -85.910 -132.342 1284 39.8 3.6 10Be 
03-RDY-036-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.898 -132.608 1282 51.1 4.6 10Be 
03-RDY-053-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.899 -132.590 1294 256 24 10Be 
03-RDY-041-QZH Quartz Hills till -85.897 -132.619 1266 266 25 10Be 
03-RDY-135-CPH Caloplaca Hills -86.077 -131.223 1660 97.1 8.7 10Be 
03-RDY-133-CPH Caloplaca Hills -86.078 -131.223 1704 25.3 2.3 10Be 
03-RDY-117-CPH Caloplaca Hills -86.090 -130.964 1528 10.2 1 10Be 
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03-RDY-118-CPH Caloplaca Hills -86.090 -130.964 1528 115 10 10Be 
03-RDY-128-CPH Caloplaca Hills -86.090 -130.964 1529 117 11 10Be 
03-RDY-127-CPH Caloplaca Hills -86.090 -130.960 1525 14.7 1.3 10Be 
03-RDY-124-CPH Caloplaca Hills -86.089 -130.938 1516 11.3 1 10Be 
03-RDY-123-CPH Caloplaca Hills -86.089 -130.921 1522 10.4 0.9 10Be 
03-RDY-121-CPH Caloplaca Hills -86.088 -130.908 1517 44.6 4 10Be 
04-RDY-178-MIM-
RPT 
Mim’s  Spur -86.044 -125.718 1966 7.7 0.7 10Be 
04-RDY-174-MIM-
RPT 
Mim’s  Spur -86.044 -125.707 1988 8.1 0.7 10Be 
04-RDY-174-MIM Mim’s  Spur -86.044 -125.707 1988 8.3 2.8 10Be 
04-RDY-168-MIM Mim’s  Spur -86.043 -125.743 1924 8.8 0.9 10Be 
04-RDY-169-MIM Mim’s  Spur -86.042 -125.744 1923 8.8 0.9 10Be 
04-RDY-178-MIM Mim’s  Spur -86.044 -125.718 1966 8.9 3.2 10Be 
04-RDY-179-MIM Mim’s  Spur -86.044 -125.713 1970 8.9 0.8 10Be 
04-RDY-170-MIM Mim’s  Spur -86.042 -125.746 1917 9.1 0.9 10Be 
04-RDY-181-MIM Mim’s  Spur -86.043 -125.758 1895 7.7 0.7 10Be 
04-RDY-183-MIM Mim’s  Spur -86.043 -125.759 1892 16.6 1.5 10Be 
04-RDY-186-MIM Mim’s  Spur -86.044 -125.806 1826 143 14 10Be 
04-RDY-160-PGN Polygon Spur -86.011 -126.259 1657 5.3 0.6 10Be 
04-RDY-157-PGN Polygon Spur -86.010 -126.250 1660 6.5 0.8 10Be 
04-RDY-154-PGN Polygon Spur -86.011 -126.247 1654 20.7 2.1 10Be 
04-RDY-159-PGN Polygon Spur -86.011 -126.252 1656 45.3 4.1 10Be 
04-RDY-211-HCH Hatcher Bluffs -86.328 -126.089 1956 3.5 0.4 10Be 
04-RDY-210-HCH Hatcher Bluffs -86.328 -126.089 1956 7.3 0.7 10Be 
04-RDY-212-HCH Hatcher Bluffs -86.328 -126.133 1943 4.6 0.6 10Be 
04-RDY-074-LNG Langford Peak -85.546 -135.365 1060 7.4 0.7 10Be 
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04-RDY-076-LNG Langford Peak -85.546 -135.375 1050 7.6 0.7 10Be 
04-RDY-064-RCN Racine Nunatak -85.463 -136.230 806 6.4 0.6 10Be 
04-RDY-061-RCN Racine Nunatak -85.462 -136.244 853 7.2 0.7 10Be 
04-RDY-059-RCN Racine Nunatak -85.459 -136.317 908 7.8 0.7 10Be 
04-RDY-035-UNN Pip’s Peak -85.424 -135.881 745 0.51 0.07 10Be 
04-RDY-037-UNN Pip’s Peak -85.427 -135.885 773 3.9 0.6 10Be 
04-RDY-039-UNN Pip’s Peak -85.429 -135.889 811 6.7 0.6 10Be 
04-RDY-038-UNN Pip’s Peak -85.429 -135.889 810 6.7 0.6 10Be 
04-RDY-036-UNN Pip’s Peak -85.426 -135.886 773 6.7 0.6 10Be 
04-RDY-040-UNN Pip’s Peak -85.435 -135.935 896 6.9 0.6 10Be 
04-RDY-042-UNN Pip’s Peak -85.435 -135.950 896 7.2 0.6 10Be 
04-RDY-041-UNN Pip’s Peak -85.435 -135.937 898 7.4 0.7 10Be 
03-RDY-141-CHN Cohen Nunatak -85.400 -136.186 641 1.4 0.2 10Be 
03-RDY-142-CHN Cohen Nunatak -85.400 -136.186 641 1.7 0.2 10Be 
03-RDY-146-CHN Cohen Nunatak -85.400 -136.196 680 4.9 0.4 10Be 
03-RDY-151-CHN Cohen Nunatak -85.400 -136.215 724 6.6 0.6 10Be 
03-RDY-139-CHN Cohen Nunatak -85.400 -136.222 745 6.8 0.6 10Be 
04-RDY-003-JGN Reedy Margin -85.386 -136.275 633 0.52 0.07 10Be 
04-RDY-031-BRK Reedy Margin -85.412 -135.848 750 0.58 0.08 10Be 
04-RDY-032-BRK Reedy Margin -85.412 -135.848 749 0.67 0.07 10Be 
04-RDY-022-SKL-
RPT 
Reedy Margin -85.406 -135.862 728 0.82 0.1 10Be 
04-RDY-015-SKL Reedy Margin -85.405 -135.912 735 3.61 0.34 10Be 
04-RDY-016-SKL Reedy Margin -85.405 -135.911 736 3.65 0.34 10Be 
03-RDY-154-CHN near Cohen -85.413 -136.235 587 0.13 0.03 10Be 
03-RDY-153-CHN near Cohen -85.413 -136.235 587 0.22 0.04 10Be 
04-RDY-068-DRM near Cohen -85.388 -136.195 637 0.28 0.05 10Be 
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04-RDY-070-DRM near Cohen -85.395 -136.191 631 0.32 0.05 10Be 
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LM C14b Loewe Massif -70.526 67.868 211 12  10Be 
LM C3 Loewe Massif -70.517 68.004 156 14.6  10Be 
LM C8b Loewe Massif -70.546 67.961 242 15.7  10Be 
LM C12a Loewe Massif -70.536 67.800 329 17.7  10Be 
Stin-6a Mt Stinear -73.006 66.490 535 9.1  10Be 
Stin-140 Mt Stinear -73.075 66.465 310 9.6  10Be 
Stin-8b Mt Stinear -73.075 66.288 670 9.8  10Be 
Stin-164a Mt Stinear -73.015 66.512 592 10.1  10Be 
Stin-147b Mt Stinear -73.002 66.535 320 10.2  10Be 
Stin-147c Mt Stinear -73.002 66.535 320 10.3  10Be 
Stin-8a Mt Stinear -73.075 66.288 670 10.3  10Be 
Stin-164b Mt Stinear -73.015 66.512 592 10.5  10Be 
Stin-154a Mt Stinear -73.060 66.325 705 11.6  10Be 
Stin-154b Mt Stinear -73.060 66.325 700 11.8  10Be 
Stin-139 Mt Stinear -73.070 66.481 260 12.6  10Be 
Stin-117 Mt Stinear -73.046 66.481 521 19.5  10Be 
Rym-173 Mt Stinear -73.015 65.905 993 21.4  10Be 
Stin-148a Mt Stinear -72.999 66.546 240 21.9  10Be 
Stin-5a Mt Stinear -73.009 66.449 561 43.7  10Be 
Stin-7a Mt Stinear -73.075 66.285 551 90.5  10Be 
Stin-164c Mt Stinear -73.015 66.512 592 323  10Be 
Ruk-201 Mt Ruker -73.612 64.276 1291 8.7  10Be 
Ruk-235A Mt Ruker -73.624 64.190 1370 9.1  10Be 
Ruk-261b Mt Ruker -73.546 64.613 1239 10.2  10Be 
Ruk-199A Mt Ruker -73.614 64.276 1340 14.2  10Be 
Ruk-235C Mt Ruker -73.624 64.190 1370 17.1  10Be 
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Ruk-258A Mt Ruker -73.624 64.203 1410 24.5  10Be 
Ruk-235B Mt Ruker -73.624 64.190 1370 26.9  10Be 
Ruk-192A Mt Ruker -73.580 64.525 1195 29.5  10Be 
Ruk-199C Mt Ruker -73.614 64.276 1340 33.2  10Be 
Ruk-251 Mt Ruker stained unit -73.629 64.296 1525 74.6  10Be 
Ruk-244 Mt Ruker stained unit -73.598 64.360 1502 90.3  10Be 
Ruk-249 Mt Ruker stained unit -73.640 64.305 1655 145  10Be 
Ruk-227 Mt Ruker stained unit -73.582 64.480 1280 164  10Be 
Table A.1 – Data on samples part 1/2 
 
Source 
Paper Sample ID Clast size (m
3
) Burial history 
Sampled 
mineral Lithology Ice type Deposit type 
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OTN-05-120  stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
OTN-05-201-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OTN-05-019  stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
OTN-05-115  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OTN-05-001  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OTN-05-021-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OTN-05-022-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OTN-05-118  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OTN-05-024  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OTN-05-202  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OTN-05-023-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-122  stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-028A  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-204-1  stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
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OBN-05-211  stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-028B-
1 
 single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-205-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-136  stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-067-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-123  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-037-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-121-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-203  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-025-1  stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-135-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05_038-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-210-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-026-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-039-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-036-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
OBN-05-029-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
ODR-05-030B  stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
ODR-05-030A-
1 
 stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
ODY-05-016  stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
ODY-05-015  stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
ODY-05-058  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
ODY-05-014-1  stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
ODY-05-114  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
ODY-05-056-1  stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
ODY-05-059  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
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ODY-05-060-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet erratic 
ODY-05-057-1  stable nuclides  granite ice sheet erratic 
OTB-05-112  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
OTB-05-002  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
OTB-05-004-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
OTB-05-113  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
OTB-05-103-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
OTB-05-102  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
OTB-05-003-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
OTB-05-052-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
ODR-05-107-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
ODR-05-007-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
ODR-05-008-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
ODR-05-108-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
ODR-05-009-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
ODR-05-129-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
ODR-05-128-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
ODR-05-130-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
ODR-05-111-1  single-isotope  granite ice sheet Ice-cored moraine 
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WA-5-1 0.00084375 single-isotope olivine  not ice lava flow 
WA-5-1 rep 0.00084375 single-isotope olivine  not ice lava flow 
WA-5-1 cpx 0.00084375 single-isotope cpx  not ice lava flow 
WA-11-1 0.00084375 single-isotope olivine  not ice lava flow 
WA-4D-1 0.00084375 simple olivine  ? moraine 
WA-4D-3 cpx 0.00084375 complex cpx  ? moraine 
WA-4C-2 0.00084375 simple olivine  ? moraine 
WA-4C-2 rep 0.00084375 simple olivine  ? moraine 
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WA-4C-1 0.00084375 simple olivine  ? moraine 
WA-3E-1 0.00084375 REJECTED olivine  ? moraine 
WA-3D-1 0.00084375 simple olivine  ? moraine 
WA-3D-2 0.00084375 simple olivine  ? moraine 
WA-2-1 0.00084375 complex olivine  ? drift 
WA-2-1 0.00084375 complex olivine  ? drift 
DB-94-1 0.00084375 simple olivine  ? supraglacial 
debris 
BIT-252 0.00084375 simple olivine  ? supraglacial 
debris 
WA-4B-1 cpx 0.00084375 complex cpx  ? moraine 
WA-4B-1 0.00084375 complex olivine  ? moraine 
WA-4B-1 cpx 0.00084375 complex cpx  ? moraine 
WA-4B-3 0.00084375 complex olivine  ? moraine 
WA-4A-1 0.00084375 complex olivine  ? moraine 
WA-4A-1 rep 0.00084375 complex olivine  ? moraine 
WA-3B-1 0.00084375 complex olivine  ? moraine 
WA-3B-2 0.00084375 complex olivine  ? moraine 
WA-3B-2 cpx 0.00084375 complex cpx  ? moraine 
WA-3A-1 0.00084375 complex olivine  ? moraine 
WA-3A-2 cpx 0.00084375 simple cpx  ? moraine 
WA-3A-2 0.00084375 simple olivine  ? moraine 
WA-4A-2 0.00084375 complex whole rock ? moraine 
WA-4B-2 0.00084375 complex whole rock ? moraine 
WA-4C-1 0.00084375 simple whole rock ? moraine 
WA-4D-1 0.00084375 simple whole rock ? moraine 
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SO-2  simple   ice shelf; ice sheet bedrock 
SO-5  simple   ice shelf; ice sheet bedrock 
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SO-4  simple   ice shelf; ice sheet bedrock 
Da-10  simple   ice sheet lobe bedrock 
Da-6  simple   ice sheet lobe bedrock 
Da-17  simple   ice sheet lobe bedrock 
Da-13  simple   ice sheet lobe bedrock 
Da-18  simple   ice sheet lobe bedrock 
Da-7  simple   ice sheet lobe bedrock 
Da-12  simple   ice sheet lobe bedrock 
Da-14  simple   ice sheet lobe bedrock 
Da-21  simple   ice sheet lobe bedrock 
Da-20  simple   ice sheet lobe buried glacier 
Da-19  simple   ice sheet lobe buried glacier 
Sch/E-27  complex   outlet glacier lobe; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
Sch/E-23  complex   outlet glacier lobe; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
Sch/E-25  simple   outlet glacier lobe; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
Sch/E-24  simple   outlet glacier lobe; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
Sch/Mo-43  simple   outlet glacier lobe buried glacier 
Sch/Mo-40  simple   outlet glacier lobe buried glacier 
Sch/Mo-42  simple   outlet glacier lobe buried glacier 
Sch/Mo-29  simple   outlet glacier lobe buried glacier 
Sch/Mo-36  simple   outlet glacier lobe buried glacier 
Sch/Mo-31  simple   outlet glacier lobe buried glacier 
Sch/Mo-23  simple   outlet glacier lobe buried glacier 
Sch/Mo-33  simple   outlet glacier lobe buried glacier 
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Sch/Mo-34  simple   outlet glacier lobe buried glacier 
Sch/Mo-30  simple   outlet glacier lobe buried glacier 
Sch/Mo-38  simple   outlet glacier lobe buried glacier 
Sch/Mo-28  simple   outlet glacier lobe buried glacier 
Sch/Mo-35  simple   outlet glacier lobe buried glacier 
Sch/S1-48  simple   outlet glacier lobe; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
Sch/S1-45  simple   outlet glacier lobe; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
Sch/S1-47  simple   outlet glacier lobe; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
Sch/S1-46  simple   outlet glacier lobe; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
Sch/S1-44  simple   outlet glacier lobe; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
Sch/S2-49  simple   outlet glacier lobe; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
Sch/S2-51  simple   outlet glacier lobe; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
Sch/S2-50  simple   outlet glacier lobe; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
Us/W-52  simple   ice sheet lobe; 
lake; alpine glacier 
bedrock 
Us/W-53  simple   ice sheet lobe; 
lake; alpine glacier 
bedrock 
Us/W-54  simple   ice sheet lobe; 
lake; alpine glacier 
bedrock 
Us/O-57  complex   ice sheet lobe; 
lake; alpine glacier 
loose 
Us/O-58  simple   ice sheet lobe; 
lake; alpine glacier 
loose 
Us/O-59  simple   ice sheet lobe; loose 
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lake; alpine glacier 
PK-65  simple   ice sheet bedrock 
PK-62  simple   ice sheet bedrock 
PK-68  simple   outlet glacier lobe bedrock 
PK-60  simple   ice sheet bedrock 
PK-66  complex   outlet glacier bedrock 
PK-61  simple   ice sheet bedrock 
PK-67  simple   outlet glacier lobe bedrock 
PK-63  simple   ice sheet bedrock 
PK-64  complex   ice sheet bedrock 
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BEH-1  simple  granite ice sheet erratic 
BEH-3  simple  granite ice sheet erratic 
BEH-2  simple  granite ice sheet erratic 
DEW-3  simple   ice sheet erratic 
DEW-2  simple   ice sheet erratic 
DEW-5  complex   ice sheet erratic 
DEW-4  simple   ice sheet erratic 
DEW-1  simple   ice sheet erratic 
BAT-5  simple   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
erratic 
BAT-6  simple   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
erratic 
BAT-8  simple   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
erratic 
BAT-4  simple   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
erratic 
BAT-2  simple   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
erratic 
BAT-1  complex   ice sheet; cirque erratic 
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glacier 
BAT-7  simple   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
erratic 
BAT-3  complex   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
erratic 
FER-1  simple   ice sheet erratic 
FER-2  complex   ice sheet erratic 
FER-3  single-isotope   ice sheet erratic 
SKY-1  complex   ice sheet erratic 
SKY-2  simple   ice sheet erratic 
SWE-1  single-isotope   ice sheet erratic 
ABL-1  complex   cirque glacier erratic 
ABL-2  simple   cirque glacier erratic 
TSC-1  simple   alpine glacier erratic 
TSC-2  simple   alpine glacier erratic 
MV5  simple   cirque glacier erratic 
MV1  simple   cirque glacier erratic 
MV2  simple   cirque glacier erratic 
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CF-222-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-223-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-224-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-225-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-227-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-228-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-229-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-230-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-231-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
MAR-02-CJF  complex   ice sheet drift 
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MAR-04-MJB  complex   ice sheet drift 
MAR-05-MJB  simple   ice sheet drift 
MAR-06-MJB  simple   ice sheet drift 
MAR-07-CJF  simple   ice sheet moraine 
MAR-08-CJF  simple   ice sheet moraine 
MAR-08-MJB  simple   ice sheet drift 
MAR-09-CJF  simple   ice sheet moraine 
MAR-10-CJF  complex   ice sheet moraine 
MAR-10-MJB  simple   ice sheet drift 
MAR-11-CJF  simple   ice sheet moraine 
MAR-11-MJB  simple   ice sheet drift 
MAR-12-MJB  simple   ice sheet drift 
MAR-13-CJF  complex   ice sheet drift 
MAR-16-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
MAR-17-MJB  simple   ice sheet drift 
MAR-18-MJB  simple   ice sheet moraine 
MAR-19-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
MAR-19-MJB  simple   ice sheet moraine 
MAR-20-MJB  simple   ice sheet moraine 
MAR-21-CJF  complex   ice sheet drift 
MAR-24-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
MAR-24-MJB  simple   ice sheet drift 
MAR-26-CJF  simple   ice sheet moraine 
IND-08-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
IND-09-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
IND-12-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
IND-13-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
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CF-01-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-02-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-03-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-08-08  complex   ice sheet drift limit 
CF-09-08  complex   ice sheet drift limit 
CF-13-08  simple   ice sheet drift limit 
CF-14-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-17-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-19-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-21-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-24-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-25-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-28-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-29-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
CF-31-08  simple   ice sheet drift 
PAT-04-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift limit 
PAT-08-CJF  complex   ice sheet drift limit 
PAT-10-CJF  complex   ice sheet drift limit 
PAT-13-CJF  complex   ice sheet drift limit 
PAT-14-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift limit 
PAT-15-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
PAT-16-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
PAT-18-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
PAT-20-CJF  complex   ice sheet drift 
PAT-21-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
PAT-24-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
PAT-25-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
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PAT-26-CJF  simple   ice sheet drift 
PAT-01-MJB  simple   ice sheet drift 
PAT-03-MJB  simple   ice sheet drift 
PAT-04-MJB  simple   ice sheet drift 
PAT-05-MJB  simple   ice sheet drift 
03-RDY-083-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-084-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-085-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-086-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-087-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-089-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-078-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-081-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-063-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-011-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-012-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-013-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-016-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-069-  single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; drift 
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QZH valley glacier 
03-RDY-070-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-072-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-073-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
03-RDY-074-
QZH 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
valley glacier 
drift 
04-RDY-113-
PGN 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe drift 
04-RDY-114-
PGN 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe drift 
04-RDY-118-
PGN 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe drift 
04-RDY-164-
TLL 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe drift 
04-RDY-165-
TLL 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe drift 
04-RDY-166-
TLL 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe drift 
04-RDY-167-
TLL 
 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe drift 
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SCW87-4-1  stable nuclides quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-102 0.25 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-70-1 64 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-96 0.8 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-87 0.25 stable nuclides quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-99 0.36 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-97 0.432 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-71  stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
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KBA89-50 0.00000025 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-105  stable nuclides quartz  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-103 0.03125 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
SCW87-5  stable nuclides quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-52 0.03125 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-134  stable nuclides quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-33  stable nuclides quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-104 0.16 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
AA86-6 2 stable nuclides quartz granite outlet glacier lobe 
AA86-5 0.125 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe 
KBA89-45-1 26.25 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-47-1 60 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-47-2 60 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-41-2 2 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-40-1 7.5 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-95 0.6 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-94 4 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
SCW87-3-1  stable nuclides quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-25 1.5 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-19 8 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
AA86-14 0.5 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
AA86-15 2 stable nuclides quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-105  stable nuclides quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
AA86-16  stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe tor 
KBA89-108 0.01 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-107 0.05 stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
SCW87-1-2  stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
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SCW87-1-1  stable nuclides quartz sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KBA89-91-2  single-isotope  sandstone outlet glacier lobe fresh 
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KBA89-244 0.0017 unknown quartz pegmatite ice sheet moraine 
BAK90-135 0.02 unknown quartz sandstone ice sheet moraine 
BAK90-136 0.0028 single isotope  basalt ice sheet moraine 
BAK90-137 0.0066 single isotope  basalt ice sheet moraine 
BAK90-138 0.0072 single isotope  basalt ice sheet N.R. 
BAK90-139-2  single isotope   ice sheet N.R. 
KBA89-139-1  single isotope  basalt ice sheet moraine 
KBA89-140 0.0021 single isotope  basalt ice sheet moraine 
KBA89-142 0.001 single isotope  basalt ice sheet moraine 
KBA89-143 0.06 complex quartz granite ice sheet drift 
KBA89-148 0.00025 complex quartz quartzite ice sheet moraine 
KBA89-240  single isotope  ? ice sheet ? 
KBA89-241 0.0006 single isotope  basalt ice sheet moraine 
KBA89-243 0.003 complex  basalt ice sheet moraine 
KBA89-245 0.00144 single isotope  basalt ice sheet moraine 
KBA89-246 0.0009 single isotope  basalt ice sheet moraine 
KBA89-247 0.0015 single isotope  basalt ice sheet moraine 
KBA89-248 0.005625 complex quartz metamorphic ice sheet moraine 
KBA89-292 0.001 complex  basalt ice sheet moraine 
KBA89-293 0.002 single isotope  basalt ice sheet moraine 
KBA89-295 0.009 single isotope  basalt ice sheet drift 
KBA89-296 0.009 single isotope  basalt ice sheet drift 
BAK90-141 0.012 single isotope  basalt ice sheet drift 
BAK90-214 0.002352 single isotope  ? ice sheet ? 
BAK90-247 0.00225 single isotope  basalt ice sheet moraine 
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BAK90-249 0.00091 single isotope  basalt ice sheet moraine 
BAK90-262-1 0.004 single isotope  basalt ice sheet drift 
BAK90-263 0.001089 single isotope  basalt ice sheet drift 
KBA89-239 0.027 single isotope  basalt ice sheet erratic 
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BW84-87 HF5 0.25 complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
SCW87-4-1 
HF6 
 complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-134 HF5  complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-33 HF2  single-isotope quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-33 HF3  single-isotope quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-33 HF4  complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-71 HF5  complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
SCW87-5 HF6  single-isotope quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
AA86-5 HFX(Be), HF4(Al) complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe ? 
KBA89-41-2 
HF4 
2 complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
K&,89-45. I 
HF4 
 complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
AA86-14 HF5 0.5 single-isotope quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
AA86- 15 HF5 2 single-isotope quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-105 HCI  single-isotope quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-I05 HFI  single-isotope quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-105 HF2  single-isotope quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84105 HF3  single-isotope quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-I05 HF4  single-isotope quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84~105 
HF5 
 single-isotope quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
BW84-105 HF6  unknown quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
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BW84-I05 
tines HF5 
 single-isotope quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
SCW87-3-l HF5  single-isotope quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe moraine 
AA86- 16 HFS(Be). Hf4(Al) unknown quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe bedrock 
SCW87-1-l HF5  unknown quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
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Kings92-3 CPX bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet bedrock 
Kings93-11 
CPX 
bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet bedrock 
TMDol93-1 
CPX 
bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet bedrock 
TMDol93-2 
CPX 
bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet bedrock 
TMDol93-3 
CPX 
bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet bedrock 
TMDol93-4 
CPX 
bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet bedrock 
TMDol93-15 
CPX 
 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet bedrock 
TMK93-17B-1 
QZ 
0.3 single-isotope quartz granite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMK93-17B-2 
QZ 
0.3 single-isotope quartz granite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMK93-7 QZ 0.006 single-isotope quartz granite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMK93-8 QZ 0.005 single-isotope quartz granite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMK93-9 QZ 
total of 6 steps 
0.007 single-isotope quartz granite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir92-4 CPX 
total of 3 steps 
180 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir92-4I 
CPX total of 3 
steps 
180 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir92-5A 1 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
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CPX 
TMSir92-5Ak 
CPX total of 3 
steps 
1 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir92-5Al 
CPX 
1 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir92-5Alk 
CPX 
1 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir92-5B 
CPX 
0.001 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir93-21 
CPX 
0.01 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir93-6 CPX 8 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir94-27 
CPX 
0.001 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir94-27 
WR 
0.001 stable nuclides whole rock dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir94-28 
CPX 
0.002 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir94-30 
CPX 
0.8 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir94-30 
WR 
0.8 stable nuclides whole rock dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir94-31 
CPX 
0.006 stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMSir94-31 
WR 
0.006 stable nuclides whole rock dolerite ice sheet lag deposit 
TMK93-5 QZ 0.004 single-isotope quartz sandstone ice sheet lag deposit 
TMss93-13A 
QZ 
bedrock single-isotope quartz sandstone ice sheet bedrock 
TMss93-18 QZ bedrock single-isotope quartz sandstone ice sheet bedrock 
TMss93-19A bedrock single-isotope quartz sandstone ice sheet bedrock 
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QZ 
TMss93-19B 
QZ 
bedrock single-isotope quartz sandstone ice sheet bedrock 
TMss93-20 QZ bedrock single-isotope quartz sandstone ice sheet bedrock 
TMss93-20-1 
QZ 
bedrock single-isotope quartz sandstone ice sheet bedrock 
Flem94-12B 
WR 
0.08 stable nuclides whole rock dolerite ice sheet till 
Flem92-1-2 
WR 
1 stable nuclides whole rock dolerite ice sheet till 
Flem94-17 WR 0.9 stable nuclides whole rock dolerite ice sheet till 
Flem92-1-1 
WR 
1 stable nuclides whole rock dolerite ice sheet till 
Flem94-16 WR 0.8 stable nuclides whole rock dolerite ice sheet till 
Flem92-2 WR 1 stable nuclides whole rock dolerite ice sheet till 
Flem94-14 WR 0.01 stable nuclides whole rock dolerite ice sheet till 
Flem94-18 WR 0.8 stable nuclides whole rock dolerite ice sheet till 
BullL92-7 WR bedrock stable nuclides whole rock dolerite valley glacier bedrock 
BullU93-37 QZ 0.01 stable nuclides quartz  valley glacier till 
BullL92-6Bk bedrock stable nuclides N.D. granite valley glacier bedrock 
BullL92-6B bedrock stable nuclides N.D. granite valley glacier bedrock 
BullL92-6A bedrock stable nuclides N.D. granite valley glacier bedrock 
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CF_115_08 0.00084375 stable nuclides  quartzite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_117_08 0.02278125 stable nuclides  quartzite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_120_08 0.04159375 stable nuclides  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_118_08 0.00084375 simple  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
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CF_119_08  simple  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
bedrock 
CF_66_08 0.00084375 complex  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_77_08 0.00084375 complex  quartzite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_70_08 0.00084375 complex  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_72_08 0.00084375 simple  granite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_64_08 0.00390625 simple  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_78_08 0.00084375 simple  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_91_08 0.00003125 complex  conglomerate valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_95_08 0.00084375 complex  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_90_08 0.00084375 complex  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_40_08 0.00390625 simple  Quartz valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_36_08 0.00084375 simple  Quartz valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_53_08 0.00084375 complex  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_100_08 0.00084375 simple  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_45_08 0.00084375 single-isotope  Quartz valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_99_08 0.00084375 simple  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_37_08 0.00084375 simple  Quartz valley glacier; erratic 
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outlet glacier 
CF_104_08 0.00084375 simple  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_105_08 0.00084375 simple  quartzite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_44_08 0.00084375 complex  Quartz valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_52_08 0.00084375 simple  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_39_08 0.00084375 complex  granite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_200_08 0.00084375 simple  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_202_08 0.00084375 complex  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_108_08 0.00084375 simple  Quartz valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_196_08 0.04159375 simple  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_110_08 0.00084375 single-isotope  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_155_08 0.00084375 complex  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_139_08 0.00084375 simple  granite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_150_08 0.00390625 complex  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_147_08 0.00084375 simple  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_154_08 0.00084375 complex  Quartz valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_142_08 0.00084375 simple  sandstone valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
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CF_143_08 0.00084375 complex  granite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_138B_08 0.00084375 complex  quartzite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_58A_08 0.00084375 complex  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_58B_08 0.00084375 complex  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_56_08 0.04159375 simple  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_59_08 0.00084375 complex  Quartz valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_57_08 0.02278125 single-isotope  granite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_60_08 0.00084375 simple  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
erratic 
CF_206_08 0.00084375 forbidden  Volcanic outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
till 
CF_207_08 0.00084375 simple  sandstone outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
till 
CF_208_08 0.00390625 simple  quartzite outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
till 
CF_204_08 0.00003125 simple  quartzite outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
till 
CF_205_08 0.00084375 single-isotope  sandstone outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
till 
CF_210_08 0.02278125 complex  Schist outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
erratic 
CF_209_08 0.00390625 forbidden  sandstone outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
erratic 
CF_211_08 0.00084375 complex  Quartz outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
erratic 
CF_212_08 0.00084375 single-isotope  quartzite outlet glacier; ice erratic 
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sheet 
CF_214_08 0.00390625 single-isotope  quartzite outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
moraine 
CF_213A_08 0.00084375 simple  quartzite outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
moraine 
CF_213B_08 0.00084375 simple  quartzite outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
moraine 
CF_216_08 0.00084375 simple  quartzite outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
erratic 
CF_215A_08 0.00084375 simple  gneiss outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
erratic 
CF_215B_08 0.00084375 complex  gneiss outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
erratic 
CF_220_08 0.00084375 forbidden  gneiss outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
erratic 
CF_217_08 0.00084375 complex  gneiss outlet glacier; ice 
sheet 
erratic 
CF_161_08     0.00390625 simple  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
loose 
CF_158_08       simple  granodiorite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
bedrock 
CF_159_08      0.04159375 simple  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
loose 
CF_162_08       complex  granite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
bedrock 
CF_157_08  forbidden  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
bedrock 
CF_160_08       simple  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
bedrock 
CF_182_08 0.00003125 forbidden  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
till 
CF_185_08  complex  granodiorite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
bedrock 
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CF_184_08 0.00003125 complex  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
till 
CF_181_08  simple  granodiorite valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
bedrock 
CF_183_08 0.00084375 simple  gneiss valley glacier; 
outlet glacier 
till 
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BV3.1 0.0015 complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DV7.1 0.015625 simple quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
BV9.2 0.00075 simple quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DP1.4 2.4 simple quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DP3.2 0.009 complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DP1.2 0.00225 forbidden quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
BV4.2 0.001 simple quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DV6.1 0.48 forbidden quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DV5.2 0.64 complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DV3.1 0.00119 complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DP4.3 0.192 complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DP4.1 0.864 complex quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DP4.2 0.0135 unknown quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DV2.1 0.001125 simple quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DP5.1 1.2 simple quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
BV8.1 0.03 simple quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DV1.1 0.02625 simple quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
DP6.1 0.042 simple quartz Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe drift 
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DXP_11_003_1 0.032 single-isotope  Ferrar dolerite outlet glacier lobe; 
alpine glacier 
drift 
DXP_11_003_2 0.032 single-isotope  Ferrar dolerite outlet glacier lobe; 
alpine glacier 
drift 
DXP_11_006 0.02 single-isotope  Ferrar dolerite outlet glacier lobe; drift 
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alpine glacier 
DXP_11_008 0.0135 single-isotope  Ferrar dolerite outlet glacier lobe; 
alpine glacier 
drift 
DXP_11_011 0.048 single-isotope  Ferrar dolerite outlet glacier lobe; 
alpine glacier 
drift 
DXP_11_010 0.04 single-isotope  Ferrar dolerite outlet glacier lobe; 
alpine glacier 
drift 
DXP-11-015 0.25 single-isotope  Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
alpine glacier 
drift 
DXP-11-040 3 single-isotope  Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
alpine glacier 
drift 
DXP-11-040A 3 single-isotope  Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
alpine glacier 
drift 
DXP-11-040B 3 single-isotope  Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
alpine glacier 
drift 
DXP-11-050 0.05 single-isotope  Beacon sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
alpine glacier 
drift 
DS/98/4C 0.001573 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite ice sheet bedrock 
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DS/98/5C 0.00137598 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite ice sheet bedrock 
DS/98/6C 0.0005376 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite outlet glacier bedrock 
DS/98/7C 0.0005694 single-isotope pyroxene, 
feldspar, 
ilmenite 
Ferrar dolerite ice sheet bedrock 
DS/98/8C 0.00048 single-isotope pyroxene, 
feldspar, 
ilmenite 
Ferrar dolerite outlet glacier bedrock 
DS/98/9C 0.00024696 single-isotope pyroxene, 
feldspar, 
ilmenite 
Ferrar dolerite valley glacier bedrock 
DS/98/10C 0.000495 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite valley glacier subglacial flood 
deposit 
DS/98/11Ct 0.0006048 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite valley glacier subglacial flood 
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deposit 
DS/98/11Cb 0.0006048 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite valley glacier subglacial flood 
deposit 
DS/98/12C 0.0006048 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite valley glacier  
WMP/01/03 0.03 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
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WMP/01/10  single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
HRM/02/148  single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
WMP/01/40 3.52 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
WMP/01/41 0.336 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
WMP/01/42 1.440285 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
WMP/01/43 1.4092 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
WMP/01/44 0.378 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
WMP/01/45 0.32 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
HRM/02/135 0.00588 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
HRM/02/138 0.00304304 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
HRM/02/139 0.028125 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
HRM/02/140 0.021152835 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
WMP/01/46 0.252 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
WMP/01/48 0.819 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
WMP/01/49 0.53625 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
WMP/01/50  single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
WMP/01/51 1.3455 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
HRM/02/142 0.01518 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
HRM/02/145 0.04393125 single-isotope pyroxene Ferrar dolerite alpine glacier colluvium 
RKP bedrock simple  xenolith sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
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ALH85-8 bedrock simple  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
ALH85-7 bedrock complex  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
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ALH85-5 bedrock complex  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
ALH85-6 bedrock complex  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
ALH85-9 bedrock complex  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
ALH85-2  simple  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
ALHP  complex   not interpreted loose 
MHB  complex   not interpreted loose 
ALH85-3  simple  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
ALH85-4  simple  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
ALH85-1  simple  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
ALH  forbidden  quartzite not interpreted loose 
TAC-9  complex   not interpreted bedrock 
TAC-8  complex   not interpreted bedrock 
TAC-11  simple   not interpreted bedrock 
TAC-7  simple   not interpreted bedrock 
TAC-10  simple   not interpreted bedrock 
TAC-13  simple   not interpreted bedrock 
TAC-12  simple   not interpreted bedrock 
TAC-14  simple   not interpreted bedrock 
FM-A  simple  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
FM-B  forbidden  sandstone not interpreted loose 
BW85-114  simple  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
BW85-80  simple  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
BW85-116  simple  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
BW85-109  simple  sandstone not interpreted bedrock 
S318  stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ? till 
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S320  stable nuclides quartz sandstone ? till 
S322  stable nuclides quartz sandstone ? till 
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S323 bedrock stable nuclides quartz sandstone ? bedrock 
S325 bedrock stable nuclides quartz sandstone ? bedrock 
S326 bedrock stable nuclides quartz sandstone ? bedrock 
NXP 93-52  stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ? till 
s309 bedrock stable nuclides quartz sandstone ? bedrock 
s446 s. bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ? bedrock 
s464 bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ? bedrock 
S453 bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ? bedrock 
S444 bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ? bedrock 
S435 bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ? bedrock 
S439 bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ? bedrock 
S420 bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ? bedrock 
S403 bedrock stable nuclides pyroxene dolerite ? bedrock 
DXP-99-42 0.01408 stable nuclides  dolerite outlet glacier lobe moraine 
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DXP-99-48 0.03 stable nuclides  dolerite outlet glacier lobe moraine 
DXP-99-41 0.024 stable nuclides  dolerite outlet glacier lobe moraine 
DXP-99-46 0.495 stable nuclides  dolerite outlet glacier lobe moraine 
DXP-99-40 0.4875 stable nuclides  dolerite outlet glacier lobe moraine 
DXP-99-37 0.37125 stable nuclides  dolerite outlet glacier lobe moraine 
DXP-99-38 0.036 stable nuclides  dolerite outlet glacier lobe moraine 
DXP-99-39-1 0.0135 stable nuclides  dolerite outlet glacier lobe moraine 
DXP-99-39-2 0.0135 stable nuclides  dolerite outlet glacier lobe moraine 
99-MBL-019-
MGM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
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99-MBL-021-
MGM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
99-MBL-008-
MGM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
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99-MBL-009-
MGM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
99-MBL-011-
MGM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
99-MBL-044-
PAS 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
99-MBL-043-
PAS 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
99-MBL-038-
PAS 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
01-MBL-008-
VVB 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
01-MBL-007-
VVB 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
01-MBL-005-
VVB 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
01-MBL-002-
VVB 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
01-MBL-073-
DAR 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
01-MBL-070-
DAR 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
01-MBL-064-
DAR 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
01-MBL-058-
DAR 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
01-MBL-055-
DAR 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
01-MBL-041-
SPC 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
01-MBL-039-
SPC 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
01-MBL-088-  single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
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FLM 
01-MBL-083-
FLM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
99-MBL-076-
BLD 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
99-MBL-073-
BLD 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
99-MBL-069-
BLD 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
01-MBL-163-
REA 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
01-MBL-161A-
REA 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
99-MBL-066-
REA 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
01-MBL-153-
REA 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
99-MBL-061-
REA 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
01-MBL-151-
REA 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
99-MBL-062-
REA 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
99-MBL-056-
BBD 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
01-MBL-143-
REA 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
01-MBL-146-
REA 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
01-MBL-149-
REA 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
99-MBL-059-
BBD 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
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01-MBL-140-
REA 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
01-MBL-133-
BBD 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
01-MBL-138-
BBD 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
99-MBL-055-
BBD 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
01-MBL-135-
BBD 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
01-MBL-157/3-
GAP 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
99-MBL-084-
GAP 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
99-MBL-083/3-
GAP 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
99-MBL-080-
GAP 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
99-MBL-081-
GAP 
 single-isotope   ice sheet; cirque 
glacier 
drift 
LW 11.1 1.53468 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
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LW 09.1 9.6512 simple  sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 09.3 0.9945 single-isotope  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 02.1 120 complex  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 02.2 0.00144 simple  sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 15.1 3.0303 simple  sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 24.1 0.92 complex  granite outlet glacier lobe; drift 
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lake 
LW 24.2 0.415896 simple  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 23.1 0.008316 simple  sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
moraine 
LW 23.2 0.00048 simple  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
moraine 
LW 25.1 0.473 simple  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 25.2 0.54 simple  sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 12.1 1.53468 simple  sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 12.2 3.20544 complex  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 13.2 3.91194 simple  sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 13.3 2.306958 complex  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 14.1 0.00048 single-isotope  sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
moraine 
LW 14.2 0.07344 complex  sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
moraine 
LW 14.3 0.005202 single-isotope  sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
moraine 
LW 18.1 10.41999 simple  sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 18.3 1.6434 simple  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 20.1 4.12764 simple  sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
moraine 
LW 20.3 0.99 simple  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
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LW 21.1 0.578088 simple  granite outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
LW 21.2 0.773136 simple  sandstone outlet glacier lobe; 
lake 
drift 
S10012401  single-isotope  gneiss ? drift 
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S9121301  single-isotope  gneiss ? drift 
S9121201  single-isotope  gneiss ? drift 
S9121102  single-isotope  gneiss ? drift 
S9120801  single-isotope  gneiss ? drift 
S9122201  single-isotope  gneiss ? drift 
S9121101  single-isotope  granitoid ? drift 
S9121001  single-isotope  gneiss ? bedrock 
S9121401  single-isotope  gneiss ? bedrock 
S9121901  single-isotope  gneiss ? drift 
S9122001  single-isotope  gneiss ? bedrock 
S10010401  single-isotope  granitoid ? buried glacier 
S10011102  single-isotope  gneiss ? buried glacier 
S10011101  single-isotope  gneiss ? buried glacier 
S10010501  single-isotope  gneiss ? buried glacier 
S10012701  single-isotope  granitoid ? buried glacier 
S10012504  single-isotope  granitoid ? buried glacier 
S10011401  single-isotope  granitoid ? bedrock 
S10011402  single-isotope  granitoid ? bedrock 
S10011301  single-isotope  granitoid ? bedrock 
S9122901  single-isotope  gneiss ? drift 
S10010201  single-isotope  gneiss ? drift 
S10011202  single-isotope  granitoid ? bedrock 
01-MBL-133-  simple   outlet glacier; erratic 
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BBD cirque glacier 
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01-MBL-135-
BBD 
 complex   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
erratic 
99-MBL-055-
BBD 
 complex   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
erratic 
01-MBL-139-
REA 
 simple   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
erratic 
01-MBL-140-
REA 
 simple   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
erratic 
99-MBL-059-
BBD 
 complex   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
erratic 
01-MBL-138-
BBD 
 complex   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
erratic 
01-MBL-143-
REA 
 simple   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
erratic 
01-MBL-146-
REA 
 simple   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
erratic 
01-MBL-149-
REA 
 simple   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
erratic 
01-MBL-132-
BBD 
 complex   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
01-MBL-131-
BBD 
 complex   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
01-MBL-144-
REA 
 complex   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
01-MBL-148-
REA 
 complex   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
01-MBL-150-
REA 
 simple   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
01-MBL-154-
REA 
 simple   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
01-MBL-168-
GAP 
 simple   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
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01-MBL-169-
GAP 
 complex   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
01-MBL-167-
REA 
 simple   outlet glacier; 
cirque glacier 
bedrock 
DXP-04-03  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored moraine 
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DXP-06-20  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored moraine 
KSX-06-39  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored moraine 
DXP-04-01  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored moraine 
KSX-06-35  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored moraine 
KSX-06-41  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored moraine 
KSX-06-42  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored moraine 
KSX-04-43  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored moraine 
KSX-06-47  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored moraine 
KSX-06-49  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored moraine 
DXP-04-02  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored matrix-
supported drift 
KSX-06-36  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored matrix-
supported drift 
KSX-06-37  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored matrix-
supported drift 
KSX-06-38  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe ice-cored matrix-
supported drift 
KSX-06-45  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KSX-06-46  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
DXP-04-06  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
DXP-04-07  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KSX-06-50  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KSX-06-63  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
DXP-04-04  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
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DXP-04-05  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
DXP-04-08  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KSX-06-62  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KSX 06-55  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
DXP-04-09  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
KSX-06-61  single-isotope Pyroxene  outlet glacier lobe moraine 
DVX-11-004  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
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DVX-11-021  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-031  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-093  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-095  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-096  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-099  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-100  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-101  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-105  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-111  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-112  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-115  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-117  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-123  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-125  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-126  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-127  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-128  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-129  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-130  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
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DVX-11-131  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-133  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-140  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-141  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-142  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-145  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
DVX-11-146  single-isotope  Dolerite alpine glacier moraine 
03-RDY-005-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
drift limit 
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03-RDY-007-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
drift limit 
03-RDY-008-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
drift limit 
03-RDY-009-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
drift limit 
03-RDY-021-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
drift limit 
03-RDY-019-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
drift limit 
03-RDY-024-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
drift limit 
03-RDY-025-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
drift limit 
03-RDY-026-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
drift limit 
03-RDY-027-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
drift limit 
03-RDY-077-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
drift limit 
03-RDY-028-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
drift limit 
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04-RDY-104-
QZHL 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-038-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-037-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-029-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-048-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-057-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-042-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-033-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-058-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-045-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-052-
QZH_RPT 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-043-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-052-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
04-RDY-105-
QZHL 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-030-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-056-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-055-  single-isotope   outlet glacier; ablation till 
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QZH valley glacier 
03-RDY-046-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-032-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
04-RDY-103-
QZHL 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-050-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
04-RDY-102-
QZHL 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-036-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-053-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-041-
QZH 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier; 
valley glacier 
ablation till 
03-RDY-135-
CPH 
 single-isotope   valley glacier lobe drift limit 
03-RDY-133-
CPH 
 single-isotope   valley glacier lobe drift limit 
03-RDY-117-
CPH 
 single-isotope   valley glacier lobe drift limit 
03-RDY-118-
CPH 
 single-isotope   valley glacier lobe drift limit 
03-RDY-128-
CPH 
 single-isotope   valley glacier lobe drift limit 
03-RDY-127-
CPH 
 single-isotope   valley glacier lobe drift limit 
03-RDY-124-
CPH 
 single-isotope   valley glacier lobe drift limit 
03-RDY-123-
CPH 
 single-isotope   valley glacier lobe drift limit 
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03-RDY-121-
CPH 
 single-isotope   valley glacier lobe drift limit 
04-RDY-178-
MIM-RPT 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift limit 
04-RDY-174-
MIM-RPT 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift limit 
04-RDY-174-
MIM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift limit 
04-RDY-168-
MIM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift limit 
04-RDY-169-
MIM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift limit 
04-RDY-178-
MIM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift limit 
04-RDY-179-
MIM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift limit 
04-RDY-170-
MIM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift limit 
04-RDY-181-
MIM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
04-RDY-183-
MIM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
04-RDY-186-
MIM 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift 
04-RDY-160-
PGN 
 single-isotope   ice sheet lobe erratic 
04-RDY-157-
PGN 
 single-isotope   ice sheet lobe erratic 
04-RDY-154-
PGN 
 single-isotope   ice sheet lobe erratic 
04-RDY-159-
PGN 
 single-isotope   ice sheet lobe erratic 
04-RDY-211-  single-isotope   ice sheet drift limit 
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HCH 
04-RDY-210-
HCH 
 single-isotope   ice sheet drift limit 
04-RDY-212-
HCH 
 single-isotope   ice sheet valley glacier 
04-RDY-074-
LNG 
 single-isotope   outlet glacier erratic 
04-RDY-076-
LNG 
 single-isotope   outlet glaicer erratic 
04-RDY-064-
RCN 
 single-isotope   outlet glaicer erratic 
04-RDY-061-
RCN 
 single-isotope   outlet glaicer erratic 
04-RDY-059-
RCN 
 single-isotope   outlet glaicer erratic 
04-RDY-035-
UNN 
 single-isotope   outlet glaicer erratic 
04-RDY-037-
UNN 
 single-isotope   outlet glaicer erratic 
04-RDY-039-
UNN 
 single-isotope   outlet glaicer erratic 
04-RDY-038-
UNN 
 single-isotope   outlet glaicer erratic 
04-RDY-036-
UNN 
 single-isotope   outlet glaicer erratic 
04-RDY-040-
UNN 
 single-isotope   outlet glaicer erratic 
04-RDY-042-
UNN 
 single-isotope   outlet glaicer erratic 
04-RDY-041-
UNN 
 single-isotope   outlet glaicer erratic 
03-RDY-141-
CHN 
 single-isotope   ? erratic 
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03-RDY-142-
CHN 
 single-isotope   ? erratic 
03-RDY-146-
CHN 
 single-isotope   ? erratic 
03-RDY-151-
CHN 
 single-isotope   ? erratic 
03-RDY-139-
CHN 
 single-isotope   ? erratic 
04-RDY-003-
JGN 
 single-isotope   ? erratic 
04-RDY-031-
BRK 
 single-isotope   ? erratic 
04-RDY-032-
BRK 
 single-isotope   ? erratic 
04-RDY-022-
SKL-RPT 
 single-isotope   ? erratic 
04-RDY-015-
SKL 
 single-isotope   ? erratic 
04-RDY-016-
SKL 
 single-isotope   ? erratic 
03-RDY-154-
CHN 
 single-isotope   ? ablation till 
03-RDY-153-
CHN 
 single-isotope   ? ablation till 
04-RDY-068-
DRM 
 single-isotope   ? ablation till 
04-RDY-070-
DRM 
 single-isotope   ? ablation till 
LM C14b 0.006 simple quartz psammite lake; outlet glacier 
lobe 
drift 
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 LM C3 0.012 simple quartz psammite outlet glacier lobe diamict 
LM C8b 0.002 simple quartz psammite outlet glacier lobe moraine 
LM C12a 3 simple quartz charnockite outlet glacier lobe moraine 
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Stin-6a 0.006 simple quartz quartzite outlet glacier drift 
Stin-140 2 simple quartz quartzite outlet glacier ice-cored diamict 
Stin-8b bedrock simple quartz felsic gneiss outlet glacier bedrock 
Stin-164a 0.001 simple quartz felsic gneiss outlet glacier drift 
Stin-147b 0.001 simple quartz quartzite outlet glacier drift 
Stin-147c 0.012 simple quartz quartzite outlet glacier diamict 
Stin-8a 0.0015 simple quartz quartzite outlet glacier drift 
Stin-164b 0.001 simple quartz quartzite outlet glacier drift 
Stin-154a 0.002 simple quartz quartzite outlet glacier drift 
Stin-154b 0.00225 simple quartz quartzite outlet glacier drift 
Stin-139 6 simple quartz quartzite outlet glacier ice-cored diamict 
Stin-117 48 simple quartz pelite outlet glacier ice-cored diamict 
Rym-173 3 simple quartz felsic gneiss outlet glacier drift 
Stin-148a 0.0005 complex quartz quartzite outlet glacier drift 
Stin-5a 0.000125 simple quartz quartzite outlet glacier drift 
Stin-7a 0.018 simple quartz quartzite outlet glacier drift 
Stin-164c bedrock simple quartz quartz vein outlet glacier bedrock 
Ruk-201 0.006 simple quartz felsic gneiss outlet glacier lobe drift 
Ruk-235A 0.00225 simple quartz felsic gneiss outlet glacier lobe drift 
Ruk-261b 0.018 simple quartz felsic gneiss outlet glacier lobe drift on felsemeer 
Ruk-199A 0.006 simple quartz felsic gneiss outlet glacier lobe drift 
Ruk-235C 0 simple quartz quartz vein outlet glacier lobe bedrock 
Ruk-258A 0.0125 simple quartz felsic gneiss outlet glacier lobe drift 
Ruk-235B 0.003 simple quartz felsic gneiss outlet glacier lobe drift 
Ruk-192A 0.01 simple quartz felsic gneiss outlet glacier lobe drift 
Ruk-199C 0 simple quartz quartz vein outlet glacier lobe bedrock 
Ruk-251 0.288 complex quartz quartzite outlet glacier lobe ice-cored diamict 
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Ruk-244 0.6 simple quartz felsic gneiss outlet glacier lobe ice-cored diamict 
Ruk-249 0.009375 simple quartz quartzite outlet glacier lobe ice-cored diamict 
Ruk-227 12 simple quartz felsic gneiss outlet glacier lobe ice-cored diamict 
Table A.2 – Data on samples part 2/2 
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B. 11B11BAPPENDIX B 
 
12B12BPython script to generate rasters for analysis 
# ---------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 
# DTA thesis.py 
# Created on: 2014-08-06 17:24:39.00000 
#   (generated by ArcGIS/ModelBuilder) 
# Usage: DTA thesis <inputDEM>  
# Description:  
# ---------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 
 
# Import arcpy module 
import arcpy 
 
# Check out any necessary licenses 
arcpy.CheckOutExtension("spatial") 
 
# Load required toolboxes 
arcpy.ImportToolbox("N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphom
etry.tbx") 
 
# Script arguments 
inputDEM = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(0) 
if inputDEM == '#' or not inputDEM: 
    inputDEM = "BEDEM" # provide a default value if unspecified 
 
# Local variables: 
be_elemax30 = inputDEM 
BE_eleran30 = be_elemax30 
BE_Epl30 = BE_eleran30 
BE_ERR30 = BE_eleran30 
be_elemen30 = inputDEM 
BE_middle30 = be_elemen30 
be_eleskw30 = BE_middle30 
be_elemin30 = inputDEM 
be_elestd30 = inputDEM 
BE_slp = inputDEM 
BE_slpstd30 = BE_slp 
BE_slpran30 = BE_slp 
 
# Process: Focal Statistics (2) 
arcpy.gp.toolbox = 
"N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx"; 
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# Warning: the toolbox 
N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx DOES NOT 
have an alias.  
# Please assign this toolbox an alias to avoid tool name 
collisions 
# And replace arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(...) with 
arcpy.FocalStatistics_ALIAS(...) 
arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(inputDEM, be_elemin30, "Rectangle 30 30 
CELL", "MINIMUM", "DATA") 
 
# Process: Focal Statistics (4) 
arcpy.gp.toolbox = 
"N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx"; 
# Warning: the toolbox 
N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx DOES NOT 
have an alias.  
# Please assign this toolbox an alias to avoid tool name 
collisions 
# And replace arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(...) with 
arcpy.FocalStatistics_ALIAS(...) 
arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(inputDEM, be_elemax30, "Rectangle 30 30 
CELL", "MAXIMUM", "DATA") 
 
# Process: Raster Calculator 
arcpy.gp.toolbox = 
"N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx"; 
# Warning: the toolbox 
N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx DOES NOT 
have an alias.  
# Please assign this toolbox an alias to avoid tool name 
collisions 
# And replace arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator(...) with 
arcpy.RasterCalculator_ALIAS(...) 
arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator("\"%be_elemax30%\" - 
\"%be_elemin30%\"", BE_eleran30) 
 
# Process: Raster Calculator (2) 
arcpy.gp.toolbox = 
"N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx"; 
# Warning: the toolbox 
N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx DOES NOT 
have an alias.  
# Please assign this toolbox an alias to avoid tool name 
collisions 
# And replace arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator(...) with 
arcpy.RasterCalculator_ALIAS(...) 
arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator("(\"%inputDEM%\" - \"%be_elemin30%\") / 
\"%BE_eleran30%\"", BE_Epl30) 
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# Process: Focal Statistics (5) 
arcpy.gp.toolbox = 
"N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx"; 
# Warning: the toolbox 
N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx DOES NOT 
have an alias.  
# Please assign this toolbox an alias to avoid tool name 
collisions 
# And replace arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(...) with 
arcpy.FocalStatistics_ALIAS(...) 
arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(inputDEM, be_elemen30, "Rectangle 30 30 
CELL", "MEAN", "DATA") 
 
# Process: Raster Calculator (4) 
arcpy.gp.toolbox = 
"N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx"; 
# Warning: the toolbox 
N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx DOES NOT 
have an alias.  
# Please assign this toolbox an alias to avoid tool name 
collisions 
# And replace arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator(...) with 
arcpy.RasterCalculator_ALIAS(...) 
arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator("(\"%be_elemen30%\" - 
\"%be_elemin30%\") / \"%BE_eleran30%\"", BE_ERR30) 
 
# Process: Slope 
arcpy.gp.toolbox = 
"N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx"; 
# Warning: the toolbox 
N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx DOES NOT 
have an alias.  
# Please assign this toolbox an alias to avoid tool name 
collisions 
# And replace arcpy.gp.Slope(...) with arcpy.Slope_ALIAS(...) 
arcpy.gp.Slope(inputDEM, BE_slp, "DEGREE", "1") 
 
# Process: Focal Statistics (9) 
arcpy.gp.toolbox = 
"N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx"; 
# Warning: the toolbox 
N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx DOES NOT 
have an alias.  
# Please assign this toolbox an alias to avoid tool name 
collisions 
# And replace arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(...) with 
arcpy.FocalStatistics_ALIAS(...) 
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arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(BE_slp, BE_slpstd30, "Rectangle 30 30 
CELL", "STD", "DATA") 
 
# Process: Focal Statistics (10) 
arcpy.gp.toolbox = 
"N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx"; 
# Warning: the toolbox 
N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx DOES NOT 
have an alias.  
# Please assign this toolbox an alias to avoid tool name 
collisions 
# And replace arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(...) with 
arcpy.FocalStatistics_ALIAS(...) 
arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(BE_slp, BE_slpran30, "Rectangle 30 30 
CELL", "RANGE", "DATA") 
 
# Process: Focal Statistics (6) 
arcpy.gp.toolbox = 
"N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx"; 
# Warning: the toolbox 
N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx DOES NOT 
have an alias.  
# Please assign this toolbox an alias to avoid tool name 
collisions 
# And replace arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(...) with 
arcpy.FocalStatistics_ALIAS(...) 
arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(inputDEM, be_elestd30, "Rectangle 30 30 
CELL", "STD", "DATA") 
 
# Process: Raster Calculator (3) 
arcpy.gp.toolbox = 
"N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx"; 
# Warning: the toolbox 
N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx DOES NOT 
have an alias.  
# Please assign this toolbox an alias to avoid tool name 
collisions 
# And replace arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator(...) with 
arcpy.RasterCalculator_ALIAS(...) 
arcpy.gp.RasterCalculator("((\"%inputDEM%\" - \"%be_elemen30%\") 
/ \"%be_elestd30%\") ^ 3 / (899 * 898)", BE_middle30) 
 
# Process: Focal Statistics (3) 
arcpy.gp.toolbox = 
"N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx"; 
# Warning: the toolbox 
N:/Projects/GeomorphometryProject/Geomorphometry.tbx DOES NOT 
have an alias.  
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# Please assign this toolbox an alias to avoid tool name 
collisions 
# And replace arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(...) with 
arcpy.FocalStatistics_ALIAS(...) 
arcpy.gp.FocalStatistics(BE_middle30, be_eleskw30, "Rectangle 30 
30 CELL", "SUM", "DATA") 
 
13B13BRaster Calculator formulas for Index of Roughness in ArcMap 
1 - SquareRoot(Square(Sin("%asp%"  / 57.296) * Sin("%slp%"  / 
57.296)) + Square(Cos("%asp%"  / 57.296) * Sin("%slp%"  / 
57.296)) + Square(Sin("%slp%"  / 57.296))) 
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